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Baseball in the Post-American 
Cinema, or Life in 
the Minor Leagues 

VIVIAN SOBCHACK 

The icons of our world are in trouble.! 
LEEIACOCCA 

AT THE beginning of Nation Into State: The Shifting Symbolic Founda
tions of American Nationalism, a historical and literally concrete explora
tion of the symbolic landscape of the United States, political geographer 
Wilbur Zelinsky explores a variety of meanings attached to the concept of 
"nation." Distinguishing between nationhood and statehood (closely 
related but not synonymous concepts), he tells us: 

If we distill the notion of nationhood, or peoplehood, to its essence, it is the 
shared belief among a sizeable group of individuals (too large a number for 
personal contact to be feasible among all) that they are united in the posses
sion of a unique and cherished social and cultural personality. (Zelinsky 
I988 ,5) 

Zelinsky goes on to point out "how impossible it is to define the nation 
without simultaneously defining nationalism," for, as he puts it, "belief in 
the existence of the former automatically breeds some level of allegiance, 
or even passion, for that rather mystical, romantic concept." Both nation 
and nationalism, he suggests, are "forms of social consciousness," but 
both are also social constructions and artifacts - even if, on the one hand, 
the nation is born and sustained "only when enough people ... believe in 
its existence," and, on the other, the sense of nationhood, the conscious
ness of national identity, "must appear to be the natural upwelling of sen-
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timents based upon a mutual discovery of commonalities rather than 
something imposed from above" (Zelinsky 1988, 5-6; emphasis mine). 

One would be hard pressed to deny this description of national identity 
as it is lived indigenously from within (rather than seen objectively from 
without). Nonetheless, contemporary experience in the postmodern 
America of late capitalism would seem to belie it. While most Americans 
currently believe in the existence of the nationalist state (living as they are 
under its increasing compulsions), they do so in an increasingly alienated 
and negative mode. On the one hand, the supposed "superiority" of our 
democratic mode of government has been paradoxically leveled by what 
might be seen as our ideological triumph. Citing such events as "peres
troika, the destruction of the Berlin Wall, the capitalization of the Eastern 
Bloc," to which I might add the recent collapse of communism and the 
state power of the Soviet Union (against which the United States hereto
fore defined itself), cultural critic Bill Brown points out that "the daily 
headlines of 1990 ... depict a decade wherein the ideological frontier, the 
global line of resistance to capitalist democracy, is fading." The "very suc
cess of American ideological monopoly," he suggests, "precipitates cul
turalloss, the loss of 'America' itself, the dispersal of 'America,' 'America' 
appearing, all at once, everywhere and therefore nowhere" (Brown 1991, 
60-61). Thus, the foundational myth of "American exceptionalism" that 
has been, as Agnew says, so much "an integral part of American history" 
seems increasingly baseless (Agnew 1987,15, cited in McGerr 1991). 

On the other hand, this recent (and to some degree "sudden") national 
"baselessness" caused by America's ideological success (its consequence: a 
peculiar and paradoxical sense of alienation) is matched by the blatant 
failure of capitalist democracy as it has been experienced "at home." The 
most spectacular examples are the nation's trillion-dollar deficit and the 
savings-and-Ioan scandal, but more concretely visible are crises in health 
care and pension funds, factory layoffs and closures, and the alarming 
realization and growth of an American underclass who stand - actually 
and symbolically - as "homeless." Governmental response has only wid
ened the gap between real experience and state "representation." The most 
telling recent example is President Bush and his top White House aides' 
response to the failing economy "as a public relations problem, not a pol
icy issue," as one newspaper reporter put it (Rosenthal 1991). 

Daily events in the United States narrate a foundering of belief in the 
nation as well as a nearly complete loss of faith in the state. In the street 
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and across the media, one is exposed to an "upwelling of sentiments" 
based less upon, as Zelinsky puts it, the mutual discovery or maintenance 
of "commonalities" than upon the mutual (and generally hostile) discovery 
and promotion of differences. On the one hand, the current economic sit
uation has pervaded the national consciousness in the form of a general 
"depression" that might be seen as the new "commonality" binding Ameri
cans together. But this commonality is purely negative. Listening to a local 
CBS radio news station on November 2, 1991, within a single hour, one 
could hear reports about the stock market dropping sixty-three points, a 
training conference being held in San Jose, California, on developing "self
esteem" in the workplace as an aid to bettering the quality of production, 
and the results of a poll on global "competitiveness" that indicated most 
Americans feel "we" are slipping in the international lineup of major eco
nomic powers. On the other hand, the economic situation in the United 
States has not only made American class differences appallingly obvious, 
but it has also fueled hostile articulations of racial and ethnic difference in 
the midst of a period also marked by massive and contentious immigra
tion of Hispanics and Asians into the United States and visible demo
graphic challenges to the coherence of America as a "white majority." 
Again, several myths informing a sense of national "exceptionalism" are 
exposed by their perversion in the current socioeconomic context. Histo
rian Michael McGerr tells us: 

The myth of America as a uniquely middle-class society tends to mute peo
ple's awareness of class differences. The "American dream," the less than 
fully justified faith in social mobility, tends to reconcile both the more and 
less fortunate to the inequalities of capitalism. (McGerr 1991,1063) 

Today, the exceptionalist myth of America as "uniquely" middle-class is 
challenged daily on the streets and by a perversion of the exceptionalist 
myth of "social mobility" - namely, its current dynamic as "downward." 
And while the liberal rhetoric of "community" (as in "the homeless com
munity") attempts to efface class differences, the latter's actuality is no 
longer "muted." The new downward social mobility foregrounds "the 
inequities of capitalism" and serves to further fragment a phenomenologi
cal sense of national commonality. 

This economic fragmentation informs and further amplifies social 
fragmentation along other lines of visible difference: race, ethnicity, and 
geography. On the one hand, the recent assertion and politics of racial, 
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ethnic, and regional identities have been a positive response to participa
tion in a global culture constituted primarily through new communication 
and media technologies and wide-ranging diasporic and transnational 
movement. Americans live in an age when electronic interfaces and instant 
communication have nearly erased the boundaries and distances of 
national geography. A pervasive and dispersed global network of com
mercial franchise has sent American Kentucky Fried Chicken to Beijing, 
McDonald's to Moscow, and Holiday Inns, American movies, and music 
videos everywhere. In the other direction, if more quietly, foreign interests 
have purchased American companies and real estate and are increasingly 
making their presence felt in the context of everyday "American" life. On 
the other hand, the recent assertion and politics of racial, ethnic, and 
regional identities have been an embattled response to a rising and fear
some parochialism, provincialism, and fundamentalism on the part of 
the white "uniquely" American middle class, whose mythic "majority" 
(already diminished economically) is terrified of being culturally hybri
dized and de-based - that is, of losing its numerical and political clout 
and being "sent down" from its white franchise to live and play in what 
heretofore were the politically disenfranchised "minor leagues" of minor
ity culture. Containing an advertisement for a series of upcoming televi
sion news "bites" on "Race and Tolerance," the same CBS news program 
cited earlier is explicit in this regard. "How do you view people of other 
colors than you are?" it asks, "and how will you feel when the white 
majority becomes a minority?" In sum, we are in a period significantly and 
simultaneously marked by a heightened sense of multiculturalism and 
transnationalism and by the increasing presence of racism, anti-Semitism, 
homophobia, and xenophobia. 

It is clear that Zelinsky'S description of the phenomenological experi
ence of nationhood, the consciousness of national identity, as "the natural 
upwelling of sentiments based upon a mutual discovery of commonalities 
rather than something imposed from above" still holds - but it does so 
ironically, perversely, paradoxically as befits what has been called our 
"postmodern" historical moment. That is, the only "mutual discovery of 
commonalities" Americans have experienced in the last decade or so has 
been the discovery of the commonality of their incommensurable differ
ences. Not imposed from above, but lived from below, this mutual discov
ery has led indeed to what appears to be the "natural upwelling of senti
ments" - but these sentiments express the rejection of national identity 
and the embrace of globalism, on the one hand, and forms of tribalism on 
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the other. American nationalism, therefore, seems almost completely de
based - despite its short-lived and artificial regeneration via the construc
tion of the recent Gulf War. As Brown puts it: "If the post-Cold War, new
world order served as the condition of possibility for the 'united front' 
against Saddam, then this new order should also be recognized as the con
dition of anxiety that produced Saddam as a phantasmatic threat to the 
American way of life." It is, indeed, the "American way of life" that has 
been revealed as phantasmatic. "No longer the sign of capitalist success, 
no longer the defender of the free world against communist expansion, 
America," Brown tells us, "enters the post-American" (Brown I99I, 6I; 
emphasis mine). 

The "post-American," then, acknowledges a collapse of phenomenolog
ical belief in the existence of the "nation" as anything more than phantas
magoric, and an increasing sense that any confidence in the concept of a 
unified national character or belief in an enduring liberal consensus 
resides primarily (and sometimes only) in the familiar and communal 
commercial space of the national television set, the movie screen, and the 
shopping mall where Americans are constructed and commercially (rather 
than politically) re-enfranchised by McDonald's, Reebok, and Coca-Cola. 
Therefore, it is not surprising that post-Americanism shares with post
modernism a pervasive sense of loss, an "inverted millenarianism" - to 
use Fredic Jameson's characterization - in which "premonitions of the 
future" are replaced with the sense of "the end of this or that" (Jameson 
I984, 53). This experience of the "end" provokes intense and hyperbolic 
nostalgia and, among the soon-to-be-Iess-enfranchised, invokes images of 
"the good old days" satisfied by television commercials, series, and main
stream movies that are archaic, pastoral, and idyllic in tone and location. 
This nostalgia for a "pure" American identity is also satisfied by sports -
and, most particularly, by baseball. 

As Bill Brown suggests, in an extraordinary article titled "The Meaning 
of Baseball in I992 {with Notes on the Post-American)," America has not 
only claimed and mythified baseball against historical fact as its own 
"national pastime," but baseball itself has contributed to the production 
and containment of that mythic space we claim as "America." Brown 
writes that 

baseball has played a prominent role in the American imaginary - the pro
cess by which "America" strives to see itself coherently. Of course, without 
its own tongue or its own Yolk, the nation has always relied on icons, and 
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on the designation of a national character, for instance, to assert cohesion, 
to imagine a community, as Benedict Anderson would put it. And baseball's 
ability to archaize America - famously exhibiting its pastoral spatiality and 
temporality - enables the game to establish national fixity . ... In other 
words, baseball renders America visible to itself.2 (Brown 1991, 52; empha
sis mine) 

Zelinsky would agree. Exploring a range of symbols, phenomena, 
and performances that are overtly nationalistic, he turns to the more la
tent statism powerfully generated by organized sports, particularly in 
their modern mediated form whereby national participation is primarily 
through spectatorship. As he points out: 

Vicarious engagement in local sport may indeed be the only social activity 
that binds together nearly the entire populace not only in small towns but in 
large metropolises as well. And, by means of radio, television, and the print 
media, the major sports create coast-to-coast congregations of communi
cants whose memberships transcend the usu,al barriers of class, age, reli
gious denomination, ideology, and, recently at least, sex, ethnic, and racial 
group - and ultimately even region. Sport fanaticism, which in varying 
degree involves the vast majority of Americans, engenders an intensity of 
feeling on a daily basis far greater than any roused by conventional religious 
or political issues. (Zelinsky 1988,108) 

In the mediated world of the twentieth century, the secular religion 
generated by sport is generally transnational. Americans, however, are 
particularized ("exceptionalized") by their expressed claim upon baseball 
as the National Game. David Halberstam contends that "Baseball is ... 
our most mythological of sports; it has the longest history, it is by its own 
proclamation our national pastime, and it harbors ... our greatest myth
ological figures" (Halberstam 1970, 22). Among American sports, base
ball is also the one most evocative of another mythological tenet of 
national exceptionalism: America as an innocent nation in a wicked world 
(McGerr 1991,1063). Wearing clean white uniforms, young men engage in 
a supremely rational, civilized, gentle, and moral battle played out within 
the context of a simple, grassy mise-en-scene as an emotional drama that 
disavows the implications of advertising and Astroturf. As Zelinsky points 
out, the sport "is ... most intimately linked with the American ethos, 
like the flag and apple pie, and thus nationalism" (Zelinsky 1988, lIO). 

The "imagined community" generated by baseball is a national commu-
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nity. It is, however, as Brown reminds us, a national community figured as 
archaic and pastoral. Zelinsky, too, suggests that the game's national pop
ularity "arises from a mythic association with the pastoral theme, the 
fabled Middle Landscape so central to the American Dream, and thus 
with the mystique of the small town and agrarianism." He goes on to 
quote a powerful statement on baseball by Michael Novak, author of The 
Joy of Sports, published in I976, but first positions it as written "before 
the professional ranks were as thronged with Afro-Americans and Latin 
Americans as they are today" (Zelinsky I988, HO). Novak (I976, 58) says: 

Baseball is as close a liturgical enactment of the white Anglo-Saxon Protes
tant myth as the nation has. It is a cerebral game, designed as geometrically 
as the city of Washington itself, born out of the Enlightenment and the phi
losophes so beloved of Jefferson, Madison, and Hamilton. It is to games 
what the Federalist Papers are to books. 

Thus, whatever the actual historical and multinational claims upon base
ball (and there are many), the game has long been mythologized as an 
American "field of dreams" - the utopian and irreal (but therapeutically 
effective) site upon which to situate an equally mythological and utopian 
national character. 

It is hardly surprising, then, that baseball has not only appeared in 
innumerable American movies as a frequent and iconic part of the Ameri
can mise-en-scene (indeed marking it as American), but it also has figured 
prominently and almost always as an allegory of American (male) experi
ence in quite a sizeable number of narrative films from Thomas Edison's 
I899 Casey at the Bat to I942'S The Pride of the Yankees to I989'S aptly 
named Field of Dreams. Despite their affinity for biography and period 
recreation, with few exceptions most of these films (whether comedy or 
melodrama) have idealized the game, introducing and yet negating its his
toricity, its institutional and commercial status, and locating it instead in a 
hermetic, timeless, oneiric vision of America that always has a white Mid
dle-American male Casey at bat (whatever his race or origin), that always 
contains and synthesizes the contradictory qualities of childhood and 
adulthood, pastoral and urban space, individual effort and teamwork, 
that always defuses and privatizes cultural difference as personal idiosyn
crasy and homogenizes it as "all American." Given the game's perceived 
mythic function and, as Brown suggests, its status of establishing "na
tional fixity," it is no wonder that a survey of the thirty-five American fea-
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ture films made from the I940S through the I980s that foreground base
ball reveals no fewer than nine of them as outright fantasies. 3 This close 
affinity between the "mythic" and the "fantastic" in relation to baseball 
movies constitutes the genre as generally "timeless." Thus, it is not surpris
ing to note that yet another baseball fantasy about a Little Leaguer who 
becomes a pitching legend is scheduled for summer I993 release. 

Brown, however, is particularly interested in the fact that recent years 
have seen a "rather extraordinary proliferation" of both books and movies 
about baseball - and he goes on to argue that, precisely at a historical 
moment when the daily life of Americans seems to force a continual denial 
of anything once remotely experienced as "national fixity," the appearance 
of these texts expresses dominant culture's attempts "to keep a 'national 
game' centered as an American object of American knowledge" (Brown 
I99I, 62). This desire to "center" baseball as a national game and an 
American object in the current political, cultural, and economic land
scape, however, is tremulous at best. The most recent and yet-to-be
released films about the game explicitly introduce not "fantastic elements" 
but "hybridizing elements" into this innocent, pure, all-American (male), 
and "national" pastime: namely, markers of racial, ethnic, and gender dif
ferences, of big business and commercialism, and even of international 
challenges to the country's iconographic claim on baseball as one of its 
primary national symbols. 

For the most part, up until the last decade, issues of race and national
ity, gender, and big business have been suppressed or deflected in Ameri
can baseball features. However, there have been exceptions. Indeed, in 
I909, a film called His Last Game was not only presumably the first base
ball feature ever made, but was a "cowboy and Indians sports film" about 
"an ace pitcher for an Indian baseball team who refuses a bribe from two 
cowboy gamblers to throw the game" (Zucker and Babich I987, 22), goes 
on to win with a grand slam homer, but who is finally executed for the 
murder of one of the gamblers he didn't commit - first, because the reve
lation of the real killer doesn't come in time, and second, because dead he 
poses no threat to the dominant order of things. (To wit, sympathetic or 
not, the film affirms quite literally the Hollywood canard that "The only 
good Indian is a dead Indian.") And in I937, a women's softball team pro
vided the context for Girls Can Play - a murder mystery notable for being 
"the first sound feature film dealing primarily with women in sports" and 
for not being a comedy "as virtually all films about women athletes would 
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be up until the 1970S" (Zucker and Babich 1987, 20). From the 1940S to 
the 1980s, the few other films dealing with race or gender include The 
Jackie Robinson Story, released in 1950, starring the ball player as himself 
in a relatively pointed look at the racial issues surrounding his career as 
the first African-American admitted into the major leagues in 1947. The 
film's ultimate message, however, was that both the game and America 
were expansive enough to incorporate him into the dominant - and 
white - order of things. The tone and issue are quite different in The Bad 
News Bears (1976). The hopeless and foul-mouthed male Little Leaguers 
in this immensely popular comedy accept and depend upon an equally 
foul-mouthed but more adept girl as their star pitcher. While responding 
in some small degree to cultural debates in post-1960s America around 
gender access and competitiveness in children's sports, the film avoids 
comparable issues in the adult sports world. The Bad News Bears Go To 
Japan (1978) is only a somewhat prescient spin-off - taking the now 
sanitized, pint-sized team abroad under the aegis of a small-time promoter 
out to make a buck from the international encounter. The film, however, 
patently represses the long history of baseball as a Japanese national game 
and also ignores the larger international economic battle contempora
neously being waged behind its own mise-en-scene. 

Most interesting, perhaps, of the few films before the 1980s that intro
duced elements that might perturb the mythology of the game as not only 
all-American but also all-inclusive was The Bingo Long Traveling All
Stars and Motor Kings. Released in 1976 (the Bicentennial Year), it 
focused on a barnstorming group of black ball players "on the road" in the 
America of 1939, but contained them in a plot that kept racial and busi
ness conflict internal, comic, and out of the white major leagues. Con
cerned with an economic battle between an independent club and the all
powerful, all-business Negro National League, the film started out, as 
Danny Peary put it, as "an interesting look at exploitation of blacks by 
blacks and a sharp leftist political satire ('Seize the means of production' is 
Bingo's motto)," but devolved into a "familiar farce" (Peary 1986, 54). 
Nonetheless, the film's humor is often pointed. A running gag, for exam
ple, has one of the players first pretending to be a Cuban and then a 
Native American in hopes of breaking into the white major leagues. 5 

Another look at the thirty-five baseball films made between 1942 and 
1989 reveals that they were released in cycles. The first cycle (consisting of 
twenty feature films) ran from 1942 through 1958 and spanned both the 
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Second World War and the Cold War periods when American attitudes 
were fiercely nationalistic and statist. Interestingly and appropriately, 
given baseball as the phantasmagoria of America rendered "visible to 
itself," there was more than a decade's gap between this first cycle and the 
second, which began in 1973. Indeed, according to Zucker and Babich's 
Sports Films: A Complete Reference, only a single American baseball film 
was released between 1958 and 1973. Hardly a popular "hit," 1962's Safe at 
Home featured American heroes Roger Maris and Mickey Mantle and 
capitalized "on the two Yankee sluggers' assault on Babe Ruth's home run 
record in 1961" (Zucker and Babich 1987, 37). 

This remarkable fifteen-year gap certainly provokes speculation as to 
its causes. One possibility is that the "imagined community" and utopian 
national space previously figured by baseball on the screen was so com
pletely at odds with the cultural upheavals in the America of the I960s that 
this previous "imagined community," indeed, could not then be imagined 
- for to do so would force the recognition that this "imagined community" 
and its figuration of utopian national space was now lost - but was not 
yet ready to be nostalgically redeemed. As Zelinsky notes: "By the I960s 
and I970s, the statist faith seemed to be approaching its nadir in the 
United States, especially among the youthful," who were, we might add, 
the nation's major motion picture audience (Zelinsky 1988, 248). Paul 
Goodman, writing in 1969, is apposite - if, in hindsight, somewhat 
hyperbolic: 

For the first time in recorded history, the mention of country, community, 
place has lost its power to animate. Nobody but a scoundrel even tries it. 
Our rejection of false patriotism is, of course, itself a badge of honor. 
But the positive loss is tragic and I cannot resign myself to it. (Goodman 

1969,97) 

During this period marked by the Vietnam war, urban rioting around civil 
rights, the generation gap, and the emergence of militant feminism, the 
allegorizing of baseball and its Anglo, male, and Middle American ethos 
was insupportable. As well, in the real world of baseball, the period from 
the late I950S through the I970S marks the sport's increasing incorpora
tion (both figuratively and literally) of non-Anglo players, its commer
cially motivated and increasing diasporic team movements, and its shift 
from radio space to televisual space. Now fans could watch as well as lis
ten to the game in the privacy of their own homes, but what radio hid, tel-
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evision displayed: an increasing racial and ethnic hybridization of the 
Anglo ideal. Then, too, they watched the Oakland A's for three-years run
ning grow long hair and mustaches and identify themselves as the "Anti
War team." And, perhaps, most threatening of all to the idea of national 
"fixity" that baseball had theretofore represented, the national public dur
ing this period watched the Brooklyn Dodgers, New York Giants, and 
other teams suddenly and coldly leave their "naturalized" - and arca
dianly figured - birthplaces, publicly revealing themselves not as "home" 
teams, but as "franchises" ready to sell their regional birthright for a mess 
of corporate pottage. 

After this fifteen-year hiatus, the second cycle of baseball films began in 
1973, ended in 1978, and consisted of only six features - of which, it 
should be noted, two were sequels to the highly successful and irreverent 
The Bad News Bears, suggesting that the term "cycle" may be too strong 
to use here. Indeed, Zelinsky notes in relation to his own project of chart
ing the historical and geographic dynamics of overtly nationalistic cultural 
phenomena that after the Bicentennial Year there was a "post-1976 slump 
in pilgrimages to nationalistic shrines." And, generally conservative as he 
is in the matter, he goes on to bemoan the period's nearly complete loss of 
vitality in relation to "the old tried and true nationalistic symbols" -
pointing to such things as the "trivialization of national holidays, the near 
extinction of monument building, outright desecration of the flag, and, 
possibly, a dismaying decline in voter turnout during presidential elec
tions." He goes on to suggest that America in the late 1970S had the "dubi
ous" distinction of being in the lead of the general decline of "nationalist 
sentiments" and "civil religions" in the industrialized West (Zelinsky 1988, 
248- 249). 

The most recent cycle of baseball features dates from 1988. During the 
decade between 1978 and 1988, only three films were produced, two of 
them virtually unseen, the third generally acknowledged a popular suc
cess. Zapped (1982) was a totally forgotten fantasy along the lines of It 
Happened One Spring, and Blue Skies Again (1983) was a totally forgotten 
comedy, notable perhaps for featuring a woman as second-baseman. The 
Natural (1984) stands, then, as the only baseball film to capture the 
national imagination during the decade between 1978 and 1988. Again, 
one is prompted to speculate about the general significance of this gap -
occurring, as it did, primarily during the Reagan years, from 1980 to 1988. 
During this period, the Republican party fully reclaimed and rearticulated 
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America with an ex-movie star who urged the nation on, in the less pasto
ral and more militaristic terms of football (and Star Wars), to "win just 
one for the Gipper." We had Reagan, so perhaps we didn't need baseball 
to render the country phantasmagorically visible to itself. Or, perhaps, 
Reagan's personae wasn't authentic or innocent enough to be successfully 
linked to baseball. In this regard, it is fascinating to discover that Reagan 
actually made a baseball film in 1952, but The Winning Team, in which he 
portrayed presidentially named Philadelphia pitcher Grover Cleveland 
Alexander, did not capture the public imagination as much as did his 
portrayal, a decade earlier, of a football player in Knute Rockne, All
American. 6 

As the single exception to the period's general lack of symbolic "need" 
for baseball on-screen, it is especially interesting to contemplate the 
appeal of The Natural - a film in which gambling and corrupt ownership 
of the game figure darkly, although the film's combo heroic/idyllic ending 
totally overturns the cynical finish of the Bernard Malamud novel from 
which it was adapted. 7 Indeed, the film's mythic backlighting and cagey 
omissions cleverly function to cover up its sellout of the novel's dark con
clusion. Both Roger Ebert and Mark Crispin Miller are illuminating if one 
juxtaposes their reactions to The Natural. Ebert asks, in the era of 
Reagan: "Why didn't they make a baseball picture? ... Why did a per
fectly good story ... have to be made into one man's ascension to the 
godlike, especially when no effort is made to give that ascension mean
ing?" (Ebert 1991, 378). And Miller suggests the appropriate response: 

[The film] climaxes with Roy Hobbs - although morally compromised, and 
with an open wound - belting one last meteoric homerun (slow motion, 
fireworks, music, cheering crowds), thereby winning - that is, not throw
ing - the big game: a finale of bogus jubilation that we might expect in a TV 

commercial, which figures, since the movie's script was written by BBDO's 
[an advertising agency] Phil Dusenberry, maker of many ads for, among 
other products, Diet Pepsi and Ronald Reagan. (Miller 1990a, 221) 

The present cycle of baseball films really began in 1988 and has not yet 
ended. Nineteen eighty-eight is also the year George Bush was elected 
president. Not much positive has been - or could be - made of the image 
of Bush as once captain of the Yale baseball team. Indeed, Bush's best 
known connection to baseball was derived from the remarks of Governor 
Anne Richards of Texas at the 1988 Democratic National Convention at 
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which she said: "George Bush is a man who was born on third base and 
thought he hit a triple." Thus, it is fitting that the America this newest 
cycle of baseball films again renders visible after a decade seems morally 
tarnished, completely institutionalized and commodified, and with one 
exception - in its contemporary rather than period stagings - also seems 
generally complacent about, rather than critical of, its own symbolic 
debasement. Certainly, the films of the late 1980s and early 1990S still 
mine the rich symbolic history of baseball, but do so with few illusions 
about what the national pastime of America has now become. The one 
exception, of course, is 1989'S Field of Dreams, a film promiscuously nos
talgic and illusionary, but one that still cannot escape the project of com
modifying the game. As well, in all the contemporary films, the hermetic 
symbolic province of the white, Anglo, Protestant, Middle American male 
is permeated and hybridized by the cultural differences and global shifts 
that mark the current moment. 

There have been five baseball films in this present cycle of films and 
four more are imminent. Eight Men Out (1988), a period piece, recounts 
the story of the infamous Chicago Black Sox scandal of 1919 in which 
members of the team agreed to throw the World Series for cash. In its own 
way a demythification of The Natural, Eight Men Out focuses on rela
tions between a corrupt management and exploited ball players who are 
no better than laborers and hardly heroic. As Brown points out, the film 
"exposes the underbelly of baseball as big business." Made in the same 
year, the more contemporaneously located and comic Bull Durham 
emphasizes both "the drudgery of life in the minor leagues" and "the male 
athlete as the object of woman's gaze" (Brown 1991, 67). Bull Durham also 
foregrounds the fact that a bright array of commercial products and logos 
has entered the generally pastoral and timeless of space of baseball - con
necting the game and players not only to the commodified social space 
around them, but also to the commercial logos that increasingly substitute 
for the symbolically impoverished, traditional icons of nationalism. 
Rather than flags, eagles, monuments, and even yellow ribbons, it is Pepsi 
Cola, Budweiser and Miller beer, Jim Beam whiskey, Oscar Meyer pro
cessed meat, and Alberto-Culver cosmetics that really let us know we're in 
America (Miller 1990a, 1990b). Thus, advertising in baseball films such as 
Bull Durham paradoxically demythifies the "innocence" of baseball, but 
also reenergizes its evocation of nationalism - that is, a sense of American 
identity enabled by the construction of a commercial space to which we 
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can all relate and in which we can all commune. The same could be said 
generally of Stealing Home, also released in 1988. 

In 1989, responding to these corruptions, bent on redeeming the essen
tial innocence of the game as well as of the entire Black Sox team, Field of 
Dreams came from Hollywood's left field (initially no major studio 
wanted to assist with financing its production). Overtly linking the cur
rent American nostalgia for simpler and more innocent times with the 
mythology of the innocence of baseball and playing out this desire for a 
gentler, simpler America as a rejection and redemption of the male Oedi
pal scenario, the film scored a runaway hit. First contextualizing itself 
within a liberal discursive field, it proceeds to relocate the sport into a lit
erally oneiric field on an Iowa farm and, by its end, to literally consume a 
black radical in its corn. It is important to note, as well, that for a movie 
set in 1988 and released in 1989, Field of Dreams is deliberately and pecu
liarly bereft of the familiar products and brand names that have come to 
dominate the mise-en-scene of most American movies since the mid-1970S. 
There are only four such familiar commercial markers and their location 
in the film is instructive. A Kodak film strip and a Century 21 real estate 
sign are used early on in the film's opening photographic sequence - on 
the one hand helping to literally ground the autobiographical narration in 
a contemporary and familiar America, on the other not allowed to taint 
the mythic Iowa in which most of the film takes place. The other two 
logos appear only in what the film suggests (through a variety of means) as 
a benignly corrupt urban space: a giant Citgo sign verifies the mise-en
scene as Boston, while an unlit Pepsi logo figures vaguely on the wall of 
Fenway Park. 

And yet the film is, as Brown (1991, 69) notes, "a capitalist dream." By 
the end of the movie, the words supernaturally whispered to Ray Kinsella, 
"If you build it, he will come" (the "it" referring to a baseball field and the 
"he" to long-dead Joe Jackson, expelled in the Black Sox scandal) have 
been transformed in meaning into something more pragmatic, something 
along the lines of "Since you built it, they will come" (the "it" still the base
ball field, but the "they" referring to an endless stream of dissatisfied and 
nostalgic Americans willing to pay $20 per person for a spectacle that will 
fill the void left by their loss of youth, their loss of faith, their loss of 
national identity). Thus, despite the film's yearning to revivify dead ball 
players and dead fathers and give them a second chance, despite its 
attempts to remythify the game and a vision of America and to reenergize 
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the "imagined community" of nationalism, Field of Dreams ends up sell
ing, as Bill Brown concludes, "its own dream as a box office hit." (In this, 
Ray Kinsella is a visionary along the lines of a Charles Keating.) More 
than just linking the "dream of a meaningful sport and a meaningful 
America," Field of Dreams "sells the dream of selling that dream, and 
stages a drama of American self-consumption" (Brown 1991, 69). Indeed, 
the fulfillment of the film's infinite regress of nostalgic self-consumption 
can be found in the fact that real people make a pilgrimage to the Iowa 
field where Field of Dreams was shot, and a recent issue of USA Weekend, 
in a travel article titled "Make a Movie and They Will Come," suggests six 
"sites" and "sets" to visit in 1992, two of which provided the backdrop for 
upcoming baseball movies and both of which are located in the American 
"heartland": Huntingburg and Evansville, Indiana, where A League of 
Their Own was filmed, and Danville, Illinois, where The Babe was filmed 
(Guttman 1991,8).8 

Nineteen eighty-nine, however, also saw the release of Major League, a 
film that, in the guise of a mild comedy, figures the return of the corrup
tion so repressed in Field of Dreams and finds it funny. The major plot line 
involves a woman baseball team owner who "seeks to get out of her Cleve
land franchise by organizing a team that's guaranteed to lose games - and 
fans" (Maltin 1991, 746). Foregrounding the irreconcilable aspects of cul
tural difference, one of the film's running gags involves the ongoing con
flict between a blonde Anglo player, identified as a fundamentalist Chris
tian, who insists the team pray before every game, and a player from the 
Dominican Republic who maintains a voodoo shrine in his locker and 
insists on sacrificing live animals in hopes of winning. Suffice it to say that 
the film ends with the team winners and the Dominican culturally trium
phant. 

Recently, two more baseball films have been released theatrically and 
another as a cable television movie, and there are at least two more on the 
way. The Babe (1992) was a nostalgically shot and heroically oriented 
period biography of Babe Ruth, just barely complicated by the ball play
er's womanizing. A League of Their Own (1992) was also a period piece 
about women's professional baseball in the 1940S and 1950S. Despite its 
historical revisionism and generally feminist approach, it, too, is steeped 
in a nostalgia supported by the film's flashback structure. And, although 
A League of Their Own casts the utterly contemporary Madonna as one 
of the ball players, her presence on-screen does relatively little to add bite 
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to a thoroughly enjoyable homage to a pastoral myth of community only 
vaguely troubled by sex discrimination. 

Madonna off-screen, however, was another matter. Befitting the para
doxes constituting the post-American moment, during the film's produc
tion, Madonna publicly trashed the nostalgic and pastoral myth of Middle 
American baseball reaffirmed by the film. Speaking to TV Guide (and 
thus to nearly every middle-class household in America), Madonna said of 
Evansville, Indiana, where she spent three months filming, "I may as well 
have been in Prague." It was not meant, nor was it taken, as a compliment 
by the townsfolk of Evansville or one of Indiana's senators. The star went 
on to reveal that she has "zero interest in organized sports" and had to 

learn to play for the film. Blunt as usual, she told TV Guide: "I was enthu
siastic in the beginning, but when you have to do it over and over again, 
you lose interest. Unless you're getting paid 12 million dollars to play 
baseball - then I could grow very interested" (Loder 1991, 5). 

However, the made-for-cable The Comrades of Summer (1992) and the 
theatrically released Mr. Baseball suggest an even more overt and radical 
on-screen challenge to the mythological "American-ness" of baseball. Both 
not only acknowledge its globalization in the post-American moment, but 
also dramatize fumbling, comedic, and contentious attempts to reassert 
American sovereignty over "foreign" co-optation of the game. Shot on 
location in Russia before the collapse of the Soviet Union and released 
shortly after, The Comrades of Summer is a comedy about an injured ex
big league player who, short of money and product endorsements, reluc
tantly signs on to coach a bumbling team of Russian "bad news bears" for 
their first Olympic competition. So much for the Cold War. It is worth 
noting, however, that the film displaces the thematic of the "washed-up" 
ball player's dread of "being sent down to the minors" (a thematic that 
appears even in A League of Their Own) to a dread of being sent to a for
eign country and attempts through comedy both to reassert American 
supremacy over the game and to recognize the increasing need to adapt to 
foreign cultures which refuse that supremacy. 

This contestation over America's symbolic ownership of baseball is 
made even more explicit in Mr. Baseball, a film informed by the current 
economic contestation between the United States and Japan that is para
digmatic of the post-American moment. Both the film's narrative and the 
discursive field that surrounded the production of Mr. Baseball fore
grounded the fear not only of America's loss of supremacy in the intern a-
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tional trade wars, but also the fear of national transformation and hybrid
ization. On November 20,1991, the New York Times (Late Edition) ran a 
news story with the headline "Japanese Buy Studio, and Coaching Starts" 
(pp. A1ff). Primarily descriptive, seemingly flat in tone but with a caution
ary subtext, the piece is rich in irony as it reports how, after Matsushita 
Electric Industrial Company's recent purchase of MCA, Inc. (the owner of 
Universal Pictures), the script of a film in production titled Mr. Baseball 
was substantially rewritten. The romantic comedy starring Tom Selleck is 
about Jack Elliot, a ball player let go by the New York Yankees, who signs 
on with a Japanese team and has to deal not only with his own adaptation 
to the Japanese style of training and play, but also with the "anti-foreign 
bias of Japanese baseball" and an obligatory cross-cultural romance. 9 

What is of moment, the Times notes, is that this is "the first movie about 
Japan produced by a Japanese-owned Hollywood studio and the first test 
of the Japanese promise to leave creative control in Hollywood." 

Aside from the issue of whether the American filmmakers or the J apa
nese corporation had "creative control" over the film, what is of most 
interest in the Times article are the script changes related specifically to 
the game and its ethos. Where the original script had Jack clashing "head
on with Japan's devotion to martial spirit, group harmony, saving face, 
grueling workouts and love-hate feelings for foreigners," the rewritten 
script "turns more completely on the idea of ... Jack ... accepting Jap
anese ways before he can succeed." The Times reports, as well, that "the 
new script sees learning to hit a baseball in Japan as an almost mystical 
combination of concentration, will power and learning to 'accept.' The 
earlier script emphasized plainer elements of technique ... ." Mr. Selleck's 
comments on this change are as illuminating as they are transparent. 
"When I originally signed on, this was just a baseball movie. Then the 
studio got taken over, and it took on new overtones .... I got a lot of 
assurances that the movie would not be compromised .... Yes, Jack 
changes. But he keeps himself whole as an American baseball player. It's a 
tightrope I have to walk. I'm not about to sell out for a resolution that's 
not acceptable." 

The article also contains comments by Robert Whiting, briefly a con
sultant on the film and author of You Gotta Have Wa, a book on Ameri
cans playing Japanese baseball. He assures the Times that "the Americans 
who do best in Japan are not forced to accept Japanese ways," that "the 
adjustment the batters make is a technical one, not anything to do with 
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fighting spirit," and that the Japanese "like to think they improved base
ball." "They love stories about guys who come over and see the light and 
do things the Japanese way," he adds, but "the facts don't support their 
contention." The Times concludes with an overly coy question: "Will any
one find a deeper message from a Japanese-owned studio about the superi
ority of Japan?" And director Fred Schepesi replies: "I hope not. Maybe 
someone's going to find that sort of stuff. But you'll see that this will be a 
very funny, very entertaining movie with real substance underneath." 

This news story is utterly revealing of its cultural implication in the 
post-American moment. Both of its narratives (one within and the other 
surrounding the film) implicate cross-cultural relations and a contested 
claim over the same hallowed and previously all-American "national pas
times": baseball and movies. The themes and anxieties of the article and 
the themes and anxieties of the film duplicate each other and bespeak a 
fear of hybridization and loss of national identity and power - and both 
disavow (one almost hysterically and the other comically) the changed 
nature, situation, and symbolic integrity of both movies and baseball. We 
can no longer rest secure that either represents our American "national 
heritage." And they, in turn, can no longer secure us as particularly Ameri
can. Matsushita has already bought Universal Pictures. And, in the face of 
initial national outrage followed by resigned silence, the Japanese found
ers of Nintendo recently bought the Seattle Mariners. When they made 
their offer of one hundred million, the New York Times (January 24, 
I992, p. I) reported it as "the first time that an owner outside of North 
America has tried to buy a controlling interest in a major league baseball 
team." With appropriate postmodern and post-American logic, the deal, 
the Times reported, "was presented ... as the best chance to keep the 
club in town." 

In "The Meaning of Baseball in I992," Bill Brown pointed ahead to the 
fact that later in the year, for the first time, baseball would become an offi
cial Olympic sport. (He did not, however, anticipate Comrades of Sum
mer nor the fact that the United States would not win the gold medal.) 
Brown writes: "Whereas the World Series has always been contested 
within North America, in I992 a different sort of world series will be, for 
the Americans, all away games. The meaning of baseball, then, may lose 
much of its meaning; rather, the cipher may become less available as an 
inscriptive space in which 'America' is repeatedly rewritten" (Brown I99I, 
49). And yet, if in "real life," baseball is less available as an inscriptive 
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space in which "America" can be rewritten, it nonetheless remains as a 
screen space in which feeble attempts to recuperate "America" and 
national identity can find their dramatization. 

In sum, American baseball movies have always seemed symbolically 
connected to questions of nationalism, and, as Ken Burns says, the game 
has served as "a kind of Rosetta stone of American history and American 
myth, wherein the lie is as important and certainly revealing as the truth" 
(Burns I992, BI).10 The most recent cycle of films bears out this statement. 
On the one hand, the turn toward baseball movies like Comrades of Sum
mer and Mr. Baseball provides a field of dreams that is uneasily respon
sive to the post-American and increasingly global moment. On the other, 
it could be argued that recent films - particularly the most popular of 
them like Field of Dreams and even A League of Their Own - speak more 
nostalgically to the profound loss and failure of American nationalism 
than they speak to progressive hopes for a shared and equitable global 
future. The passage with which a rather conservative Wilbur Zelinsky 
closes his book on "the withering away of the nation-state" is apposite, 
mourning as it does the decline of America and the passing of "American 
exceptionalism." Indeed, it could stand as the narration with which Ray 
Kinsella might more blatantly have begun Field of Dreams: 

No longer are all the days and hours of our lives completely immersed in the 
faith; no longer do all thoughts and actions fall spontaneously into the hal
lowed patterns. Instead we can detect elements of hysteria in a reversion to 
an unattainable past. Beset by other concerns, even the most ardently pious 
and nationalistic among us must pump ourselves up at certain moments 
before we can simulate the proper emotions. But we dare not look within, 
into the dark empty center. What more can I say? (Zelinsky I988, 253) 

Vivian Sobchack is professor of film and television and associate dean of the 
School of Theater, Film and Television at the University of California, Los 
Angeles. Her books include The Address of the Eye: A Phenomenology of Film 
Experience (Princeton) and Screening Space: The American Science Fiction Film 
(Ungar). 
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Notes and References 

I. Reported on CBS Radio News, January 7,1992, relative to Iacocca's trip to 
Japan with President George Bush to lobby for more favorable trade relations. 
This comment was made prior to Bush's public illness during the visit. 

2. The internal reference is to Anderson (1983). 
3. The fantasy films are: It Happens Every Spring (1949), Take Me Out to the 

Ballgame (1949), Angels in the Outfield (1951), Rhubarb (1951), Roogie's Bump 
(1954), Damn Yankees (1958), Zapped (1982), The Natural (1984), and Field of 
Dreams (1989). Of these, it is worth noting that only Take Me Out to the 
Ballgame and Rhubarb do not contain supernatural elements, the former con
structed as fantastic by virtue of its musical status and the latter by its plot, which 
posits a cat as owner of the Brooklyn Dodgers. It Happens Every Spring focuses 
on a chemistry professor's discovery of a magic compound which repels wood 
and his subsequent rise to fame as a star pitcher. Angels in the Outfield involves 
angels helping the Pittsburgh Pirates win the pennant. Roogie's Bump has the 
ghost of a baseball star giving a would-be major leaguer the power to pitch at 
lightning speed. Damn Yankees, also a musical, involves the selling of a soul and 
the transformation of an old man into a young body so he can play for the Wash
ington Senators. Zapped focuses on a high school player who develops telekinetic 
powers that can alter the path of a baseball. The Natural has a supernatural bat. 
And Field of Dreams is motivated by supernatural voices and ball players of all 
generations come back from the dead. 

The remaining, more "realist" films (melodramas and comedies) are: The Pride 
of the Yankees (1942), It Happened in Flatbush (1942), Ladies Day (1943), The 
Babe Ruth Story (1948), The Kid from Cleveland (1949), The Stratton Story 
(1949), The Jackie Robinson Story (1950), Kill the Umpire (1950), The Pride of St. 
Louis (1952), The Winning Team (1952), The Kid from Left Field (1953), Big Lea
guer (1953), The Great American Pastime (1956), Fear Strikes Out (1957), Safe at 
Home (1962), Bang the Drum Slowly (1973), The Bingo Long Traveling All-Stars 
and Motor Kings (1976), The Bad News Bears (1976), The Bad News Bears in 
Breaking Training (1977), The Bad News Bears Go to Japan (1978), Here Come 
the Tigers (1978), Blue Skies Again (1983), Eight Men Out (1988), Bull Durham 
(1988), Stealing Home (1988), and Major League (1989). For production informa
tion and plot synopses of baseball films prior to 1988, see Zucker and Babich 
(1987). 

4. Brown points out that "American educators first introduced the sport to the 
Japanese in the 1870S" and by the 1890S, "baseball had been embraced as part of 
Japan's own new nationalism, which solidified during the Sino-Japanese War" (p. 
64). In this context, it is interesting to note that Zucker and Babich mention three 
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Japanese films made about baseball, all made by major filmmakers and the two 
narratives figuring baseball as the site of the corruption of Japanese culture and 
codes of honor by both modernity and the West. In 1956, Maseki Kobayashi made 
I'll Buy You, "an expose of corruption in the world of Japanese baseball" (p. 23); 
in 1968, Kon Ichikawa made Youth, a feature documentary about high school 
baseball (p. 42); and in 1971, Nagisa Oshima made The Ceremony, in which 
"baseball becomes symbolic of the disintegration of traditional Japanese culture" 
(p. 16). 

5. Cuba can also claim baseball as its national sport, and Native Americans 
were playing to press notice (albeit under special circumstances) as early as 1905. 
See the extraordinary account of the game between Japanese players from 
Waseda University and American Indians from the Sherman Government Insti
tute as reported in Spalding (19II), cited in Brown (1991, 49). 

6. The synopsis of The Winning Team (which co-starred Doris Day) is worth 
quoting from Zucker and Babich (1987, 41-42): 

"Major leaguers Jerry Priddy and Arnold Statz, technical advisers for this 
somewhat whitewashed account of Alexander's life, worked with our future pres
ident on his pitching form. Whitewashed, we say, because while the film deals 
with Alexander's rapid rise, fall and comeback, his disease is never identified as 
epilepsy. 

"The Winning Team traces the Hall of Farner's career from his days as a tele
phone lineman to stardom with Philadelphia until he is struck in the head. The 
resultant spells of dizziness are worsened during his military hitch, and he begins 
to drink heavily. 

"He's eventually cut by Philadelphia after his epileptic fits are mistaken for 
drunkenness and he becomes a circus attraction until bouncing back with the St. 
Louis Cardinals." 

7. For two recent articles on the adaptation from novel to film (with apologia 
and criticism for the changes), see Turchi (1991) and Griffith (1991). 

8. It is worth noting that Huntingburg, Indiana, was selected for its ninety
five-year-old wooden stadium, renovated for the film, and Evansville for its "ven
erable, brick-walled Bosse Field," and that Danville, Illinois, was selected for its 
wood frame stadium - meant to stand in for Pittsburgh's Forbes Field and New 
York City's Polo Grounds. 

9. The New York Times points to antiforeign bias inherent in "the fact that 
Uapanese] umpires have a bigger strike zone for Americans and that Japanese 
pitchers have walked American hitters to keep them from breaking Japanese 
home-run records" (p. C21:1). 

10. Ken Burns, who produced and directed the documentary series "The Civil 
War," is in the process of making a major documentary on baseball, slated for air
ing on public television in 1994. 
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A Nation T(w /0 )0: 
Chinese Cinema( s) and 

N ationhood( s) 

CHRIS BERRY 

IN AN article filled with interesting observations about the complex poli
tics of Chinese identity today, Rey Chow writes: 

I heard a feminist ask: "How should we read what is going on in China in 
terms of gender?" My immediate response to that question was, and is: "We 
do not, because at the moment of shock Chinese people are degendered and 
become simply 'Chinese.' " (Chow, 1991, 82) 

The "shock" Chow refers to here is the 1989 Tiananmen Square Massacre, 
or "incident," as the Beijing regime would prefer us to call it. If one takes 
the article as a response to the white liberal feminisms that overlook race 
and national identity as easily as many other discourses overlook gender, 
it can slip by quite smoothly. 1 Within the frame of nationhood, however, I 
find myself tripping up on the phrase "simply Chinese," especially in light 
of what Chow has to say immediately after this remark: 

To ask how we can use gender to "read" a political crisis such as the present 
one is to insist on the universal and timeless sufficiency of an analytical cate
gory, and to forget the historicity that accompanies all categorical explana
tory power. 

What does it mean to be or become "simply Chinese"? In the context of 
Chow's remark, the modifier "simply" renders being "Chinese" ambiguous 
to the point of reversibility. On the one hand, at the same time as Chow 
insists on the ineradicability of one sort of difference in her article, this 
phrase can seem to erase many other sorts in its insistence that "at the 
moment of shock, Chinese people ... become simply Chinese." Such a 
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reading of the remark depends on "simply" defining "Chinese" as a univer
sal and timeless identity along the lines of a collective version of the Carte
sian subject: a national (or is it ethnic? or cultural?) identity consisting of a 
unified, coherent, and transcendent whole. 

But, on the other hand, maybe "simply" does not presume Chineseness 
as a unified, coherent subjectivity. Maybe "simply" points to the very 
opposite; maybe it suggests that the massacre provokes a shattering crisis 
around Chineseness that is overriding and blots out all other consider
ations. In this sense of "simply," a simple unity of the Chinese people is 
precisely what the Tiananmen Square Massacre renders impossible. At 
Tiananmen in 1989, as many commentators pointed out at the time, the 
People's Liberation Army (was) turned on some of the people. The "peo
ple" are, at least rhetorically, the subject of the nation-state known as 
"The People's Republic of China" and the army. However, at Tiananmen, 
that unity between the people, the People's Republic, and the People's Lib
eration Army was violently broken. At and after this moment of shock, it 
is not possible to be simply one of the Chinese people, and that collective 
noun is shattered into a series of positions produced in relation to the mas
sacre. 2 

In realizing the reversibility of the phrase "simply Chinese" in the first 
quotation, it is not my aim to find a single, correct understanding, nor do 
I intend to descend into the circles of authorial intentionality in an effort 
to do so. Rather, I want to start this tracing of the interplay between Chi
nese cinema and nationhood by simultaneously pointing to being "Chi
nese" and fracturing and undermining any simple understanding of that 
term. In other words, I do not wish to "simply" trace how the cinema sig
nifies Chinese national identity (or what the elements composing that 
identity are), nor do I "simply" wish to attack the idea of a unified Chinese 
national identity, suggesting that Chinese nationhood does or does not 
exist in a transcendental sense. Rather, I hope both to acknowledge and 
trace the circulation of a something labeled as Chinese national identity 
and, at the same time, to show how that something Chinese is inherently 
unstable and bracketed in its very enunciation, and therefore both in need 
of constant reinforcement and subject to destabilization. As Homi Bhabha 
puts it: 

Cultures are never unitary in themselves, nor simply dualistic in relation of 
Self to Other .... The reason a cultural text or system of meaning cannot 
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be sufficient unto itself is that the act of cultural enunciation - the place 
of utterance - is crossed by the differance of writing or ecriture. (Bhabha 
1989,128) 

MORE MAO THAN EVER 

Certainly, the response of the Chinese government to the Tiananmen 
Massacre indicates that they, too, are acutely aware of the fragility that 
their action has brought to the fore. Among the steps they have taken to 
prop up the unified national space in whose name they rule are at least 
three forms of discursive response: denial, simulation, and hysterical com
pensation. To pursue the morphological homology between the (Western, 
bourgeois) individual, psychoanalytic subject and the collective national 
subject, it is interesting to note that all these discursive responses can be 
read as permutations on disavowal and fetishization. 

Denial has appeared in the claims of the Chinese government that no 
students were killed in Tiananmen Square, a claim that may possibly be 
literally true but that ignores the many gunned down and crushed in the 
streets surrounding the square itself. These claims have been accompanied 
by videotapes of the occasion that allegedly prove the case and were sent 
to Chinese embassies and consulates to be shown to Chinese nationals 
outside the country in the months following the massacre. 3 

Second, the government has responded with simulation by attempting 
to recreate a (mythical) happy time long, long ago when there was no con
flict and fragmentation among the people of the People's Republic. An 
example of this is the revival of the Lei Feng campaign. Mass political 
movements and campaigns (yundong) were a major feature of life in the 
People's Republic before the "cultural revolution," but that event made 
them unpopular and they had been largely abandoned during the 1980s.4 
Indeed, the film Hibiscus Town (Furongzhen, Xie Jin, Shanghai Film Stu
dio, 1987) ends after the termination of the "cultural revolution" with a 
mad ultraleftist proclaiming another movement, and we know he is mad 
because, of course, such a thing could not happen. However, it has now, 
and the country has been swept by a new campaign to "learn from Lei 
Feng" over the last two years. Lei was a soldier who died saving his com
rades in an accident. In 1962, the first emulation campaign was launched 
around this model of self-sacrifice when Mao Zedong wrote an essay call
ing on the people to learn from him, and other campaigns have followed 
periodically. 
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The film industry has played a role in the "Learn From Lei Feng" cam
paigns, making one film about Lei in I964 (Lei Feng, Dong Zhaoqi, 
August First Film Studio) and another in I979 (The Song of Lei Feng [Lei 
Feng zhige] , Wang Shaoyan, August First Film Studio). Both are catalogs 
of saintly acts. It is interesting to note that the date of the second film, 
I979, marks a revival of the Lei Feng myth in the wake of the "cultural rev
olution." Presumably, the filmmakers were trying to patch over the con
flicts of the "cultural revolution" (I966-76), often referred to in China as 
"the decade of chaos," by invoking a past when the People's Republic was 
(allegedly) whole and unfragmented. Their actions thus form a precedent 
for the current Lei Feng campaign. 

However, the return to Lei Feng has been much more intense this time 
than it was in I979. Presumably, this is because Lei's status as both a PLA 

soldier and a member of the ordinary working people of China has a par
ticular appeal for the government at a time when the unity of those two 
has been jeopardized. The intensity of the current Lei Feng campaign also 
fits the third type of effort to reinforce the unity of the People's Republic 
that I have suggested: hysterical compensation. An even better example of 
this response, however, is the large number of revolutionary history films 
that have been made in the last few years. 

This glut of revolutionary history films is partly motivated by the forti
eth birthday of the People's Republic in October of I989 and the seventieth 
birthday of the Party in July of I99I, and partly the result of a policy shift 
after the Tiananmen massacre. In a speech to film workers in October of 
I989, Li Ruihuan, head of the Central Propaganda Department of the 
Central Committee of the Communist Party of China since the massacre 
and therefore the most powerful figure in the film industry today, 
announced a cutback in production to ensure greater Party control. From 
that date on, Li said, 60 percent of films should be of the "leitmotif" (zhu
xuanlu) variety. The Party has called for a stress to be put on the "leit
motif" in all cultural production. This odd use of a musical term turns out 
to mean a return to putting educational and propaganda aims above all 
commercial or other considerations (A C I99I). 

Li has also announced a return to selected state subsidies, with a dona
tion of what in China is the very considerable sum of ten million yuan to 
help with the production of ten films to congratulate the Party on its sev
entieth birthday (A C I99I). In practice, this has resulted in the production 
of films that return to the military achievements of the years preceding the 
establishment of the People's Republic in I949. Titles include The Birth of 
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New China (Kaiguo dadian, Li Qiankuan and Xiao Guiyun, Changchun 
Film Studio, 1989), The Kunlun Column (Weiwei kunlun, Hao Guang and 
Jing Mukui, August First Film Studio, 1989), The Baise Uprising (Baise 
Qifa, Chen Jialin, Guangxi Film Studio, 1989), Long Yun and Chiang Kai
shek (Long Yun he Jiang Jieshi, Ren Pengyuan, August First Film Studio, 
1990), The Creation of a World (Kaitian pidi, Li Xiepu, Shanghai Film 
Studio, 1991), Zhou Enlai (Ding Yinnan, Guangxi Film Studio, 1991), and 
many others (Zhang Xiaotian 1989, Ni Zhen 1991, Huang Tingyi 1991). 
This return to revolutionary history is an attempt to reunite precisely 
those fragments into which I have suggested the People's Republic was 
shattered by the shock of Tiananmen. The People's Liberation Army that 
appears in these films is not composed of soldiers who fire on the people, 
but instead soldiers who work together with the people and on their 
behalf to build the People's Republic itself. 

These war films are over-the-top in more ways than one, and this excess 
is what makes their compensation hysterical. This response is similar to 
that examined by Susan Jeffords in her study of post-Vietnam American 
culture (Jeffords 1989). Hysteria is not only a matter of the greatly 
increased proportion of annual output given over to these films or the 
prestige accorded them but is also inscribed in the texts themselves. In 
China, these films are known as "epic films" (jupian). They are compara
tively long (at least three hours) and have (in Chinese terms) massive 
budgets, casts of thousands, and all the military hardware and explosions 
the army can provide. 

Perhaps the most extreme example of this type of film is the film series, 
The Decisive Engagements (Dajuezhan, August First Film Studio, 1991). 
This epic, which promises to tell us everything we never wanted to know 
about the civil war between 1946 and 1949, is beginning to rival the Rocky 
series. To date, it has already generated three two-part films, each more 
than three hours long, at an overall cost of sixty million yuan (approxi
mately Aus $15 million) (Preston 1991, 47). The series itself has an overall 
director (zongdaoyan, Li Jun), and each part has a separate chief director 
(shouxi daoyan), plus four additional ordinary directors. Each individual 
film features long battle sequences with helicopter shots of winding col
umns of troops and tanks, extensive entrenchments, and lots of explo
sions. Almost every actor's first appearance is marked by a subtitle identi
fying the historical character he or she is portraying. This parade of 
look-alikes has become such a prevalent feature of current mainland Chi-
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nese filmmaking that China's most popular star, Liu Xiaoqing, has com
plained that she cannot get roles because she does not look like Chairman 
Mao (Preston I99I , 47-48). 

The revolutionary war films currently produced in such large numbers 
in mainland China do more than attempt to patch up the People's Repub
lic by representing a fundamental unity of the people and those acting in 
their name. As well as binding the inhabitants of a space, in their reference 
to history, these films also attempt to mark out, bind, and stabilize in time 
the whole that is the People's Republic. However, this rhetorical strategy 
can be shown to be as inherently unstable as the attempt to signify unity 
between people and PLA, which, in the very materiality of those two signi
fiers, undercuts the unity they claim to signify: if people and PLA were 
really unified, why would we have two separate signifiers? In the temporal 
dimension, a similar but historical double-bind arises from a contradic
tory double need. On the one hand, there is the need to mark out the 
nation as founded at a particular time in the struggle against other forms 
of socio-political entity. On the other hand, there is a need to resist the 
implication that if the nation had a beginning it is historically bound and 
might have an end by eternalizing it and claiming a link with a mythical, 
ever-receding, unified, and therefore transhistorical past: 

It is through this syntax of forgetting ... that the problematic identifica
tion of a national people becomes visible . . . the identity of part and 
whole, past and present, is cut across by the "obligation to forget", or for
getting to remember. (Bhabha I990, 3IO.) 

How MANY CHINAS DOES IT TAKE? 

In the case of the People's Republic, even before Tiananmen, before the 
"cultural revolution," one of the things that had to be forgotten was the 
existence of another national entity that called itself China, the Republic 
of China on Taiwan. The People's Republic of China was established in 
I949 precisely as a result of the battles covered in The Decisive Engage
ments, and the rump of the Republic of China persists on the island of Tai
wan, where it claims to be temporarily ensconced pending the recovery of 
the mainland. Both states claim to be the Chinese nation and both claim 
the indivisibility of the Chinese nation. Of course, they differ on the ques
tion of which of them is the true China. To pursue the psychoanalytic met-
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aphor again, if hysterics suffer from reminiscences, as Freud would have 
it, and are provoked by a certain inability to quite make it through one or 
other of Lacan's famous two doors, it might be said that the continued 
existence of both the People's Republic and the Republic of China reminds 
each of them of that originary choice that has still not been satisfactorily 
resolved. 

In these circumstances, it is not surprising that the pre-credit scene that 
opens The Decisive Engagements strains to claim the legitimacy of the 
People's Republic as the (one and only) Chinese nation in the voice-over 
and works to forget the Republic altogether, displacing it and replacing it 
with a foreign-identified individual. An authoritative male voice speaks of 
the struggle between the people, working to produce the People's Republic 
with the help of the PLA, and Chiang Kai-shek, led in his actions by the 
United States. According to this rhetoric, the struggle we are about to see 
is not between two quasi- or proto-national entities. Rather, on the one 
hand, we have a national subject (the Chinese people), a nation (the Peo
ple's Republic), and its agent (the People's Liberation Army), and on the 
other hand, we have a traitorous individual (Chiang Kai-shek) and his for
eign master (the United States). 

At the same time as the claims of other socio-political entities to be 
"China" are actively forgotten in this voice-over, the images that accom
pany it work to eternalize the People's Republic. Mao Zedong is shown 
walking alone in the hills of Hebei province, overlooking the frozen Yel
low River. As the river ice begins to melt and move to the accompaniment 
of sonorous cracks and crunches, the relentless progress of history is sym
bolized. However, the Yellow River is also the mythical birthplace of Chi
nese civilization, and in these shots, the film creates an association 
between Mao as representative of the nascent People's Republic and a 
much older, mythical, and transcendent culture. In this contradictory 
manner, the film encourages us to forget to remember that there was 
something else called "China" before the very nation whose creation myth 
it is about to rewrite. 

This contradictory movement towards the erasure of both spatial and 
temporal difference while simultaneously marking out the boundaries of 
the nation is not confined to the anxious post-Tiananmen period. Far 
from it; just as the individual subject must be repeatedly inscribed and the 
enunciatory act of inscription must be erased in order to maintain that 
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subject, so the collective, national subject must trace and retrace its spatial 
and temporal boundaries and the identity of part and whole and past and 
present in order to maintain itself in circulation. Indeed, the shots of Mao 
overlooking the Yellow River echo and are quite possibly modeled on 
what is probably Mao's most famous poem, Snow, written in 1936 and 
known to nearly every mainland Chinese (Engle and Engle 1972, 56-57). 
Thus, the beginning of The Decisive Engagements is only one small 
example of a persistent and long-standing tendency in mainland Chinese 
cmema. 

I have already examined some aspects of the pre-Tiananmen process of 
forgetting to remember in an article that traces some deployments of the 
term "race" (minzu) in Chinese film criticism (Berry 1992). This term 
appears in various combinations, such as "race color" (minzu cesai), "race 
characteristics" (minzu tedian), and "race form" (minzu xingshi). It is 
most commonly used as a signifier of some parcel of transhistorical, dis
tinctively Chinese signifieds that can allegedly be found in Chinese litera
ture and art, including the cinema, and which distinguish them as national 
forms. By finding these alleged characteristics in mainland Chinese cin
ema, critics participate in the effort to eternalize the People's Republic in 
the same way as the opening scene of The Decisive Engagements operates. 
Furthermore, as I have tried to outline in more detail in my other article, 
this reified concept of "race" has become useful to deeply conservative cul
tural forces in China; they attack all change they do not support on the 
ground that if it is different from those works that have been identified as 
having "race characteristics," then it must lack "race characteristics" and 
be tainted by foreign influence. 

The discourse of "race" in Chinese film criticism is only one of many 
operations that help to unify and identify past and present and part and 
whole. For example, in films from the 1950S through to the present day, 
the majority of narratives are driven by an opposition between those iden
tified as the agents of the people and the enemies of the people, with the 
former working to locate and erase the latter. However, I would point out 
one particular factor to which I will be returning later in this article: the 
role of certain characteristics of the Chinese language(s). These peculiar 
characteristics are often proclaimed as part of that parcel of uniquely Chi
nese characteristics discussed above. However, they have simultaneously 
caused particular problems for the efforts of the Chinese cinema to partici-
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pate in the signification of the identity of part and whole, although certain 
policies have been pursued in regard to language in the cinema to over
come this obstacle. 

Unlike the alphabetic languages, written Chinese is an ideographic, 
nonphonetic language. While different areas of other linguistically linked 
communities may be distinguished by accent or even dialect, in those com
munities using Chinese characters, pronunciation of these written forms 
can vary much more drastically. As a result, although it can be claimed 
China is united in its use of Chinese characters, it is simultaneously 
divided into an enormous number of mutually unintelligible spoken lan
guages. 5 However, in both the People's Republic and the Republic, the 
same single spoken Chinese language has been designated as the dominant 
form. This dominant form is known in English as Mandarin. Unsurpris
ingly, the People's Republic and the Republic use different terms. On Tai
wan, this language is referred to as guoyu, which literally means "national 
language." On the mainland, the same language is called putonghua, 
which means "common speech." Both terms signify the universal, nation
building function and claims attached to the language. 

As a result, it is not surprising to discover that in the cinemas of both 
the Republic and the People's Republic, Mandarin has been privileged, 
regardless of whether the regional setting within China justifies this or 
not, and that this has been encouraged and enforced by the agents of the 
state. Just as, until recently, all class and regional accents were ironed out 
and everyone spoke "BBC English" on the radio in the United Kingdom, so 
everyone appearing in most mainland Chinese films speaks in perfect 
Mandarin. Characters who allegedly represent Fujianese peasants speak 
Mandarin, not Hokkienese. The movie version of Guangdong traders also 
speak Mandarin, not Cantonese. In the case of Taiwan, a form of 
Hokkienese called Minnanhua is the most common language on the island 
itself, and before 1945 there was a thriving local-language cinema industry 
on the island. 6 This industry continued to exist alongside a Mandarin cin
ema, but the KMT government privileged the development of the Manda
rin cinema, for example, by excluding non-Mandarin films from partici
pation in the annual government-sponsored Golden Horse awards. As a 
result, local-language films declined and almost disappeared in the 1960s 
and 1970s, and a Mandarin cinema, in which local characters whose 
ancestors come from Fujian speak in incongruously perfect Mandarin, 
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thrived, as in the People's Republic. In both of the states claiming to be the 
Chinese nation, this linguistic violence is an example of a more general
ized denial of other specificities and differences in the process of identify
ing part and whole as a homogenous Chinese "nation." 

FROM IMAGINATION TO DISSEMINATION 

So far, most of the examples of the interaction between the cinema and the 
construction of nationhood that I have traced have been conservative, 
denying difference and blocking change. As such, they tie into the wider 
issue of how the nation and nationalism should be judged politically. Vari
ous recent events have recast this question and made it pertinent again on 
a general level, and not just within the context of post-Tiananmen China. 
For many years after World War II, nationalism was judged by Western 
leftist critics according to where it occurred: many commentators were 
understandably uncomfortable about nationalism in Europe, but tended 
to see "Third World" nationalism as positive because it was anticolonial. 

Recent events, however, have undermined this geographic principle and 
demand a reexamination of how we are understanding and judging 
nationalist movements. On the one hand, uneasy though we may feel 
about some of the tendencies associated with the nationalisms that have 
participated in the collapse of the Soviet empire, including the "fraternal" 
socialist satellites in Eastern Europe, we are forced to acknowledge that 
those alternative centers for identification have played powerful roles in 
breaking the postwar logjam and opening up new possibilities in Europe. 
On the other hand, the nationalist response to Tiananmen and other 
events in many postcolonial countries, including the Khmer Rouge atroci
ties in Cambodia and revelations coming out of various postcolonial Afri
can nation-states, have undermined the assumption that nationalism is 
inherently a force for good in the "Third World." 

The old geographically based judgments arise to some extent from how 
the nation itself is conceptualized. Much of the discourse around "Third 
World" nationalism is that of revolution and liberation; it assumes that the 
nation is a pre-existing given, waiting to be liberated from the yoke of for
eign oppression. However, much of the recent writing that I have been 
calling upon in this essay so far has shifted away from this approach and 
towards an understanding that theorizes the nation as a contingent and 
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discursive object. This contingency marks the nation not as a given, wait
ing in the case of a colony to be liberated, but as a constructed, cultural 
entity, and in the case of colonialism, an entity constructed as part of the 
process of resistance. Just as many nations are unraveling now, there was 
a time before the nation and a time in which the nation was conceived and 
built. The cinematic operations I have traced so far in this article are part 
of the work involved in the construction and maintenance of the nation 
known as the People's Republic of China, and the nation known as the 
Republic of China, too - two states that agree only in their claim to be 
one nation. 

Although the idea of the nation as contingent rather than given has 
been brought to the fore again in recent work, it should be noted that it is 
not a new idea. It goes back at least to Ernest Renan's address "What is a 
nation?" in 1882, which has recently been reprinted as part of the current 
reassessment of the nation. In this address, Renan knocks down each of 
the various claims for nations as natural entities, from linguistic unity to 
natural frontiers and racial unity, in order to claim that nations are acts of 
the will (Renan 1990). The question that Renan does not answer ade
quately is: whose will? Renan allows the idea of the will of the people to 
persist unexamined, as do most of those who talk about "the people" 
being oppressed, or, as in the case of the narrator of The Decisive Engage
ments, "the people" making revolution. 

It is often said of religion that if god did not exist, "man" would have 
had to invent "him." The collective subject called the people is as necessary 
to nationalists as god is to religious believers. Benedict Anderson's 
remarkable 1983 book, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin 
and Spread of Nationalism, has moved beyond Renan's stance by laying 
the groundwork for the deconstruction not only of the nation but also of 
the people in whose name it is built. Anderson points out that, as a type of 
imagined community, the beginnings of the nation are closely linked to the 
struggle of certain interests against other types of imagined community 
operated by other interests (Anderson 1983, 17-41). He outlines two other 
major forms: the religious empire and the monarchical or imperial 
dynasty. In their different ways, both these types of imagined community 
are marked out from the nation by being vertical and defined by a center; 
they are hierarchical, with the apex of those hierarchies in either a sacred 
city or the site of the throne. Nations, on the other hand, are horizontal 
and defined by boundaries; they claim a people composed of equal citizens 
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who share a space in which measures such as equality before the law, 
equal access to universal education, universal suffrage, and so forth are 
applied to construct their homogeneity. 

In tracing the struggle between nationalists and the supporters of earlier 
forms of imagined community, Anderson effectively lays the ground for a 
discursive displacement away from a rhetoric of revolutionary movements 
liberating the people and the nation from oppression to an examination of 
the groups and individuals who deploy that rhetoric as part of their self
interested struggle. For example, he discusses the invention of printing as 
a seed for large-scale capitalist marketing tied to European language com
munities as one of the seeds of bourgeois nationalism there (Anderson 

1983,41-5°). 
However, Anderson also notes the emergence of some of the earliest 

self-conscious nation-states in the Americas in the late eighteenth and 
early nineteenth centuries and points out that the impetus there came from 
the discrimination those born in Spain's American colonies experienced in 
the imperial bureaucracy. Regardless of parentage, wealth, education, or 
talent, if they were not born in Spain itself, although they could climb 
quite high in the imperial bureaucracy, they were confined to provincial or 
colonial territories and could not reach the center of the empire. This and 
other forms of institutionalized provincialism helped to form proto
national consciousness, not only in Latin, but also in North America 
(Anderson 1983, 50-65). 

Anderson's work here is complemented by that of the postcolonial and 
subaltern studies scholars who have distanced themselves simultaneously 
from both imperialism and nationalism in colonized areas, seeing the lat
ter as often a self-interested movement initiated by Westernized locals 
thwarted by the well-documented racism of imperialisms and standing to 
benefit from the establishment of the nation-state. Chakrabarty (1991) 
details much work by Indian scholars on nationalist movements there that 
supports this analysis. As such, the move towards the establishment of 
nation-states in colonized areas (including China) cannot be accepted in 
the terms of its own rhetoric as an attempt by the people to throw off the 
yoke of the oppressor and restore the nation to some mythical pristine 
condition. This is not least the case because the nation itself as a form of 
imagined community is a European export. Instead, it may be useful to 
consider the formation of nations in the drive against colonialism as a pro
cess of resistance along the lines of Bhabha's mimicry, a process whereby 
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the discourse is taken over by a different enunciator, whose very difference 
then changes the discourse mimicked (Bhabha 1984). 

This postcolonialist understanding of nationalism entails a different 
way of judging nationalisms. Instead of a mechanical geographical reduc
tionism whereby European nationalisms are bad and "Third World" 
nationalisms are good, we have to shift to a precise, case-by-case analysis 
of the forces involved and their deployment of nationalism. Neither the 
nation nor nationalism can be seen as simply and inherently good or bad, 
but rather they are to be judged on the basis of the uses they are put to. 
From this perspective, nationalism can simultaneously be seen as positive 
in its fragmentation of the Soviet monolith and negative in China and 
other countries where it is propping up exploitive and oppressive ruling 
interests. It also becomes possible to see a nationalism as useful in its anti
colonial phase, but then as becoming conservative once the nation-state is 
established as the organ of a now-dominant grouping whose power it 
helps to maintain at the expense of other elements of the "people" in 
whose name it claims to rule. 

However, this common tendency of nation-states to become conserva
tive, even oppressive, forms raises a considerable problem. Although 
Spivak has spoken of nationalism as a possible form of "strategic essential
ism," neither she nor anyone else I know of has suggested a way to prevent 
the tendency of such strategic essentialisms to become entrenched and 
conservative without further antinationalist struggle (McRobbie 1985, 7). 
In these circumstances, the struggle becomes one of breaking down 
nations and nationalisms. As Homi Bhabha has pointed out in his discus
sion of the uses of theory, finding a way to speak about and conceive of 
such a process is both integral to and part of enacting it (Bhabha 1989). 

To this end, and following his own ideas about mimicry, Bhabha has 
adopted and adapted Derrida to suggest that much of the world today 
is undergoing what he calls "DissemiNation" (Bhabha 1984, 1990). 
He argues that European nation-states are being subverted from within 
by a multiplication of other imagined communities, themselves built 
on mimicry of the model of the nation. This seems to be a sort of post
modern hypernationalism, where the unitary, eternal collective subject is 
fragmented into a kaleidoscopic array of fleeting quasi-national sites for 
collective identification to match the fragmented postmodern individual 
subject. The result is a dynamic hybrid space, tending towards a new type 
of entity, even a new type of imagined community for which we have no 
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name and cannot yet describe in positive terms. In regard to these develop
ments, Bhabha not only cites Fanon to discuss racial minorities resulting 
from migration into the United States, Canada, and Western Europe as 
nations, but also Kristeva's use of the nation in her conception of contem
porary women (Bhabha 1990, 302-305). One might also cite the more 
recent prominence of the militant American gay and lesbian group inter
estingly called Queer Nation. No doubt the list could go on. 

BORDERLINE DISPUTES 

Bhabha's work and the work he cites attend mostly to DissemiNation in 
the metropolitan centers of European culture. However, given the difficult 
history of nationalism in postcolonial spaces, it becomes imperative to 
consider whether and how DissemiNation and the move towards new 
postnational imagined communities also operate in these other places. In 
the case of China, it is tempting to suggest that the split between the Peo
ple's Republic and the Republic of China (not to mention the existence of 
Hong Kong and Singapore) already constitutes DissemiNation. This fails 
to understand, however, that neither DissemiNation nor postnational 
imagined communities can exist in and of themselves; they have to be ren
dered in some process of writing, of ecriture, and, as I have indicated 
already in my discussion of Chinese cinema, the rulers of both nation
states have expended much energy on encouraging the people within their 
boundaries to imagine themselves as citizens of a single nation only. 

At the moment, we have no concept of or even term for a concept of a 
new postnational, DissemiNatory imagined community of the type the 
developments Bhabha traces point towards in Europe or in colonies and 
postcolonial nations, and given the relatively tight control of the film 
industries in both mainland China and Taiwan, it would be unrealistic to 
expect any great outpouring of DissemiNatory films that might begin the 
work of imagining such a new form of community, even though the bifur
cated condition of China may seem to provide fertile ground for such 
work. If anything, this bifurcated condition may have only added to the 
vigilance protecting the "nation" in both cinemas. Certainly, since Tianan
men, there has been nothing that I am aware of that could be construed as 
DissemiNatory from the People's Republic. 

However, it can be argued that, in their own way, the films associated 
with the Fifth Generation of mainland Chinese filmmakers, produced in 
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that small window of opportunity between 1984 and 1989, move to break 
down the monolithic unity of the People's Republic, even if they do not 
self-consciously move it towards some sort of hybrid space. Their variety 
alone could be understood in this way, as could their emphasis on the indi
vidual and individual difference in a society that stresses (almost hysteri
cally) collectivity and homogeneity. This period witnessed the appearance 
of a group of highly subjective films directed by women filmmakers (Berry 
1989), as well as films like Black Cannon Incident (Heipao shijian, Huang 
Jianxin, Xi'an Film Studio, 1985), King of the Children (Haizi wang, Chen 
Kaige, Xi'an Film Studio, 1987), Horse Thief (Daoma zei, Tian Zhuang
zhuang, Xi'an Film Studio, 1986), and many others, all of which revolved 
around misfit individuals. 7 

In this context, it is also interesting to note the tendency of these direc
tors to move towards both the temporal and spatial edges of the People's 
Republic. Black Cannon Incident is unusual among Fifth Generation films 
in its contemporary setting in a Chinese metropolitan center. From Yellow 
Earth (Huang tudi, Chen Kaige, Guangxi Film Studio, 1984) onwards, a 
more marginal setting is usual. That film is set in a remote village in the 
late 1930S, the early period of the revolution before the establishment of 
the People's Republic. Horse Thief is set in Tibet, and Tian Zhuangzhu
ang's earlier film, On The Hunting Ground (Liechang zhasa, Inner Mon
golia Film Studio, 1984), takes place among the Mongols on the steppes. 
King of the Children is set in the most remote southwestern borderlands of 
Yunnan province, as is Sacrificed Youth (Qingchun ji, Zhang Nuanxin, 
Youth Film Studio, 1985), which features the Dai minority nationality. 

I have discussed the DissemiNatory qualities of these and other Fifth 
Generation films in further detail elsewhere (Berry 1992), but to return to 
the uses of the Chinese language mentioned earlier, Sacrificed Youth is 
also unusual in its breach of the insistence on the cinematic ubiquity of 
Mandarin discussed above. The old Dai grandma, played by a local 
woman, speaks the Dai language in the film. Most of the other characters 
speak Mandarin. Both of Tian Zhuangzhuang's films also negotiate this 
linguistic difference, straining at the unity imposed by Mandarin. On The 
Hunting Ground features a double sound track, presumably largely for 
reasons of economy, on which the Mongolian speech of the characters is 
drowned under a Mandarin translation read out by a single male narrator. 
For Horse Thief, Tian made a Tibetan-language version that features only 
Tibetan characters and is set before the Chinese invasion in 1959. 8 To the 
best of my knowledge, however, this version was never released, and in 
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the release print, the Tibetan characters have been postdubbed and speak 
perfect Mandarin. 

Nonetheless, in going out to the very margins of the People's Republic 
and its history, it seems the Fifth Generation were straining the unity of 
past and present and of part and whole that constitutes a nation. In doing 
so, I presume their aim was to question what China is and to attempt to 
signal difference within the People's Republic and, in this act of unfreezing 
unity, open up the possibility of change. Whether this was intended to or 
can be used to move towards hybrid space and other new disseminated 
forms of imagined community or whether this is only useful for a reorga
nization of the qualities that compose the national form is another ques
tion. Not least among the reasons for this concern is the fact that this 
straining at the borders often depends for its very signification of differ
ence upon groups already labeled as other: non-Han Chinese, minority 
nationalities within the People's Republic. This blurs the division between 
hybrid cultural difference within one disseminated space and pluralistic 
cultural diversity: 

Cultural diversity is also the representation of a radical rhetoric of the sepa
ration of totalised cultures that live unsullied by the intertextuality of their 
historical locations, safe in the Utopianism of a mythic memory of a unique 
collective identity. (Bhabha 1989, 127) 

With a little adjustment, this quotation could be a critique of the social
ism-in-one-country doctrine that has legitimated the welding together of 
socialism, nationalism, and isolationism in China and elsewhere. At the 
moment, in the wake of Tiananmen, those doctrines are being reinforced 
more harshly than ever, and so it seems unlikely that much cultural differ
ence is going to be found in mainland Chinese cinema at the moment. In 
these circumstances, it seems more useful to direct attention towards the 
Chinese periphery, to the spaces of the Chinese diaspora, rather than to 
concentrate on the frozen heartlands. Unlike the European imperial pow
ers, where the metropolitan areas seem to contain the greatest tendency 
towards hybrid space and DissemiNation, it seems that in the case of the 
colonized, it is the margins and the littoral cities that bear the greatest 
mark of cultural difference, and also as a direct result of colonialism itself. 
Within the People's Republic, the colonial port of Shanghai is infinitely 
more hybrid than the ancient inland capital, Xi'an. However, even more 
hybrid today are the spaces of Hong Kong and Taiwan. 

There is no room in this brief paper to discuss all the qualities of Hong 
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Kong and the Hong Kong cinema that constitute it as a hybrid space, and 
as a self-consciously hybrid space, too. Furthermore, I think many of the 
elements that work to construct this consciousness, such as the use of for
eign locations and the crisis of identity articulated through contradictory 
ways of being Chinese, are self-evident to even the most casual viewer of 
Hong Kong cinema. However, hybrid space alone is not enough. The Dis
semiNatory quest is for a hybrid space that is also an imagined commu
nity, that has a simultaneous sense of collective and fragmented selfhood. 
Although I think the hybrid qualities of Hong Kong cinema are relatively 
evident, I see fewer elements signifying this as a self-identity. Maybe this is 
unsurprising, given Hong Kong's status poised between colony and com
ponent of the People's Republic. 

An exception to this lack of self-identification can found by returning 
again to the Chinese language in the cinema and a recent change that has 
occurred in the Hong Kong cinema. Hong Kong films have gone through 
different periods of using either the Mandarin or Cantonese language, 
although for the last decade and more Cantonese has been almost univer
sal. Although made in Hong Kong, where the most common first lan
guage is Cantonese, the market for these films is far wider, consisting of 
the international Chinese diaspora, and for some of these people, Manda
rin is more appropriate. Either way, regardless of the language spoken on 
the sound track, Hong Kong films have always carried both Chinese-char
acter and English-language subtitles in an effort to maximize audience. 
Recently, however, there has been a tendency to move away from the stan
dard Chinese character subtitles and replace them with a Cantonese vari
ant on Chinese characters. These Hong Kong characters, as I will term 
them, provide a written form of the Cantonese language unintelligible to 
Mandarin speakers or speakers of other dialects. To date, these subtitles 
tend to be found only on lower-budget films, although I am not sure why. 
However, they do begin to mark out a local self-consciousness in the same 
way that political developments such as the agitation for greater democ
racy also do. 9 

TAIPEI OR NOT TAIPEI? 

Significant though these Hong Kong characters are in marking a certain 
resistant self-consciousness, it must be noted that they also tend to con
struct a quasi-national unity among the Hong Kong language community. 
In so doing, this act of mimicry works against hybridity, rather than mov-
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ing simultaneously towards collectivity and/in a specific fragmentation. 
For a fuller signification of hybrid space as a point of collective identity 
itself and as a different, postnational imagined community, the most fruit
ful films are those of Taiwan, and in particular those of director Hou 
Xiaoxian. 10 To close this paper, I will return again to the use of the Chi
nese language to discuss the ways in which Hou's films, and in particular 
City of Sadness (Beiqing chengshi, Central Motion Picture Corporation, 
1989), deploy it to provide the grounds for simultaneously imagining Tai
wan as a community in its own right, as a collective self, and for that self
hood as being constituted by the very hybrid space that the films con
struct. 

That Taiwan should provide a fruitful ground for the construction of a 
hybrid imagined community is no surprise when one considers its complex 
history. The island has been traversed by so many colonizing powers at 
different times in its history that it is almost impossible to integrate it cred
ibly into any sort of eternalized national entity, although one must 
acknowledge that the present government has worked very hard to do so. 
Of course, plenty of colonizing powers have also tried to, and, ironically, 
there are both Japanese and Chinese creation myths for Taiwan, each of 
which securely identifies it as part of that entity's claimed heritage. Both 
powers also lay claim to being the original source of the "aboriginal" 
Taiwanese (shandiren), who have been there for far longer than most of 
the island's inhabitants, and who are now concentrated in the mountain
ous central areas of the island. Taiwan was also a Dutch colony between 
1624 and 1662 and a Japanese colony between 1895 and 1945. It derives its 
other name, Formosa, from Portuguese explorers, and today it is home to 
the nationalist government of the Republic of China, which proclaims 
Taipei (Taibei) its temporary capital until it returns to Nanjing (Long 
1991,1-33). 

Despite this remarkable hybridization, the same regime that maintains 
that its presence in Taipei is temporary has worked hard to ignore that his
tory of difference and to deny that that history marks Taiwan out from the 
mainland in any way. It, like the communist mainland government it 
refuses to acknowledge, insists that Taiwan is integrated completely into 
the identity of past and present and part and whole that, for both of them, 
is the Chinese nation. However, possibly more than any other films, Hou 
Xiaoxian's mark the difference they deny (albeit probably in the name of 
realism). 

In Hou's 1987 film, A Time to Live and a Time to Die (Tongnian wang-
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shi, Central Motion Picture Corporation), the hybrid space of Taiwan is 
signified in the linguistic diversity of the characters' speech. As mentioned 
earlier, after the retreat to Taiwan in 1949, the Kuomintang Nationalist 
government discouraged the production of non-Mandarin-Ianguage films 
and maintained a strict separation between the two. This separation is 
maintained to this day on television, for example, where, on the one 
hand, there are news services in Mandarin that purport to serve the entire 
Republic of China (including the mainland), and which include weather 
forecasts for the whole of the mainland, and, on the other hand, there are 
local "provincial" news services in the Hokkienese Minnanhua dialect 
most common on the island. In the cinema, however, this strict separation 
between languages has begun to break down since the early 1980s with the 
emergence of the Taiwanese New Cinema associated with "nativist" 
(xiangtu) literature and younger directors who grew up on the island. 
Among other things, these directors are dedicated to describing the experi
ence of living in contemporary Taiwan in a realistic and credible manner, 
and as a result they tend towards a mix of spoken languages as one might 
hear on the streets of Taipei. 

Hou's A Time to Live and a Time to Die is a relatively highly developed 
example of this tendency. This largely autobiographical film follows the 
story of a family of mainland migrants from Guangdong province through 
the voice-over memories of one son, Ah-Ha. Although Ah-Ha's voice-over 
is in Mandarin, it is not pure, but rather the southern-accented Mandarin 
of a speaker for whom it is a second language. Unlike him, his younger 
siblings would have grown up almost entirely on Taiwan, and so they 
speak a somewhat purer Mandarin, as would have been taught them in 
school. The older generations, including his mother and grandmother, 
speak a Cantonese dialect, which the children clearly understand but do 
not speak themselves. Most of the other people in the village speak a 
Hokkienese dialect. 

With this linguistic diversity, Hou marks out Taiwan as a space criss
crossed by a specific and intricate network of nuanced and subtle differ
ences. It is noteworthy that pure Mandarin is associated most strongly in 
the film with the voice of the radio announcer, who is the agent of the 
nation-state bringing news about national day celebrations and so forth. 
In this way, the nation and the discourse of the nation are positioned as 
another space connected to but outside that of the main characters in the 
film, and usually the source of bad news or at least worry. More humor-
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ously, the film also marks the impact of neocolonialism in its deployment 
of language. There is a brief scene in which the youngest son is shown 
memorizing the romanized alphabet as part of his English lessons. The 
rhyme he uses to help himself repeats the phrase "one dollar." 

The hybridization of Taiwan marked in A Time to Live and a Time to 
Die is increased considerably in City of Sadness, which was a major suc
cess in Taiwan. Here, the central family of the film is not composed of ref
ugees from the mainland but is a "local" family who speak a Hokkienese 
dialect. The film is set in the period of the KMT Nationalist takeover of 
Taiwan from Japan after World War II. Among the friends of one of the 
four brothers in the family are a Japanese brother and sister. The Japanese 
man first appears speaking Mandarin to introduce some of his Han Chi
nese friends to the Han Chinese brother. Interestingly, he introduces a 
character called Lin, who is a teacher, not as "Lin laoshi" or "Lin xian
sheng," as might be the standard form of introduction in Mandarin, but as 
"Lin-san," the standard Japanese form. In the hospital where his sister 
works, another language-learning lesson is shown in progress. Unlike the 
English lesson of A Time to Live and a Time to Die, the staff of the hospi
tal is being taught in Japanese various salient Mandarin Chinese phrases 
in preparation for the arrival of the next wave of colonials. Whether the 
staff is entirely Japanese, or whether the language of the hospital is Japa
nese, is not made clear. However, the phrase they seem to repeat most 
often is the very resonant, "Where does it hurt?" 

The Japanese brother and sister are to be repatriated. They are shown 
to be sad to leave, and their interactions with their local friends show 
them to be an integrated, although different part of the hybrid community 
of the island. Apart from Japanese and Hokkienese dialects, there are also 
the two languages associated with the mainlanders who take over from 
the Japanese (returning the island to the bosom of Chinese rule, or as a 
new colonizing power?). First, there is Shanghainese. This is spoken by a 
bunch of gangsters and racketeers with whom the third brother in the 
main family gets involved. The other language is Mandarin, the "national 
language." As in A Time to Live and a Time to Die, Mandarin is mostly 
associated with a space elsewhere, a space outside the diegesis of the film 
and associated with the source of official communications, such as the 
radio news, which work to signify and construct the nation. The unstable 
integration of the locals into this national space is signified in an amusing 
dinner scene in which they recount their difficulties over changing the flag 
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from the Japanese flag to the Nationalist Chinese flag. One of the charac
ters explains that no one in the village knew which way up the new flag 
should go, and various humorous anecdotes follow deriving from the anx
ieties of the leading citizens. Furthermore, we hear, there was the question 
of what to do with the old Japanese flags - no one could bear to waste the 
material, so they were sewn into shorts and trousers, leaving everyone 
with red bottoms where what used to be the rising sun was. So much for 
Taiwanese inclusion amongst the "people" of the liberated nation-state. 

This humorous moment turns out to be ominous, for City of Sadness 
marks out Taiwan as hybrid not only in the breakdown of any identity of 
part and whole, but also in the undermining of the identity of past and 
present proclaimed in the Nationalist rhetoric of the takeover as a decolo
nizing return to Chinese rule. The central event in the film is a suppressed 
incident in Taiwanese history, known as the February 28th Incident, 
when, in 1947, local Taiwanese rebelled against the mainlanders and were 
bloodily suppressed. This incident, which, in retrospect, might be said to 
be Taiwan's Tiananmen Square, has been suppressed for many years, and, 
although most Taiwanese are all too aware of it, its circulation in 
Taiwanese popular discourses such as the cinema has been marginalized 
and suppressed until recently. This is an excellent example of the active 
forgetting, or forgetting to remember, that both Bhabha and Renan argue 
is important to the foundation of the nation-state. However, in centering 
on this event, the film insists on the inclusion of violent cultural difference 
as a founding act for modern Taiwan as a hybrid imagined community. 

Interestingly, the enunciation of the film also reinforces this idea of a 
Taiwanese collective selfhood that is founded in its very hybridization. 
Although the film is not exactly one man's story - it has an enormous 
cast - there is a character in the film who stands as a relay of enunciation. 
This is one of the brothers. His job as a photographer places him as a 
stand-in for the filmmakers, and, with his camera, he is witness to much 
of what goes on. Ever since a childhood accident, he has been a mute, and 
as a result, he is a sidelined bystander to most events. Hou's camerawork 
in this film, as in most of his films, mimes this position, choosing long 
shots and minimal camera movement over any interventionist stylistic ges
tures such as the close-up or the shot reverse-shot sequence. The linguistic 
neutered quality of muteness resulting from injury mimes the impact of 
the suppressed February 28th Incident. Together with the restrained 
camera work , it moves this enunciatory character outside unambiguous 
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membership in any of the particular language groups that contest the 
space of the film, although he is a local and sympathetic to them. In this 
combination then, we have a collective self that is hybridized and riven 
with difference, a subject that cannot speak, and at least the shadow of a 
postnational imagined community founded on hybrid space. 

In the last two or three years since the enormous box-office success of 
City of Sadness, linguistic hybridity has taken over the mainstream Man
darin cinema to an extent undreamed of a few years ago. Even the most 
ordinary films mix spoken languages freely, for example, the melodrama 
Rouge (Yanzhi, Wan Ren, 1991), a film that traces the relationships 
among three generations of mothers and daughters in contemporary 
Taipei. The eldest of the women originates from Shanghai, and the film 
slides effortlessly back and forth between Mandarin and Shanghainese. 
Another interesting instance is Wawa (Ke Yizheng, 1991), a children's film 
about a young girl from the aboriginal-dominated mountain areas who 
comes to live in Taipei when her parents die. Although she speaks Manda
rin in the film, the pet pig she brings with her has an aboriginal name, 
Bala. As there are no Chinese characters for this name, it appears through
out the subtitles in the film in the Chinese phonetic alphabet. 

This hybridization is also found in two more significant films. A 
Brighter Summer Day (Gulingjie shaonian sharen shijian, Edward Yang 
[Yang Dechang], 1991) and Man From Island West (Xibu lai de ren, 
Huang Mingchuan, 1990) may be triangulated with City of Sadness's local 
Chinese Taiwanese perspective to cover Taiwan's hybrid identity from the 
mainlander and aboriginal point of view respectively. A Brighter Summer 
Day is in many ways Yang's answer to City of Sadness. Also featuring a 
large cast and a restrained, distant camera style, the film also returns to a 
historical act of communal violence to examine the problems of adjust
ment to exile for mainland Chinese and their families. In this case, the 
incident featured in the film is a killing among the gangs of mainland chil
dren growing up in Taiwan in the 1950S and early 1960s. Although punc
tuated with romantic American ballads from the period, including the 
Presley hit from which the English title is taken, any sense of a nostalgic 
return to the days of Yang's own childhood is undermined. First, there are 
the continual frictions amongst the gangs of teenagers, often divided 
according to their geographic loyalties, and second, the possibilities of 
their parents' generation forgetting the past and establishing a new life on 
Taiwan are constantly threatened by the paranoia of the KMT government, 
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manifested in the film by the rumbling tanks on night maneuvers and the 
interrogation of the father in the central family in the film, who is sus
pected of politically unacceptable contacts with the communist main
land. 11 

Man From Island West is an independent film made by a Chinese 
Taiwanese and is particularly significant as one of the first attempts to 
depict the impact of colonization on aboriginals from an aboriginal per
spective. Previous films have sometimes been sympathetic to the abori
ginal experience, but they have taken a Chinese perspective, depicted 
aboriginal culture in folkloric manner, and tended to stress assimilation. 
Man From Island West, on the other hand, traces the return journey from 
Taipei of a man who has attempted assimilation but failed and contrasts 
his desperation to return with the desire of the young men still in the 
aboriginal areas to depart. The exotic, folkloric elements of other films 
are strikingly absent, and in their place the film depicts a brutalized, pov
erty-stricken people stripped of much of their previous culture and with 
little to replace it. However, they retain the contemporary form of their 
particular aboriginal language, which, significantly, has absorbed many 
Japanese words as a mark of difference from the latest Chinese wave of 
colonization. 12 

Writing from Australia, another site which has plenty of potential to be 
a postcolonial hybrid space outside the metropolitan centers of Europe, I 
find the possibilities of the contemporary Taiwanese cinema and especially 
Hou Xiaoxian's films very pertinent. However, the older, predominantly 
Anglo-Saxon colonial classes of Australia have only in the last two or 
three decades begun to adopt the language of nationalism to mark them
selves out from the "mother country," something that their equivalents in 
South Africa did more than a century ago. Furthermore, other waves of 
migration from all over the globe have already made that move toward 
constructing Australia as an old-style national space difficult if not redun
dant. In these circumstances, I am reminded that an imagined community 
that is hybridized in its very collective identity requires enunciation as well 
as material potential, and this makes films such as those I have been dis
cussing here significant beyond Taiwan itself. 

However, while affirming the positive challenge this Taiwanese cine
matic development poses for verbal language, which as yet lacks the 
means to communicate the same collective identity in hybridity, I will risk 
closing on a negative note by pointing to two continued uses of nationalist 
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rhetoric in verbal (as opposed to cinematic) language. First, there is the 
rhetoric of the DPP, the Taiwanese opposition party. The members of this 
party use the local non-Mandarin Hokkienese dialect, which they call 
taiyu, or "Taiwanese," a term that nationalizes the dialect. They have also 
declared themselves in favor of dropping the idea of reunification with the 
motherland and declaring Taiwan an independent nation in its own right. 
Their rhetoric tends towards a local nationalist resistance to the main
land-derived government, which is (understandably) positioned as colo
nial. On the other hand, there is the equally nationalist position of the 
Communist government on the mainland, as communicated in this quota
tion from Hu Yaobang, ironically the man in the commemoration of 
whose name the Democracy Movement I began this article with was 
launched: 

In the present and in the future we seek the peaceful unification of the moth
erland. We will not easily abandon this wish. But if this wish cannot be 
realised for a protracted period, and if it is clear that some elements in Tai
wan are opposing unification with foreign encouragement, then we would 
re-examine the situation .... Unification is the last frontier for China. 
(Harrison 1986, cited in Long 1991) 

Chris Berry teaches in the Division of Cinema Studies at La Trobe University, 
Melbourne, Australia. He is the editor of Perspectives on Chinese Cinema (Lon
don: British Film Institute, 1991). 

Notes and References 

I. The complication of feminist discourses by ethnicity has been a major inter
vention in the field in the last few years with works by Trinh (1989), Spivak 
(1987), and Mohanty, Torres, and Lourdes (1991), as well as Yvonne Rainer's film 
Privilege. Various journals have also devoted special issues or large parts of issues 
to the topic, including Discourse 11:2 (spring-summer 1989, edited by Trinh T. 
Minh-ha) and, partially, Screen 29:4 (autumn 1988). 

2. It might be useful to remind ourselves at this point that the fit between the 
"people" and the "nation" has always been problematic in mainland China. This 
is manifested in the proliferation of signifiers whose signifieds are unstably distin
guished, including "people" (renmin), "masses" (quanzhong), and "worker-sol
dier-peasant" (gongnongbing), on the one hand, and "nation" (guojia), "culture" 
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(wenhua), "civilization" (wenming), "People's Republic of China" (zhonghua 
renmin gongheguo), and "Republic of China" (zhonghua minguo), not to men
tion Singapore and Hong Kong, on the other. 

3. When the Chinese embassy in Canberra attempted to have these tapes 
shown in Brisbane, where I was living at the time of the massacre, this provoked 
Chinese students there to protest and demonstrate. Embassy officials explained 
that this tape was intended to be viewed by all Chinese nationals outside China at 
the time of the massacre, so that they might learn the "truth" of what had (not) 
happened. 

4. For example, after the "cultural revolution" many of the production-figure 
claims associated with campaigns to have those involved with agriculture learn 
from Dazhai commune and those involved with industry learn from Daqing oil
field were publicly discredited (Tsou, Blecher, and Meisner 1981). 

5. Even this explanation can be deconstructed further. It is not merely a matter 
of differing pronunciations, because the grammatical forms of many of the spo
ken languages of China also vary considerably from the grammar used in the 
written form of the dominant Mandarin Chinese language. 

6. Ray Jiing, director of the National Film Archive in Taipei, told me in a con
versation on November 20, 1991, that more than two thousand films have been 
made in the local language, but that unfortunately very few of these survive 
today. 

7. Peter Dale's discussion of the political function of individuality as a 
response to the collective homogeneity stressed by the discourse of Japanese 
nationalism makes an interesting comparison (Dale 1988). 

8. I saw and subtitled a print of this version for export during my 1985-88 stay 
in Beijing. 

9. In the main text I have suggested that the characters used in the written 
form of Chinese are universal. This is in fact slightly misleading, since simplified 
forms of the traditional characters are used in the mainland and not in Hong 
Kong, Singapore, or Taiwan. However, most readers can make their way through 
texts in either simplified or traditional form, whereas these Cantonese characters 
are only intelligible to Cantonese speakers. A La Trobe University student, 
Seekam Tan, is currently investigating the implications of this development in 
Hong Kong cinema in more detail. 

10. Hou Hsiao-Hsien in the Wade-Giles romanization system preferred on 
Taiwan, just to further break down and hybridize the unity of the Chinese lan
guage. 

II. For further details on this film, two useful books may be consulted, Yang's 
notebook (Yang 1991) and the script (Wu Danru 1991). 

12. This point was made by director Huang Mingchuan in after-film discus-
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sion at the Hawaii International Film Festival, December 1991. For further 
details, see Huang's account of the making of the film (Huang Mingchuan 1990). 
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Gender, Ideology, Nation: 
Ju Dou in the Cultural Politics 

of China 

W. A. CALLAHAN 

ONE DAY IN February 1991 a Chinese film previously noted mostly for 
its radical use of color - Ju Dou - became an international political 
event. Politics and culture (once again) became intimately intertwined as 
China was honored with its first Oscar nomination at the same time that 
China was castigated for trying to censor this film, and hence control rep
resentations of "China." 

This essay considers how gender, culture, and nationalism interact and 
overlap to both produce each other and contest each other in Chinese 
space. Ju Dou, which was produced at the Xi'an Studios in the People's 
Republic of China in 1990 by maverick directors Zhang Yimou and Yang 
Fengliang, is an optimum site from which to examine these dynamics since 
in 1991 it became the center of this international cultural controversy. 

Ju Dou is an exemplary text because it has many meanings, some that 
reinforce each other and others that work against each other. In this way it 
acts out the workings of "culture" as a heterogeneous and dynamic pro
cess. So rather than considering Ju Dou as an example of "Chinese film" 
which reflects basic "Chinese characteristics" or an essential "Chinese 
identity," I will point to the multiple meanings of this film as evidence in 
an argument for a the heterogeneous notion of culture where identities 
and meanings are sites of both negotiation and struggle rather than coher
ence and consensus. 1 Hence in addition to being repressive (through cen
sorship), power in China acts in productive ways to create and reproduce 
social identities, in this case gendered identities in fields of domination. 

To argue this point I consider two of Ju Dou's narratives and their social 
contexts: (I) Ju Dou is a film about the main female character, Ju Dou, 
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and her individual struggle against her social placement as a woman in 
feudal China. This narrative of liberation in Ju Dou also serves as an alle
gory in which the "Chinese people" struggle against the Communist Party 
just as Ju Dou struggles against her husband, Jinshan - thus explaining 
the Chinese Film Bureau's censorship. (2) Ju Dou is a film about fathers 
and sons which actually reinscribes the Confucian values that were strug
gled against in the first narrative. Hence the characters, and the film, are 
involved only in remedial protest, rather than radical critique. I relate the 
second narrative to contemporary nationalist and transnationalist urges in 
"Cultural China" which rely on Confucianism and use Ju Dou to point out 
the patriarchal mechanisms of this "Confucian humanism." The tradition 
of Confucianism then is not just a discourse from the past. It continues to 
work in the forging of Chinese identities and thus should be critically 
examined to see how its power operates - for (once again) today's libera
tors may just be tomorrow's oppressors. 

In Chinese contexts both communism and Confucianism are patriar
chal systems of domination. Communism and Confucianism use similar 
patriarchal discourses to control people by framing the gender politics of 
what it means to be a woman or a man. Indeed, as systems of domination, 
discourses of power and ideologies of patriarchy, communism and Confu
cianism perhaps have more in common than they contest. Thus this 
comm-fucian-ism will be analyzed in terms of its material and symbolic 
meaning: how the (material) body and (symbolic) language are deployed 
in the struggle for meaning and power. 

Ju Dou's STORY 

The opening credits tell us that this story takes place somewhere in "a 
small village somewhere in China in the 1920S," where passion and tradi
tion come into explosive and mortal conflict. The film is named after the 
main female character, Ju Dou (Gong Li), who is sold into marriage to an 
older man, Yang Jinshan (Li Wei). Jinshan owns and runs a dye mill, 
which gives Zhang Yimou ample opportunity to dazzle the eyes with 
vibrant reds, yellows, and blues of the cloth and dye vats. Helping Jinshan 
in the dye mill is Tianqing (Li Baoban). Tianqing, who we learn is the 
adopted nephew of Jinshan, is immediately attracted to Ju Dou, whose 
physical beauty is foregrounded throughout the film. 

Shortly after Ju Dou arrives, Jinshan begins to beat her. Jinshan has 
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already beaten to death his two previous wives, reportedly because they 
provided him no heir. Though Tianqing is moved by her screams of pain 
and bruised body, he is more moved by spying on her (body) as she 
bathes. In an act of desperation, Ju Dou willfully displays herself before 
Tianqing's hidden eyes, and soon after they begin a hidden affair, which 
results in a son, Tianbai. 

Jinshan takes Tianbai as his own and is pleased to be a father. Things 
go fine for the two lovers until Jinshan hears their screams of passion. 
Even though he has become crippled from the waist down, Jinshan still 
tries to exert his power over them when he finds out that Tianqing is the 
father of Tianbai. The struggle then shifts from the violent repression of 
Ju Dou to the struggle between fathers and sons, and eventually Tianbai 
kills both Jinshan and Tianqing, before Ju Dou burns down the dye mill 
around her in desperation. 

Ju Dou IN Ju Dou 

Before we see Ju Dou in the film, we hear her:2 screaming in the night -
and these are not the screams of passion one might expect from a newly
wed couple's bedroom; they are screams of pain. Jinshan is beating her, 
just as he beat (to death) his two previous wives. One of the important 
plot lines in the film then centers on Ju Dou and her struggle against the 
old miser Jinshan. Ju Dou resists the authoritative rule of Jinshan with the 
only possession and only weapon she has - her body.3 And it is out of this 
struggle and Ju Dou's form of liberation that the Chinese Film Bureau's 
censorship orders settle. The narrative cycle then is repressionlliberation/ 
censorship. 

Repression 

Ju Dou's body and Jinshan's niggardliness are both important in this 
narrative, because in feudal China the marriage relation is economic. Jin
shan "bought" his bride, and as one villager comments to Tianqing, Ju 
Dou is "a good-looker ... and expensive." The (female) body as a com
modity of exchange is a sign of Jinshan's power in the feudal patriarchy. 

Animal images that stress the body and its ownership over some 
freethinking mind are deployed extensively at the beginning of the film to 
set the proper feudal tone. As Jinshan simply tells Ju Dou: "I bought you, 
now obey me. When I buy an animal, I treat it as I wish." He utters these 
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words as he sits on a mule saddle over a bound and gagged Ju Dou. "And 
you're no better than an animal," he says before beating her again. 4 The 
only sounds that Ju Dou can produce are muffled groans and the occa
sional piercing screech. Meanwhile, night after night Tianqing lies alone 
on his hard bed listening to these foreign, inhuman sounds. 

One day Ju Dou and Tianqing meet on a path outside the dye mill. She 
is covered with bruises and both eyes are black. He is concerned. But she, 
embarrassed, tells him that she fell down and hurt herself - echoing the 
common response of a battered wife who knows of no way out. As Ju Dou 
denies the violence that all can see on her body, the conversation is inter
rupted by the shattering death squeals of a pig that Jinshan is slaughtering 
- sounds that are brutally familiar to Ju Dou and Tianqing. Sounds that 
Tianqing hears again that very night. 

Liberation 

This is where the plot starts to turn, and resistance to authority and lib
eration from the old miser begin. When he hears Ju Dou's pig-like 
screams, Tianqing picks up a cleaver, perhaps the same one that slaugh
tered the pig that afternoon, and in rage swings it down and buries it in 
the wooden steps that lead up to Jinshan's bedroom. Though the anger 
is misdirected and Tianqing's resistance is short-lived, something has 
started; a connection between Tianqing and Ju Dou has been made when 
she notices the mark made by the cleaver on the stairs and covers it up to 
hide it from Jinshan. 

As Ju Dou covers up the cleaver mark to protect Tianqing from Jin
shan, she also begins to reveal her body to the frustrated Tianqing (who is 
socially fated to never "get a wife"). Ju Dou makes a political decision 
when she decides to let Tianqing peek at her through a hole in the wall as 
she bathes. Tianqing has been peeping for a while, but what makes this 
scene pivotal is that Ju Dou takes control of the situation. Previously, she 
has piled up straw to block Tianqing's view, but after the cleaver incident 
Ju Dou changes her mind and clears away the straw she has piled up -
even though she knows that Jinshan would surely kill them both if he 
found out. 

Zhang Yimou masterfully shoots this long scene, again using light and 
sound to build up the tension, the eroticism, the anticipation, and most 
importantly to highlight Ju Dou's (bodily) struggle with her place in feudal 
China. Just as Tianqing waits for Ju Dou to bathe in one room, we see Ju 
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Dou listening for Tianqing to take his place at the peephole in another. 
Even though there is no spoken dialogue in this scene, Tianqing and Ju 
Dou have a conversation through telltale sounds: Ju Dou splashes the 
water to signal to Tianqing she has started her bath; Ju Dou then waits for 
the creak of the gate before she begins to undress. All of this is not merely 
play. It is an intensely political move when Ju Dou takes off her shirt and 
turns to reveal her body to Tianqing, for she is endangering them both. 
This is certainly not gratuitous sex or soft porn but part of a struggle of 
empowerment for Ju Dou. It is political because Ju Dou is asserting con
trol over her body - she takes control of her life away from both Jinshan, 
who beats her (body), and Tianqing, who gawks at her (body). Crying 
with emotional pain, Ju Dou gathers her strength to return Tianqing's 
gaze, and its power is more piercing than her screams. Even though the 
wall still masks his presence, Tianqing has to look away. 

Ju Dou's productive, as opposed to repressive, use of power soon 
becomes reproductive. Soon after the revealing of her body, Ju Dou liber
ates herself from Jinshan by giving herself to Tianqing, saying, "Tianqing, 
I've kept my body for you." She and Tianqing have an affair, which 
produces a son, Tianbai. 

There is a shift in the image of woman in this scene in which the repre
sentation of the body is central. Richard Corliss (1991) writes that in this 
undressing scene Ju Dou goes "from shame to rebellion to cool majesty." 
Caryn James (1990) comments that the film is about "the oppression of 
women and passion challenging tradition." Even Lawrence Chua, who 
positions himself as an overseas Chinese writing in distinction to the 
Anglo-American (racist) reviews, echoes these points: "At the core of 'Ju 
Dou' is a woman struggling for control of her own body against a vicious 
feudal order based on the power of the extended family" (Chua 1991). 

Feminist cultural theory can help us unpack this multilayered complex 
of images of "Chinese women" as bodies. The turning point where Ju Dou 
takes charge of the representation of her body occurs as part of a chain of 
events that can be explained well in terms of the management of "the male 
gaze." Analyses of European art and Hollywood cinema show how the 
female body is semiotically constructed in gendered terms as the object 
of the male gaze, "the site of multiple male pleasures" (De Lauretis 

1984,149). 
John Berger, in Ways of Seeing, discusses the male gaze in relation to 

the unequal representation of women and men in European art, and by 
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extension in print media, television, and film worldwide. He draws a dis
tinction between the "nude," which constructs the woman as an object of 
the (male) voyeur, and the "naked," where the woman has her own iden
tity separate from the (invisible male) viewer. As Berger puts it: "To be 
naked is to be oneself. To be nude is to be seen naked by others and not 
recognized for oneself. A naked body has to be seen as an object in order 
to become a nude" (Berger 1977, 54). 

With the celebrated undressing scene, Ju Dou takes control of the repre
sentation (to Tianqing) of her body. Previously, Tianqing has watched her 
as a voyeur, constructing her as a nude in order to satisfy his frustrated 
desire. The situation of his looking at Ju Dou is thus a textbook case of the 
male gaze: there is no reciprocal connection between them. Tianqing 
stealth fully peeps through a hole - as though he were at a quarter peep 
show - to watch Ju Dou undress, gazing at her not as a subject named Ju 
Dou but as some generalized object "woman," with him as the "spectator
owner." 

Yet in resistance to the harsh sexuality as dominance that Jinshan acts 
out on her body (not to forget the male gaze of Tianqing), Ju Dou assumes 
the subject position. As a subject Ju Dou does not deny her sexuality but 
productively and politically rewrites it. Ju Dou adds meaning to her body 
by pointing to the bruises on her chest, rather than just the nipples on her 
breast - which have been the focus of the gaze thus far.5 Thus in Berger's 
terms, Ju Dou "humanizes" herself (away from bodily animals) and also 
thus "humanizes" Tianqing, changing him from a voyeur into a lover, 
because her image is now "Ju Dou," not some generalized woman (Berger 
1977, 61). When Ju Dou makes contact with Tianqing, it alters the rela
tions of power in the representation, shifting Ju Dou from a passive nude 
to a naked figure who occupies the subject position. This is an important 
political move in representational politics and serves to liberate Ju Dou 
and prepare her for further struggles. 

Yet we must remember that Ju Dou is a subject only on the two-dimen
sional space of the screen, for she is a character directed by Zhang Yimou. 
Hence like the (male) painters that Berger discusses, it is Zhang who 
changes Ju Dou from a nude into a naked, not Ju Dou. Yet by scripting 
Tianqing as the voyeur, does Zhang relieve himself of the responsibility 
for the camera's gaze, and thus relieve viewers from the responsibility of 
our gaze?6 

Perhaps this explains why Ju Dou's liberated and empowered image is 
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so short-lived: Zhang's camera again accentuates Ju Dou's breasts - tak
ing them as a metonymy for her bodily sexuality: often the camera actu
ally centers its focus on them. Zhang's own male gaze comes out in aes
theticizing Ju Dou's pain: are those marks on her body brutal bruises, or 
are they reflections of the rippled water on her skin? 

Hence feminist film theorists such as Teresa de Lauretis push us one 
step further in analyzing the politics of representation. De Lauretis argues 
that women must produce their own subjectivity, become producers of 
culture, directors of film so women will not continue to be objects of a 
male gaze (or rely on men for their liberation, as Ju Dou does). She high
lights the politics of this: 

In order to counter our objectification in the cinema, our collective fantasies 
must be released: women's cinema must embody the working through of 
desire: such an objective demands the use of the entertainment film. (De 
Lauretis 1984, 107) 

Censorship 

The response to the politics of Ju Dou and her body are instructive. 
Certainly this film is already involved in the personal politics of women 
and men and social hierarchy. And in some ways it is a model socialist 
realist film because it criticizes the prerevolutionary feudal society and 
thus can highlight the differences that the revolution has brought. Even 
with the persistent gender bias in postrevolutionary China, there have 
been substantial changes in marriage and property relations for women 
(Ocko 1991). Yet this sexual politics was too much for China's cultural 
leaders. Presumably it was the female body that pointed to the five scenes 
that the Chinese Film Bureau wanted cut. Liu Cheng, who was in charge 
of censoring, explains that these sexually explicit scenes are "a bad influ
ence on the physical and spiritual health of young people" (Lawrence and 
Ferguson 1991, 18).7 Even though there are similar film boards in the 
United States which are responsible for rating films, not to mention the
controversy over the National Endowment for the Arts, this censorship 
drew even more attention to the film and placed this "small village some
where in China in the 1920S" into an international political context. 

The narrative cycle of repressionlliberation/ censorship is also clearly 
analogous to the events surrounding the June 4 massacre. Contemporary 
Chinese culture, especially since the events of June 1989, is increasingly 
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written about in Western media in terms of the tried-and-true categories of 
communist and anticommunist. The film is taken as an allegory, where 
the critique of feudal Confucian society in which male gender and old age 
ruled is taken as a veiled critique of present-day communism with its 
regime of old men. The title of David Holley's (1992) article puts it simply: 
"China's Angry Old Men Crack Down Again." Interpreting from the film's 
sexual themes and bleak portrayal of rural life, he writes: "The tale also 
can be viewed as a metaphor reflecting on the fate of China itself, which 
today is ultimately controlled by a tiny clique of old men, headed by Deng 
Xiaoping, 86." Or as one critic describes Ju Dou's undressing before 
Tianqing: "By abandoning herself to him, she hopes to liberate the captive 
nation of her heart" (Corliss 1991, 78).8 

Critique through allegory is certainly a method that is familiar to Chi
nese intellectuals and has a theoretical backing. 9 The interpretation by 
Western media uses it in familiar ways as well. But we should recognize 
that this interpretation, like any other, is always part of a project. The 
project here is to point out one more example of "the evils of commu
nism," while directing the gaze away from the increasing censorship in 
American arts and literature. Yet even more important, the communist/ 
anticommunist distinction does not highlight the issues of women such as 
Ju Dou very well. The pain of this woman is surely mentioned, but mostly 
in service to the allegory of criticizing communist China. The focus of 
such journalistic outrage on "the old (Chinese) men" has (once again) 
erased the position of women. 

In addition to noting the censorship which restricts meaning, we should 
examine how meaning is created in Ju Dou. What sets Ju Dou apart is 
more than its steamy content and the resulting censorship of it in China -
it was funded not by the Chinese Film Bureau, but by Japanese investors: 
the Tokuma Shoten Publishing Company. Ju Dou is an artifact of interna
tional capital. Some point to this fact to explain how Zhang Yimou was 
able to (freely) make a movie worthy of worldwide release, when perhaps 
he had to make a "popular movie"lO because he is now part of the mecha
nisms of international capital. Hence the issue should not be limited to 
noting that foreign capital has liberated him from the control of Chinese 
financing - we also should ask which masters he is serving now. And it is 
not the simple replacement of the tyranny of the party by the tyranny of 
the market either, for this financing has historical specificities. Japanese 
corporations financed Ju Dou, which perhaps explains the lack of histori-
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cal context in the film. Indeed, Zhang's last major film, Red Sorghum, 
was also set in rural China, but it had a more specific - and political -
time and place: the Japanese invasion of North China. Japanese soldiers 
are shown brutally murdering and raping Chinese and the last scene is one 
of (heroic) resistance to this invasion. In Ju Dou, time is wiped clean not 
just so the communist authorities will feel more comfortable, but so the 
Japanese investors will not fidget - recall that the "Rape of Nanjing" 
scenes were initially cut from Bernardo Bertolucci's The Last Emperor 
when it showed in Tokyo. Hence international capital directs meaning 
construction just as does Chinese communism. 

PATRIARCHAL TRAGEDY 

As well as resisting (communist) authority, this film reinforces (Confu
cian) patriarchy. The particularly Confucian notion of tragedy is figured 
well in Holley's summation of the story: "The elderly husband beats her 
ferociously, when she fails to become pregnant. She then falls in love with 
her husband's adopted son. They bear a child, setting in motion events 
that lead to tragedy." Where is the tragedy located? Apparently Ju Dou's 
beating was not tragic enough to warrant attention. The question now 
becomes "tragic for whom"; who and what are the center of the film and 
what cultural issues are being put into play, and what images are being 
reproduced in this "tragic" struggle? It is a Confucian tragedy where 
fathers cannot be proper fathers and sons proper sons, hence this tragic 
story works to reestablish the traditional (Confucian) values which were 
questioned in the first narrative. 

Ju Dou is certainly a protest film. Yet what kind of protest? Citing Perry 
Link, Rey Chow argues that "protest" can mean at least two things: radi
cal protests and remedial protests. A radical protest serves to bring about 
structural change. A remedial protest, on the other hand, "often signifies 
not the attempt to overthrow the Confucian value system itself, but a criti
cism from below of the abusers of power, who should be treating the 
abused with fairness within what is basically 'the same value system' " 
(Chow I99I, 49). Hence this section considers how the critique of Confu
cian patriarchy in Ju Dou is a remedial protest that serves to reinforce sys
tems of domination such as patriarchy in China. 

Patriarchy is a system of domination that animates both Communist 
Party structures and Confucian society. Patriarchy operates much more 
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complexly than just repressing women with power being concentrated in a 
father figure from whom one needs to escape. Though it starts out as the 
story of a man who beats his wife, the situation that Ju Dou faces is much 
more involved than the individual perversions of Jinshan. When Jinshan 
dies, Ju Dou (and Tianqing) are not freed from his oppression. Indeed, 
they are even more bound than before because they are embedded in a dis
course of patriarchy which empowers the village elders to guide their gen
dered identity and thus script their lives. 

As a discourse, patriarchy structures society to create identities which 
motivate action to reinforce and reproduce it, and these are not just male 
identities, but female identities. Patriarchy takes different forms in differ
ent times and places, but in China communism and Confucianism share 
many of the same structural workings. Though in the communist/ anti
communist framework Marxism and Confucianism are opposed, in terms 
of patriarchal relations the Communist Party and the Guomindang share 
much in appealing to certain modes of loyalty and hierarchy which rein
force authority. 

Chen Xin describes the relation of women and Confucianism well when 
she recalls a Chinese saying: "Before you are married your father is your 
master; when you are married your husband is your master; when you are 
widowed, your oldest son is your master."ll Patriarchy in China is a 
hierarchical system in which (old) age and (male) gender are valued. These 
"Confucian values" still pervade much of the framing of issues in China. 
The struggle of the students in Tiananmen is a case in point. When the 
state finally met with the students it was not on equal terms. Li Peng 
framed the discussion in terms of patriarchal authority when he asked 
how old Wu'er Kaixi was, and laughingly remarked that he was younger 
than his youngest son - way down in the kinship hierarchy, that is. Wu'er 
Kaixi's response was that he came to talk about the issues, not about his 
age and Li Peng's son - but in a patriarchal discourse, age and the proper 
regulation of family relations are the issues. Hence patriarchy results not 
just in the bare repression of women, but in a creative ordering of the fam
ily and society that guides men into hierarchical relations as well. Thus 
patriarchal discourse serves to culturally construct gendered identities. 

Tracing the "tragedy" of Ju Dou, we see how the patriarchy reasserts 
itself after it is questioned. Though the initial tragedy, as we have seen, 
centers on Ju Dou and the sorry lot of women in feudal Chinese society, 
once the son, Tianbai, is born and his paternity is disputed, the tragedy 
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quickly shifts to the men in the film and their unstable relations as fathers, 
sons, and brothers. 

Naming and titles are very important in Confucian ordering practices. 
One of the central passages of the Confucian Analects addresses the rela
tion between language and social order in terms of a "rectification of 
names." 

Duke Ching of Ch'i asked Confucius about government. Confucius 
answered, "Let a ruler be a ruler, the subject be a subject, the father a father, 
the son a son." The Duke said, "Splendid! Truly if the ruler be not a ruler, 
the subject not a subject, the father not a father, the son not a son, then even 
if there be grain, would I get to eat it?" (Lau 1979, 114) 

This passage shows how language orders society, and this proper relation 
of language and society supports the duke economically as well as symbol
ically. This hierarchy of names is a creative mode of exploitation that 
operates through scripting standard identities. When fathers do not rely 
on these standards and are not proper fathers, and sons proper sons, the 
society falls apart and will not support the hegemons: the duke will not get 
his grain tax. Proper naming creates and supports the hierarchical struc
ture of feudal Chinese society. 

Though the material body - Ju Dou's body - is the focus of struggle 
and object of desire in the first narrative, in the second it is the symbolic 
realm of language that orders the conflict. As in classical Confucianism, 
the symbolic power of naming orders the patriarchal tragedy in Ju Dou. 
For example, the social power of language is brought out in the care with 
which Tianbai is named. It is not even his official father, Jinshan, who 
names Tianbai, but the agents of (Confucian) tradition, the village 
elders.12 Sitting in front of the ancestral shrine, the village elders meticu
lously go through the Yang genealogy to determine the proper name. 
When the elders name Tianbai, they are asserting their authority to con
trol him and over Tianqing's relation to him because they are both placed 
in the "Tian" generation. And this control is not that of restrictive gover
nance, but of creating him as a gendered being in the image of the Confu
cian order. 

This Confucian order is enforced through language. The judge is not up 
in heaven looking down but is the society all around us. Ju Dou and 
Tianqing's greatest fear is about people gossiping about them and the vio
lence that such language will motivate. As Rey Chow writes: "Confucian-
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ism [takes] the form of interlocking social as well as written texts: cus
toms, rules, taboos, and a tightly structured extended-family system in 
which one constantly runs up not against 'God,' but against other watch
ing, listening human beings" (Chow 1991, 61). At the end of the film, it is 
not the village elders or bullies who kill Tianqing for his supposed trans
gressions - Tianbai willingly acts out the patriarchal ideology in killing 
his natural father, who has disturbed the symbolic order by not being offi
cial. Hence as much as Ju Dou and Tianqing struggle against the system, 
they reproduce it - literally and figuratively - in Tianbai (who in carrying 
out the imperatives of Confucian morality - eventually - ironically com
mits perhaps the greatest Confucian crime: patricide). 

The (Confucian) tragedy in the film then involves sorting out the rela
tions between fathers and sons. Multiple meanings are put into play 
because these patrimonial relations are blurred along material and sym
bolic lines. 13 Tianqing is Tianbai's material father, but Jinshan is his sym
bolic patriarch. As Tianbai grows up, and his material fatherhood is made 
known to Jinshan and Tianqing, there is a struggle between them for sym
bolic paternity. 

This struggle comes out powerfully in a series of scenes that show Tian
bai interacting first with Tianqing and then with Jinshan. These scenes 
signify a shift in the struggle. Up to this point, the struggle between Jin
shan and Tianqing has been over who possesses Ju Dou('s material body). 
But here the struggle is displaced to the even more patriarchal realm of 
Tianbai's paternity with the symbolic paternal relations supplanting the 
material sexual relations. 

Though almost three years old, Tianbai still has yet to speak, or even 
laugh. Ju Dou is worried about this, so Tianqing beckons him, "Tianbai, 
call me Daddy." But he receives no response. Ju Dou highlights the social 
placement of their relationship when she jokes: "If he does [call you 
Daddy] would you dare reply?" But this is a stinging jest for Tianqing, 
who is caught between being a father and an elder brother to Tianbai. 
Even though Jinshan knows that Tianqing is Tianbai's material father, the 
village, and thus the Confucian patriarchs, do not. 

In his silence Tianbai scowls as Ju Dou and Tianqing go off to frolic in 
the field, and he wanders back to the Yang compound to play in front of a 
dye vat. 14 Jinshan spies him there and deviously, deliberately moves his 
"wheel chair" over to the child at the edge to push him in. Meanwhile, off 
in the fields Ju Dou and Tianqing sense that something is wrong and fran-
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tically search for the boy. They are looking for Tianbai, who is in serious 
danger - but as the events will show, though Tianbai is in mortal material 
danger, that day Tianqing will actually lose him symbolically. 

Jinshan makes his move to push Tianbai into the dye vat in an effort to 
solve the problems of Confucian order since the child is a patriarchal aber
ration that Jinshan must face every day. Yet Tianbai gets up and moves 
just as Jinshan is about to push him to his death. Jinshan again wheels 
himself over towards the child, but as he does, Tianbai speaks. Looking at 
Jinshan, his first words are "Daddy!" Tianbai says "Daddy" again. Uncon
vinced, Jinshan replies: "You can say 'Daddy.' " Still moving toward Tian
bai, Jinshan challenges him: "Who's your Daddy." Tianbai merely keeps 
repeating the words "Daddy! Daddy!" He thus answers Tianqing's call, 
but addresses it to Jinshan. 

This simple utterance effects a mortal transformation. Just before this 
scene Jinshan cries out "Oh, my poor ancestors" when he sees Ju Dou and 
Tianqing go to have sex. His rage at them in the dye vat scene is centered 
on the result of their sacrilegious sex, their son Tianbai, whom he plans to 
kill. Yet when Tianbai shifts his patrimony from material to symbolic by 
calling Jinshan "Daddy," the Confucian order is reestablished, showing 
the (life-saving) power of language. Jinshan's expression changes from 
hate to love, with the camera working in slow motion to accentuate the 
shift in emotion. Now weeping with joy, Jinshan throws his arms around 
his new son Tianbai, declaring: "Tianbai! My son! Of course, I'm your 
father! My son!" 

Jinshan celebrates his patrimony by parading his son in public. He and 
Tianbai meet Ju Dou and Tianqing on a street in the village. This is one of 
the few scenes that take place outside the Yang compound, and it thus 
highlights the difference between material and symbolic relations and thus 
demonstrates which one has social power. Tianqing is Tianbai's material 
father - that is made clear since he and Ju Dou are still concerned about 
her getting pregnant again - but Jinshan is Tianbai's symbolic and thus 
official father. On the street Jinshan and Tianbai make this clear. Jinshan 
instructs Tianbai in the crucial naming practices of the Confucian patriar
chal system. Pointing to Ju Dou, he says, "Tianbai, that's your mother." 
Next pointing to Tianqing, Jinshan names, "That's your older brother." 
Lastly, he states, "And I'm your father." At each of these family titles Tian
bai dutifully repeats "Mother," "Older Brother," "Father," drilling in the 
lesson to wound Tianqing. When Tianbai is done, Jinshan encouragingly 
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says, "You've named us correctly. Remember to call us that way from 
now on." 

The symbolic shift has occurred. At the beginning of the scene Jinshan 
was concerned about his wife's infidelity and wanted to take out his anger 
on its material result - Tianbai. But Tianbai, unknowingly, materially 
saves his own life by symbolically naming Jinshan as his father. This trans
formation has been mediated through the power of language, a language 
that is written in Confucian Chinese. 

Tianqing is spiritually wounded by Tianbai's simple remarks. The next 
scene shows him in bed with Ju Dou, but she is not enough to make him 
happy anymore. She consoles him, "Don't take it so hard. He's too young 
to understand." But actually Tianqing has lost the struggle of understand
ing - Tianbai has chosen to understand Jinshan as his father rather than 
Tianbai. Tianqing tries to reclaim his son throughout the film but ulti
mately fails. 

Tianqing's social fate to be just an "elder brother" is drilled home in the 
next scene of Tianbai's third birthday. In this feast attended by the elders 
and the rest of the village, the symbolic family positions are reaffirmed. 
Jinshan's position as patriarch is secure. Having a "good-looking and 
expensive" wife is one measure of symbolic power, but in Confucian patri
archy a man's identity is not complete until he sires a son. Hence at the 
party Jinshan gloats with his fat son on display to all the village. 

When Tianqing is called on to toast Tianbai, he doesn't know what to 
say. He starts saying the name "Tianbai." But he pauses on "my" - Tian
qing cannot decide on his relation to Tianbai: is he a father or a brother? 
He finally breaks down and wishes Tianbai, his brother, a happy birth
day. Even though Tianqing has fulfilled all the biological necessities of 
fatherhood, this scene makes clear that he will never symbolically be a 
patriarch. One of the people at the party speaks this irony when she inter
prets Tianqing's emotion in this way: "Tianqing would like a son of his 
own. Be patient, your uncle will spend some money and buy you an even 
prettier wife. Would You like that?" At this, Tianqing weeps, for he is 
caught between the material and the symbolic relations of patrimony. 

The conservatism of this tragedy lies in the fact that Tianqing is not 
interested in contesting patriarchal society. He is not a hero in this struggle 
trying to change the structural relations in Confucianism (or communism) 
as argued in the first narrative; his is a remedial protest, for he would love 
to be patient and get a son "of his own." It's only fair, he surely thinks. 
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Tianqing's identity - his gender - is produced through the cultural 
workings of Confucianism just as Ju Dou's is as a Chinese woman. He 
thus supports the system in many ways and works to reproduce it. When
ever Ju Dou questions the system, he always stands in awe of it. After Jin
shan has died, Ju Dou suggests, "Let's take Tianbai and leave. Or let's live 
together and never mind what people might say." But the words are more 
than just words; they have power and violence. Tianqing replies: "What 
they'd say doesn't worry me. If they knew, they'd kill us." They would be 
killed because they run against the Confucian patriarchal order on which 
the village rests, and thus symbolically they do not exist. The problem is 
not located in the Yang compound so much as in the Confucian ideology, 
which inspires not just this nameless village but some grand notion of Chi
nese society and culture. (To use Althusser's terms, Tianqing as a man in 
Chinese society is interpellated as a subject by the "Confucian ideology.") 

The power of this Confucian discourse is again demonstrated when Jin
shan dies. The village's reaction to this death is predictable in terms of 
Chinese history. The widow is doomed to be alone, mourning for life: 
"According to ancient tradition, Ju Dou will not remarry. The widow will 
remain faithful," the elder declares with authority, reformulating Zheng 
Yi's famous neo-Confucian dictum, "It is a very small thing to die as a 
result of starvation, but a very serious evil to lose chastity towards one's 
dead husband by remarrying" (Ruan 1991, 96). Even though the cruel 
patriarch Jinshan is now dead, neither Ju Dou nor Tianqing is liberated. 
Indeed, Tianqing takes Jinshan's position of upholding the Confucian dis
course in many ways. 

For Tianqing, the attraction of Confucianism is stronger than that of Ju 
Dou. The film's third transformation hails Tianqing. When he sees Jin
shan dead, Tianqing wrongly assumes that Ju Dou killed him. In his angry 
and anguished response, he does not believe Ju Dou when she denies it 
and tells him, "Stop talking nonsense." There is no trust: Tianqing yells: 
"Don't lie to me." But there is loyalty - it is just not to Ju Dou. In a Confu
cian mode, Tianqing reasons, "You should have let me do it. Killing one's 
husband cries out for punishment." In disbelief, Ju Dou says, "Is that a 
son's loyalty? Didn't he deserve to die? ... You'd rather keep being Tian
bai's brother. What a good respectful nephew."15 Tianqing responds to his 
subordinate placement in the patriarchal system by acting out its vio
lences - he slaps Ju Dou. He thus assumes Jinshan's role as husband even 
before the body is cold. "You, too, are beating me?" cries Ju Dou as 
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Tianqing reproduces the relations of dominance by replacing the patri
arch. "Sure continue doing it. Revive the old man, and you can both 
beat me!" 

Ju Dou's own gender construction comes out in her response to this sit
uation: "I don't want to live anymore!" In saying this, Ju Dou responds to 
the Confucian call by invoking one of the only avenues left open for tragic 
women - suicide. Confucianism leaves little room for women in tragic sit
uations (which are produced by Confucianism). Indeed, women are hailed 
as mothers who will reproduce the patriarchal discourse through male 
children, and otherwise they are beckoned toward suicide. 16 Ju Dou's par
ticular suicide is acted out in the last scene. Again, in an effort to exert 
control over the perverse situation, she tries to commit suicide quietly in 
Tianqing's arms, but her new master - her eldest son - "saves" her as he 
kills his father, Tianqing. Ju Dou thus burns down the tragic compound in 
a vain effort to destroy the patriarchal space. 

Ju Dou AND CHINESE NATIONALISM 

In addition to individual and societal struggles, Zhang Yimou is also con
cerned with Chinese nationalism. In an essay on Zhang'S previous major 
film, Red Sorghum, Yingjin Zhang argues that through the politics of the 
body Zhang Yimou is looking for national roots "because the film itself is 
incorporated into director Zhang Yimou's broader project to search for 
the distinctive nature of the Chinese people and Chinese culture" (Zhang 
1990, 39). Indeed, this is a search that has animated much thought and 
activity in the past decade - among both Chinese and China specialists 
(most of whom are Chinese) - and has produced artifacts such as the 
spring 1991 issue of Daedalus, "The Living Tree: The Changing Meaning 
of Being Chinese Today." Tu Wei-ming's article, "Cultural China: The 
Periphery as the Center," which begins the issue and frames the discourse, 
is particularly instructive in how it addresses the issues of Chinese identity 
and nationalism. Indeed, Tu's arguments can help place the "small village 
somewhere in China in the 1920S" in the context of contemporary strug
gles in Chinese political culture - particularly in how (traditional) Confu
cianism operates today in the "modern world." 

Tu Wei-ming's path-breaking article is involved in redefining Chinese
ness. Rather than being bound by the geopolitical boundaries of contem
porary nation-states that are vying for the designation "Chinese"-
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namely, the People's Republic of China and the Republic of China, usually 
called "mainland China" and "Taiwan" - Tu opens up the field of Chinese 
identity to include many more people. Tu shifts the standard of national 
identification from legal and geopolitical measures to cultural processes in 
postulating "Cultural China," which includes not just mainland China and 
Taiwan, but Singapore, Hong Kong (to form the first symbolic universe), 
and overseas Chinese communities (to form the second symbolic uni
verse). Perhaps most radically Tu includes non-Chinese who take an inter
est in Chinese affairs in this notion of Cultural China (to form the third 
symbolic universe). With this formulation, Tu discusses Chinese national
ism not in terms of the familiar nation-state but in terms of the civiliza
tion-state where these three symbolic universes continually interact (Tu 
I99I, I2-I3). Hence in the face of current trends among (mainland) Chi
nese intellectuals, who reportedly advocate a wholesale modernization 
(and Westernization), Tu does important work in "re-imagining" a Chi
nese community which can be, and has been, successful in the global 
sphere. 17 

I take this last formulation of Tu's ideas from Benedict Anderson's pro
vocative Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of 
Nationalism, which aims to trace out the meanings of "nation-ness [which 
is] the most universally legitimate value in the political life of our time" 
(Anderson I99I, 3). Though Anderson does not specifically discuss Chi
nese nationalism at length, it is worthwhile to consider his general argu
ments and relate them to the nationalisms of Ju Dou and Tu Wei-mingo 

Anderson and Tu agree that nationalism has "cultural roots," and 
Anderson traces out different models of national identity construction. 
According to Anderson, nations are not natural things or even ancient 
heritages, but are relatively recent imagined communities which come out 
of definite historical processes. Anderson's argument that nationalism 
arises from a shift away from a dynastic politics (the Qing dynasty) and an 
exclusive sacral written language (examination Chinese), which is effected 
by print capitalism, explains well the processes that were in play in the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, which eventually led to the 
Xinhai Revolution of I9II and the May Fourth movement in I9I9 - two 
very national events in Chinese history. 

Tu's Cultural China has interesting relations with Anderson's other 
models. As the subtitle, "The Periphery as the Center," of Tu's article tells 
us, he argues that it is those on the periphery who will have the most in flu-
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ence in the ultimate shaping of a new Chinese identity. In some ways it is 
odd that Tu uses the center/periphery model, which is usually used to 
describe the political-economic relations of colonialism, since he makes no 
reference to imperial relations. Anderson uses such colonial center / 
periphery figurations in discussing the "creole nationalism" of South 
American republics and the "last wave" of post-World War II postcolonial 
nationalisms in Africa and Asia. Yet rather than the periphery influencing 
the center, Anderson argues that nationalisms were imagined in these 
cases by local elites who were proscribed from moving to the center. 
Hence they carved out their own turf "at home" in the periphery, which 
was imagined into a nation as well as a state. 

Tu, on the other hand, argues that the periphery - where Chinese elites 
were indeed separated from the center from the I950S to the I970S - did 
not form a separate nation but modernized Chinese values18 and now is 
flooding the center with transformative forces. The mechanisms at work 
here in Anderson's and Tu's formulations are fascinating, yet it is difficult 
to work these issues out analytically with reference to Tu's text since it 
also functions as a manifesto proclaiming a Cultural China - it is a pro
posal as well as an analysis. 

But one can argue that these differences arise because Tu is not discus
sing nation-states; he is acting in a different space from Anderson by 
breathing new life into the dynastic concept of the Chinese "civilization
state" which in the contemporary world takes on transnational dimen
sions. Explaining Cultural China's genesis, Tu writes: "By emphasizing 
cultural roots, Chinese intellectuals in Taiwan, Hong Kong, and North 
America hoped to build a transnational network for understanding the 
meaning of being Chinese within a global context" (Tu I99I, 22). Hence 
Tu is speaking for a cultural nationalism that transcends national borders, 
perhaps in an effort to "penetrate" the (mainland) Chinese boundaries and 
influence the course of events there. 19 

So what do all of these nationalisms and transnationalisms have to do 
with Ju Dou? The answer to this question lies in how Tu frames the pow
erful concept of Cultural China, for as Anderson writes, "Communities 
are to be distinguished, not by their falsity / genuineness, but by the style in 
which they are imagined" (Anderson I99I, 6). The style that Tu Wei-ming 
uses for Cultural China is "Confucian," and even though Tu does not rec
ognize the Confucian legacy on the mainland, Ju Dou and Zhang Yimou 
are still working parts of Cultural China. 
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Zhang Yimou's interest in national identity comes out in the opening 
lines of the film. Indeed, Anderson argues that settings such as that 
scripted in Ju Dou are ripe with national discourse. The effect of placing 
the events in generic (Chinese) space, "small village somewhere in China 
in the 1920S," makes one imagine a (national) community. Anderson 
argues that the narrative style of novels in print capitalism helps to forge a 
national consciousness through its nameless intimacy, which "fuses the 
world inside the novel with the world outside" and thus calls on all the 
nationals to identify with it (Anderson 1991, 30). Ju Dou's filmic images 
are even more powerful in the call to the "image-NATION" of a community 
beyond the walls of the small village: the nameless village points to a 
named nation. The landscape - both geographical and sociological - are 
familiar, but only to those who have come to be called "Chinese." Ander
son argues that this cultural creation is paradoxical because it is general 
enough to include communities of people who have never met, yet exclu
sive in that it is a certain nationalism: the character mou - "a certain," 
translated as "somewhere" in the opening credits - denotes both specific
ity and ambiguity, and hence nationality. 

Furthermore, the film is a national product submitted by a national 
government for the Best Foreign (National) Film Oscar in 1991. The Chi
nese Film Bureau's recall of the film had repercussions in terms of interna
tional relations: Senator Daniel P. Moynihan and ten other senators sent a 
letter of protest to the Chinese government (Thomas 1991). And remem
ber the reviews, both Western and Chinese - communist and anticom
munist, which frame it in a national context: Corliss writes that Ju Dou 
"liberate[s] the captive nation of her heart," while China's Film and Televi
sion Minister Ai Zhisheng comments: "Abroad they give prizes. At home 
they are ridiculed. Surely China is the best judge of a Chinese film's mer
its" (Cheng 1991). 

In this struggle over Chinese national identity Zhang Yimou's Ju Dou 
can thus help us analyze Tu Wei-ming's "Cultural China." In the film we 
have seen how patriarchal Confucianism operates to twist people around 
and interpellate them into a system that did not serve their interests, but 
how does Tu's "Confucian humanism" operate? Is Confucianism any dif
ferent now in the 1990S than in Zhang's film, which is set in the 1920S 
(though shot in the 1980s)? 

Tu's imagining of Cultural China rests on reinvigorating Confucianism, 
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in what has come to be called the Third Wave of Confucianism.20 This is 
an important move since by using "traditional" discourses such as Confu
cianism in the "modern'" world, Tu serves to question this distinction, 
which orders Chinese studies in ways that restrict meaning to issues of 
transition, penetration, and the influence of some "West" (Tu 1991, 7; see 
also Cohen 1984). 

Yet though Cultural China is inclusive to the extreme in inviting non
Chinese academics into the transnational Chinese community, the Confu
cian focus is restrictive in ways that point to the exclusive singularity of 
Tu's formulation - though "China" is full of multiple meanings and ironic 
images,21 "Cultural China" is restrictive in its imagining - restrictive in 
many ways that also occur in Ju Dou. Though Tu's caution about mod
ernization as Westernization is compelling, I would also caution against a 
revamped Confucianism as its alternative, for it reproduces the discourse 
of domination in many ways. Confucianism did certainly support the 
mandarinate - that is why the mandarins supported Confucianism - but 
what about the rest of China? Indeed, if what is good for General Motors 
is not necessarily good for America, then likewise, what is good for Con
fucian mandarins is not necessarily good for China. 

First, why is Confucianism used exclusively to imagine the Cultural 
Chinese identity? Why are there only (Confucian) ancestral shrines in Ju 
Dou? In its long and fruitful history China surely has other traditions -
even beyond the other grand ideologies of Daoism and Buddhism - that 
could be appealed to for Chinese identity construction, but Tu does not 
even consider this fact. In an all-too-common move among Confucians, 
he equates China with Confucianism and Confucianism with China.22 Tu 
is rescripting what he elsewhere criticizes as "the Middle Kingdom syn
drome" by writing of "two millennia" of smooth Confucianism as the Chi
nese "habit of the heart," which was "the very tradition which had shaped 
Chineseness throughout history" (Tu 1991, 4, 5, 23). Genealogical histories 
demonstrate that "Chinese culture" is better described as a discontinuous 
struggle rather than a growing process - other discourses such as Bud
dhism and Daoism were the ideologies of state as much as Confucianism 
(which itself is different in different times). 23 

There are theoretical moves that lead to this restrictive imagining. Tu's 
figuration does not allow for multiplicity. Rather than decentering the 
center and recognizing fruitfulness of a multicentered configuration of 
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"Chineseness," Tu unironically argues for a new center of Cultural China 
which is located in the periphery (Tu 1991, 28). Tu's un ironic stance is 
clear from the first lines of his article: "China, one of the longest continu
ous civilizations in human history, 'may be visualized as a majestic flowing 
stream' " (Tu 1991, I). Hence Tu is totalitarian in stating that mainstream 
discourse is the only discourse. There is no difference; the other streams of 
thought are disqualified from the very beginning, and it is taken for 
granted that Confucianism is mainstream. The most that can happen is 
that the flowing stream can be shifted, but only by grand outside influ
ences such as "barbaric" dynasties (Jin, Liao, Yuan, Qing), which in the 
end become sinicized: 

if we take seriously the image of "a majestic flowing stream," we must 
acknowledge that these great outside influences altered this stream at vari
ous points. In accordance with this, China, or Chinese culture, has never 
been a static structure but a dynamic, constantly changing landscape. (Tu 
1991,4) 

What this framing of Chinese culture does not take into account are great 
and small internal influences of women and men that actually add up to 
construct what we now call "China" - not to mention any "Manchuiza
tion" of China. 

Tu argues his Confucian points strongly to combat the power of West
ern modernity, yet this stiff East/West binary sets Confucianism up as the 
only alternative to wholesale Westernization - an option that very few 
would advocate. Tu ends his article proclaiming that Confucianism has 
been successful in the periphery and should be taken as a model for the 
center, and perhaps for the world at large: 

... Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore, and Chinese 
communities throughout the world have shown not only the relevance of 
Confucian ethics to their modus operandi but also the dynamics of Confu
cian tradition in shaping their forms of life .... (Tu 1991,26) 

Yet even with this (capitalist) "success" there are many silences in Tu's 
Confucian humanism that scream out at us in Ju Dou. Though Tu points 
out the violences in communist Chinese society, once even going so far as 
to call them "demonic" (Tu 1991, 24), he is mute in relation to the histori
cal violences of Confucianism as a state apparatus.24 As well as being 
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exclusive on a national scale, as Anderson would note, Tu's Cultural 
China is exclusive in terms of class and gender. This comes out well in 
how Tu ropes China off from "the West": 

Western impact fundamentally dislodged the Chinese intellectuals from 
their Confucian haven. Having loosened their moorings in a society which 
had provided a secure and respected anchorage for their predecessors for 
more than two millennia, they desperately tried to find a niche in a cruel 
new world defined in terms of power with or without wealth. (Tu 1991,2) 

With this passage questions other than Tu's "Whither China?" are raised. 
"Whose China?" becomes an issue. Who has found a "secure and 
respected anchorage" in the "Confucian haven"? In other words, where is 
Ju Dou in Tu's Cultural China? What is the economic status of Tianqing 
in the mill of cultural nationalism? 

Gender and class are particular axes of identity that are glossed over in 
Confucianism as a species of nationalism. 46 The discourse of Confucian
ism, which relies on extended family relationships as models of social 
order, glosses over gender and socioeconomic class distinctions in the 
name of duty and loyalty to a clan. This does not mean that there is no 
exploitation, rather this exploitation cannot be named in political-eco
nomic terms. Take Tianqing as an example: the film highlights how hard 
he works and how stingy Jinshan is. But Tianqing is grateful that Jinshan 
adopted him as his son, when what Jinshan did was adopt a passive 
laborer whom he did not have to pay: Tianqing is not a "worker," but a 
"nephew" or a "son" - for the rest of his life. 26 

Ju Dou supports Confucianism, but Confucianism does not support Ju 
Dou. Likewise, women are not mentioned in Tu's article, unless you count 
his use of the possessive "her" for geopolitical entities such as China and 
Singapore (Hong Kong for some reason is "it"). 

Who then does Cultural China serve? The patriarchal functions of Con
fucian humanism are clear when Tu points to "the scholar, honored as a 
paradigm of the personality ideal in Chinese culture" as his focus (Tu 
1991, 23). Confucianism then is a haven for scholarly Chinese men in 
response to Westernization, which has given them "a sense of impotence, 
frustration, and humiliation" (Tu 1991, 2). As in Ju Dou, the tragedy is 
displaced from some notion of the Chinese people (for who else would 
"Chineseness" describe?) to the intellectuals. Hence all the problems of 
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other groups that Tu lists are surpassed by those of the educated elite: 
"The most devastating rupture, however, occurred within the intellectual 
community" (Tu 1991, 2). Just as Ju Dou's gendered tragedy was sucked 
up into the generic problems of the nation, "the Chinese" are displaced by 
intellectual concerns. 

The violence of this representation of Chineseness comes out in Ju Dou 
and its focus on language: the scholars in the village were the village elders 
who enforced the patriarchal discourse through naming: they used their 
literacy and knowledge of "ancient tradition" to create both Tianbai and 
Tianqing in their image and thus further confine Ju Dou. Not much has 
changed in Cultural China, which again provides that "secure and 
respected anchorage" for intellectuals who are still almost exclusively 
men. 27 The chains of authority are still the same. The hierarchical manda
rins act on behalf of the people without consulting the people: "The way 
these issues are formulated may appear relevant only for a tiny minority -
the articulate and self-reflective intelligentsia - but the emotional inten

sity provoked by the debate has affected the Chinese populace in general" 
(Tu 1991, 6). 

Hence Cultural China structurally operates as yet one more system of 
domination. This adds meaning to the anticommunist allegory in Ju Dou. 
Patriarchy and oppression do not die with the passing of the Communist 
Party - Cultural China is waiting to take its place in another discourse of 
domination, just as Tianqing stepped into Jinshan's patriarchal role when 
he died. 

AFTERWORD 

Though there is no hope in Ju Dou, there are possibilities for crafting a 
less abusive national identity. By way of an open-ended conclusion I 
would like to suggest other ways of negotiating Chineseness that have 
already been alluded to in this essay's analysis of gender and class. Rey 
Chow's book, Woman and Chinese Modernity: The Politics of Reading 
between East and West, provides an interesting alternative to Tu's script
ing of identity that addresses some its silent violences. 

As a scholar born in the first symbolic universe of Hong Kong and edu
cated as part of the third symbolic universe in North America, Cultural 
China should speak directly to Chow. But it does not. 
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Why is it that these China scholars, who argue for the integrity of Chinese 
studies, have not struck one chord of enthusiasm in me, a Chinese? What is 
missing in the dialogue between them and me, when in all likelihood I 
should feel grateful toward them for defending "my" culture? It becomes 
necessary for me to reflect on the nature of their defense of "Chinese cul
ture," which I would describe as an idealist preoccupation with "authentic" 
originariness. (Chow 1991, 28) 

Indeed, this preoccupation with authenticity found in Cultural China not 
only does not strike a chord for Chow, but through its emphasis on "Con
fucianism as Chinese," it excludes those like her who look to other mea
sures of Chinese identity. As Tu draws his boundaries: "If their condemna
tion of things Chinese is total, does this mean that they have voluntarily 
forfeited their right to be included in a definition of Chineseness?" (Tu 
1991, 6). Rather than allowing other Chinese, on the mainland or over
seas, to participate in Chineseness, Tu excludes them when they do not 
totally participate in his "Confucian Chineseness." 

Chow's identity construction calls into question not just Confucianism, 
but Chineseness itself. Rather than using such a unitary discourse, which 
one must totally accept or reject, one can appeal to difference and multiple 
identities to negotiate a nationalism. As a "Westernized Chinese woman," 
Chow looks to feminism and a dissolution of radical Chinese/Western 
distinctions to break with this notion of "Chinese tradition" and disrupt 
any notion of tradition at all: "Crucially, the use of 'woman' needs to 
become a tool of formal analysis that would unsettle the very notion of 
'tradition' itself" (Chow 1991, 52). So the struggle is not over which tradi
tion,28 but over the oppressive aspects of building an identity around the 
core of any tradition. Chow thus "read[s] Chinese stories perversely [as] a 
way of challenging the habits of tradition in the field" (Chow 1991, xii). 

Chow looks to women's experience rather than some idealized tradition 
to construct her identity. Indeed, recognizing the historical power of the 
patriarchal discourse of Confucianism, she refigures the oppression into 
an opportunity for understanding modern China better: 

It seems to me that we can locate in this fascination with women a signifi
cant clue to modern Chinese society. Because women are the fundamental 
support of the familial social structure, the epochal changes that historians 
document are most readily perceived through the changing status of Chinese 
women. (Chow 1991, 53) 
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Hence one key to tracing the meanings of Chinese identity is located in 
tracing gender relations, as we did in the discussion of Ju Dou in the first 
and second sections. 

The purpose then is not to find some ultimate Chinese roots, but to cre
ate space for a cultural nationalism that can accommodate the irony of 
identity which attends gender, age, race, and class as well. 

W. A. Callahan received his Ph.D. degree in political science at the University of 
Hawaii at Manoa. He resides in Bangkok, Thailand, where he writes for an 
English-language newspaper. 

Notes and References 

1. For a discussion of culture as a field of struggle rather than coherence, see 
Cottom (1989) and Rosaldo (1987). 

2. Even more than the vibrant colors of the dye mill, this film uses sound 
beautifully. But they are not beautiful sounds. 

3. This is a recurring theme for director Zhang Yimou, who is known for his 
fascination with the "ideology of the body" and the politics of marriage. See 
Zhang (1990) for a discussion of this in his previous film, Red Sorghum. Zhang's 
latest film, Raise the Red Lantern, in postproduction during the controversy, also 
revolves around the body in a spring-fall marriage. It was nominated for the Best 
Foreign Film in 1992, but this time out of Hong Kong. 

4. During the struggle and after liberation, Ju Dou asserts her control by mak
ing Jinshan into an animal. She tells Tianqing in desperation, "He's not human, 
he's impotent." And when Jinshan tries to hurt her for Tianbi's "illegitimacy," she 
cries, "Filthy beast! You still want to hurt me?" 

5. Rey Chow (1991,106-107) notes that a characteristic of modern Chinese lit
erature is that narrative is fascinated with the female physiology, with the narra
tive gaze returning obsessively to the breasts. 

6. Chow (1991, 14) makes this point in her analysis of interrogations in The 
Last Emperor. 

7. Others have suggested that it was the generally negative and hopeless view 
of China portrayed in the film that moved the censors. 

8. Corliss continues with this line of reasoning: "Ju Dou is an austere thriller 
with one lingering mystery: Why was it shelved? Did the old husband - brutal, 
impotent, self-deluding - offer the Chinese rulers a disturbing mirror image of 
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themselves? Did Ju Dou's child - twisted, ruthless, utterly inhuman - remind the 
authorities uncomfortably of the '60S Red Guard?" 

9. Merle Goldman argues in her various works on Chinese "intellectuals" that 
dissident works use an allegorical style to use the past to point obliquely at the 
present for critical survival. Frederic Jameson (1987) postulates a theory of 
"national allegory" in Third World culture where the private individual narrative 
is read into a public national narrative. 

10. Popular to whom? Not to Chinese in China. 
II. "After Tiananmen: The Future of Communism in China," Seabury Hall, 

February 28, 1992. 
12. The eldest elder, who makes the pronouncements, often prefaces them 

with, "according to custom" or "according to ancient tradition." 
13. It was difficult to choose an appropriate terminology here. I settled on 

material! symbolic because it addresses semiotic issues better. The other option 
was natural! official, but I was uncomfortable using natural (or biological) since 
most of this essay is involved in denaturalizing cultural practices. Though mate
rial may not be natural, the symbolic is certainly official. 

14. "Dye vat" is a wonderful irony in English, because both Jinshan and 
Tianqing will eventually "die," drowning in that "vat" after Tianbai has pushed 
them in. Yet water from that vat also puts out a fire Jinshan has set to kill Ju Dou 
and Tianbai. 

15. Tianqing is confused about his identity in an earlier scene that also shows 
his loyalty to the unspoken Confucian discourse of family relations. When argu
ing with Ju Dou about killing Jinshan, he says, "How dare you. After all he is my 
uncle." Ju Dou's incredulous reply is, "He's your uncle? And what am I? What am 
I to you? Your aunt?" 

16. See the first story in Kingston (1976), "No Named Woman," as an example 
of motherhood and suicide producing each other. Also see Chow's analysis of the 
place of women in Butterfly Literature (Chow 1991, chap. 2). 

17. This refers to the economic success of Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Singa
pore. Yan Jiaqi is the most notable of the modernizers/Westernizers (see Yan 
1992). 

18. Tu (1991, 21-22) cites Wang Gungwu to discuss this paradox of Chinese 
leaving China to preserve "China." Yet the most interesting question has yet to be 
asked: which "China" is being preserved? 

19. This seems to be a curious twist of the reactionary forces that Anderson 
analyzes in chapter 6, "Official Nationalism and Imperialism." 

20. Confucius is the first wave, and the neo-Confucianism (Xin Li Xue) of 
activists such as Zhu Xi is the second wave. 

21. The multiplicity of territories that can call themselves Chinese (which Tu 
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has to put into three symbolic universes} attests to this. For a textual argument, 
see William A. Callahan, "Resisting the Norm: Ironic Images of Marx and Con
fucius," mss. 

22. Another interesting example is Joseph Levenson's famous trilogy, Confu
cian China and Its Modern Fate. Levenson mixes tropes for a title which takes 
Confucianism as the sole norm for "premodern" China. The title might otherwise 
read Traditional China and Its Modern Fate or Confucian China and Its Marxist 
(Liberal) Fate. 

23. This fits in well with Anderson's analysis, which notes that nationalisms, 
though often relatively recent, always point to their antiquity. 

24. I am speaking of the repressive state in Singapore, which Tu defends as 
"efficient and uncorrupt," for a society that is "fresh and clean" and a people who 
are "healthy and hardworking." The trains ran on time in fascist Italy too (as well 
as the demonic communist China). Furthermore, while pointing out the horrors 
of the Cultural Revolution, he should also point out the massacre of local 
Taiwanese intellectuals carried out by the Confucian Guomindang in 1947 in the 
"2-28 Incident." This tragic event is just now being discussed in Taiwan, and the 
film City of Sadness (Beiqing chengshi, Central Motion Picture Corporation, 
1989) by Hou Hsiao-hsien goes a long way. 

25. Anderson notes that in the shift from a dynastic system to a national sys
tem social relations are newly imagined in terms of "a fraternity of equals." Note 
that in this fraternal equality women are excluded. 

26. In a social context Jinshan denies that Tianqing is his real son. "He's too 
stupid," Jinshan says. Jinshan adopted him to be a laborer more than a son. 

27. After sitting in on one of the "Cultural China" conferences held at the 
East-West Center, a (nonsinologist) colleague perceptively commented, "where 
are all the women?" Though many are born into Confucianism, as was Ju Dou, 
very few women seem to choose to be Confucian - that very same choosing 
which is the bed upon which humanism is laid. 

28. Prasenjit Duara (1991) also questions this tradition/modernity figuration, 
but he puts it in terms of history and politics. He argues that Chinese processes of 
modernization fight not against tradition, for there are many traditions, but 
against certain traditions such as popular religion, while it supports other tradi
tions, such as Confucianism, which add to its authority. 
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Cinema and Nation: 
Dilemmas of Representation in 

Thailand 

ANNETTE HAMILTON 

W ALTER BENJAMIN, in "The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical 
Reproduction" (1936), drew attention to the extraordinary changes in the 
concept of "art" and "artist" consequent upon the development of new 
technological processes. Reproductions of art works substitute a plurality 
of copies for a unique existence and permit art forms to meet the beholder 
in his or her own particular situation. "These two processes lead to a tre
mendous shattering of tradition .... Both processes are intimately con
nected with the contemporary mass movements. Their most powerful 
agent is the film" (Benjamin 1969, 221). The most important effects of film 
arise from its technical capabilities. 

By close-ups of the things around us, by focusing on hidden details of famil
iar objects, by exploring commonplace milieus under the ingenious guid-
ance of the camera, the film ... extends our comprehension of the necessi-
ties which rule our lives .... With the close-up, space expands: with slow 
motion, movement is extended .... Evidently a different nature opens 
itself to the camera than opens to the naked eye .... The camera intro
duces us to unconscious optics as does psychoanalysis to unconscious 
impulses. (Benjamin I969, 236-237). 

From the point of view of a "pure" art form, "the necessities that rule 
our lives" are predominantly those deriving from space, time, and percep
tion. Film and cinema, however, can only exist within social, economic, 
and cultural parameters: film is expensive and must find its sustenance 
and support in a broader audience than other forms of "pure art"; film, 
once created, can circulate and recirculate at rates far beyond the capaci-
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ties of any forms other than photographic images; film indeed does so 
today through television, cable, and satellite technologies hardly imagina
ble in Benjamin's day, although these are still aspects of the same techno
logical processes, the replication and circulation of images. 

Film production and reception necessarily involve a series of complex 
relations between cultural forms and structures, economic relations 
within an industrial-commercial matrix, and the socio-political realities 
within which production and circulation take place. Today, the potential 
conflicts between site of production and globalized circulation are emer
gent as never before, as the full impact of new technologies begins to be 
understood by national governments. This is most particularly apparent 
in Asia, as competing commercial interests introduce satellite services 
capable of transcending national cultural and social boundaries and offer 
programming defined by the interests of global modernity and transna
tional capitalism, which cut across national interests and extremely lim
ited local concepts of appropriate viewing for the mass audiences. Here I 
do not intend to take this issue up directly, but rather to look at the way 
the relation between nation-state, political struggle, and cultural expres
sion has created a specific context for film in Thailand, which exemplifies 
the dilemmas of a national cinema required to survive on a solely commer
cial basis while being subject to direct political intervention. The result is a 
schismogenesis: filmmakers of an educated and often elite background 
forced to make films for a popular audience which other members of the 
elite and educated sectors ignore or despise; a popular audience molded by 
performative and narrative traditions often alien to the elite and educated 
filmmakers; the emergence of an "international" context for certain kinds 
of Thai films, and thus a dual context for "success," where success in one 
context seldom equates with success in the other. 

This analytic perspective is hardly novel. Wimal Dissanayake has 
focused our attention on the situation of serious filmmakers in Asia, 
whom he sees as among the "sensitive instruments" of society (Dissana
yake 1988). Christine Fugate has described the situation of Thai filmma
kers as one involving three audiences: the Bangkokians, the provincial 
viewers, and the international or foreign audience. She correctly points 
out that the films most popular with Thai critics and popular audiences do 
only limited business in Bangkok and even less in the provinces and cites 
the instance of Euthana Mukdasnit's film, Butterfly and Flower, which 
received the East-West Center Award at the 1986 Hawaii International 
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Film Festival but made only 5 million baht in Thai circulation, most of 
that in Bangkok (Fugate 1990, 7). Similar examples will be mentioned 
below. 

Anyone interested in Thai film, professionally or academically, is only 
too aware of the situation described here: the purpose of this paper is to 
explore the role of the Thai state directly and indirectly in the film indus
try from the point of view of both makers and audience. I will suggest that 
the Thai power elites' concepts of the role of film derive directly from an 
attempt to assert and maintain a curious repressive-modernist control 
over the political! social consciousness of a society plunged headlong into 
a postmodernist global economy. 

Thailand of course is not alone in this situation: the neighboring capi
talist states of Southeast Asia all manifest to a greater or lesser extent the 
same pattern, but Thailand is particularly powerfully affected precisely 
because Thailand "modernized" so early and so thoroughly at the level of 
communicative infrastructure and education (see Hamilton 1987). It is 
important to recognize that around 90 percent of the population has 
access to centrally supplied electricity, and around 80 percent is effectively 
or substantially literate (including women). Wherever there is electricity, 
people have access to television. My own research among rural dwellers in 
a south-central province showed that television was the first consumption 
item families would invest in after they were linked to electrification ser
vices, and VCRS were also in demand among the more affluent. Villagers 
in one nonelectrified region I worked in said they constantly requested 
electrical service in order to be able to watch television. 

Cinema too is available to virtually everyone. Every provincial town of 
any size has a cinema (or, in some towns such as Nakhorn Sri Tham
marat, scores of them). These cinemas show "double" programs of films 
that have already had their first run in Bangkok; entry is around 10-20 
baht (fifty cents to one dollar) and here is where most movie financial 
returns are made. But even remote villages still have access to cinema, 
through the nang reua, mobile cinemas, which move from village to vil
lage and sometimes between provinces with a program of films. Mobile 
cinemas appear at every important temple festival or public holiday and 
occupy open ground where temporary screens are erected. Three films 
will be shown: one Chinese, one Thai, one farang (foreign), usually in 
that order. The Chinese film will be one of three genres: a comedy, a "his
torical" drama, or an "action" film with gangsters or martial artists. This 
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will be followed by a Thai film, usually a drama (nang chiwit) or a com
edy (depending on which was shown in the "Chinese" segment). Finally, 
there will be a foreign film, which could be a horror film or a love story. 
Some people say the last film shown in remote areas is a straight porno
graphic feature, although I have never seen this myself. The program 
doesn't usually begin until 9:00 P.M. or later, and hence this "last feature" 
will not begin until well after midnight. Certainly there was a very high 
demand for Western pornographic films at video stores in provincial 
towns, at least until the "video crackdown" in 1989 (see Hamilton n.d.), 
and the association of foreigners with pornography is well entrenched in 
mass conSClOusness. 

There is, thus, an extremely high level of availability and exposure to 

cinematic and televised images in Thailand. In spite of this, however, 
Thailand is not a society that knows itself through cinema and television. 
Although societies such as that of contemporary America may exist and 
reproduce through the images and meanings that flow from cinema and 
television, Thailand has not become the kind of video, visual culture 
where "[r]epresentations of the real have become stand-ins for actual, 
lived experience" (Denzin 1991, x). Nevertheless, in many respects Thai
land is an example of a dramaturgical society; but its dramaturgical prin
ciples are not based on a postmodern imaginary created through a com
mercialized visual culture, but rather on varying structures of recognizable 
narrative and performance, some of which are based on much older forms 
and others of which are a product of more recent political events. 

Film, for the masses of people in Thailand, is still heavily interpreted 
through older narrative traditions. Even the common word for movie, 
nang, derives directly from the traditional performative genre of the 
shadow play. Nang is the word for "hide" or "skin"; nang yai and nang 
talung are two forms of entertainment using stretched hides to make "pup
pets" similar to those used in the shadow-play of Indonesia and elsewhere. 
Nang yai is based solely on the traditional epic, Ramayana, while nang 
talung is less formal and rests on the puppeteers' use of puns and jokes 
around current issues during the performance of simple, familiar stories. 
Exactly the same process takes place with the dubbing of non-Thai films 
for showing to rural audiences today: the dubbed versions may have little 
to do with the original scripts of the films and insert instead references, 
jokes, and allusions to current events which can be derived from the nar
rative and which correspond to the interpretive traditions of the audience. 
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The more formal word, pab-payont, means literally "moving image" and 
is used in all formal contexts in Thailand, such as award ceremonies and 
soon. 

The "deep structure" underlying the conflicts of the Thai film industry 
derives from the existence of three social segments, two of which are 
engaged in a bitter struggle over "national representation," often in the 
context of the third. These can be understood as: 

(r) the pseudo-traditionalized conservative power elite, including some 
elements of the bourgeois commercial classes and military groups; 

(2) the younger, educated, Western-oriented bourgeoisie, anxious for 
social change and pushing at the boundaries of possibility in the current 
deeply conflicted political environment; 

(3) the rural and provincial people, many of whom are still engaged in 
agriculture but who are being incorporated in multiple and little-under
stood ways into global capitalism both as producers and consumers. This 
group also contains the marginalized elements in Thai society: the ethnic 
and religious minorities (hill tribes, Muslims); the urban poor; those sup
ported directly by the sex industry; beggars and drug addicts; and a vari
ety of others who are, from the dominant segment's perspective, not sup
posed to exist. 

The critical point here is that there is singularly little mutual compre
hension among these three groups. People do not move from one social 
context into another on similar terms. As in other Asian societies, hierar
chy and patronage structure all social relationships. Social mobility is pos
sible, particularly at a material level, but once achieved it cuts people off 
to a considerable extent from others. Particularly in the context of the 
hyper-rapid social and economic changes of the past decade, there is 
singularly little understanding of the respective worldviews between the 
segments. Forces within the first segment control the media environment, 
both formally (through censorship) and informally (through funding, 
taxes, and other indirect means); the writers, filmmakers, and producers 
come from the second segment; the third largely constitutes the paying 
audience. This of course is something of an oversimplification: educated 
children of the first segment frequently share the ideological positions of 
the second, while many members of the second segment come from a pro
vincial small-town background. Nevertheless it provides a working model 
through which to understand the complex factors coming into play in cul
tural reproduction in Thailand. 1 
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The struggle over representation in Thailand is a struggle between the 
interests and ideological perspectives of these three segments, of which the 
third provides the constituent focus for the other two, but in very different 
positions. For the elite, the actual life conditions of people in rural and 
provincial areas are generally still comprehended through images of the 
old farmer toiling away with his buffalo in the rice field. Country and 
rural life is seen as necessary but moronic, something the urban elite wish 
to have nothing to do with beyond looking at the lovely green of new rice 
fields on the way to their golfers' condominium in their Mercedes. Slum
dwellers and other "worthy" unfortunates should be supported by charita
ble activities and donations to temples; the "unworthy" do not deserve 
notice except when they can be of service, including pleasure services. For 
people in this segment, Thailand still is a "two-group" society, elite 
Bangkokians and everybody else (Khon Muang Luang and Khon Baan 
Nork). 

For the educated urban intelligentsia, the rural villagers and other 
marginalized groups provide a focus for their own sense of injustice in 
society. This group includes many ex-students formed by the events of 
1973 and many Western-educated people, as well as others in a wide vari
ety of public-service sector positions (education and administration partic
ularly) who are profoundly aware of the disjunctions between the boom
ing Thai economy and the political and social forms, which derive from 
earlier times. The continued domination by and struggles between various 
factions of the military, the unscrupulousness and greed of sectors of the 
commercial classes, the role of middle-men (characteristically identified as 
"Chinese") in the extraction of surplus from the rural sectors, the 
depressed conditions in some areas in particular, the prominence of the 
sex industry and exploitation of female and child labor: above all, the 
refusal by arms and agencies of the state to permit the free flow of infor
mation through the mass media has created an oppositional sense that 
focuses on specific injustices to the rural and poor sectors as symbols of 
everything that is wrong in modern Thailand. These foci have now been 
joined by environmental issues, which, since the floods of 1988, have 
come into greater prominence and which can be seen to encapsulate all of 
the socially meaningful issues touched on above. 

Thus, for many of those concerned with cultural reproduction, their 
main contribution to a "worthy" society emerges from a focus on the 
marginalized, suppressed, and disadvantaged. Unable to reflect society as 
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it is (for reasons to be discussed below), filmmakers and writers focus on 
suffering and injustice at the "edges," which seldom appeals to the mass 
audience. In part, this is because the filmmakers and writers themselves 
may have little direct experience of the marginal areas they are focusing 
on, especially in the context of the last five to ten years, and the "masses" 
may not readily identify themselves in such films. But in part also the 
unpopularity of social realist films reflects both the maintenance of a pop
ular narrative and performative tradition that molds popular taste and can 
been seen reflected in many of the "successful" films and the expectation of 
audiences that they will see the lives of the wealthy and successful, rather 
than the poor and suffering, on film. Furthermore, Thai audiences pro
foundly expect a happy ending: that justice finally is done, that conflicts 
end harmoniously, that husbands and wives, or parents and children, 
finally achieve a good understanding of one another, that life includes 
hope as well as pain. This happy ending is hardly consonant with the mes
sage of the social realist film, since it would negate its impact. 

The dialectic between elite and masses film was apparent from the ear
liest introduction of film to Thailand. The very first film ever shown in 
Thailand was brought by S. G. Machovsky and his French troupe and 
consisted of some items from the Lumiere Brothers series, including "Box
ers" and "Aquanaut." They were shown exclusively to members of the 
Bangkok elite at a theater belonging to Prince Alangkard in I897 (Dome 
I982; Somchart I990). This stimulated the interest of the upper classes in 
film, which was reflected in the production of short documentaries, most 
notably films about the modernizing activities of King Rama V (King 
Chulalongkorn), especially the introduction of the railway system. The 
didactic intent of these productions was to show Thailand as a modern 
state under the leadership of a modern monarch. From that time forward, 
one aspect of Thai filmmaking has been the representation of state-sanc
tioned and ideologically impelled versions of reality. 

Film for general entertainment, however, also entered the kingdom at 
an early date. The first commercial productions were Japanese, and Japa
nese investors provided the first commercial cinema in Bangkok in I905. 
By the I920S, cinemas were constructed in the main provincial towns, and 
by I927 there were more than ten in Bangkok. (See Hamilton I992 for a 
fuller account of the introduction of commercial film and its relation to lit
eracy and foreign fictional genres in Thailand.) 

A steady flow of foreign films entered the kingdom and increasingly cir-
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culated to the provinces and countryside as the commercial possibilities of 
film were seized upon by small-scale entrepreneurs. The most popular 
sources of these films have varied in different periods: before 1960 most 
films came from the United States, Taiwan, the United Kingdom, Japan, 
and India. Today, the most popular foreign films come overwhelmingly 
from the United States, Taiwan, and Hong Kong. 

Nevertheless, a Thai film industry was founded early and has continued 
ever since, side by side with foreign imports. The first Thai feature film, 
Nang Sao Suwan, was made in 1922, although the production was under 
the direction of Henry A. Macrae and Universal Pictures, U.S.A. (Songyot 
1990).2 In 1927 an all-Thai company produced Chok Song Chan (Double 
Luck) by Manit Wasuwat. The industry grew slowly, however: in the 
1950S an average of 25 films were made per year, in 1961-1976 an average 
of 70, with 609 films being made between 1979 and 1983. In 1983, seventy 
Thai firms made films for 823 theaters, of which ninety-five, with seating 
for 81,038, are in Bangkok (Setaporn et al. 1985). Some 254 foreign films 
were shown (against 109 Thai films) to a total audience of 86,190,000 
viewers (Thailand 1984). 

While in some periods the state has attempted to support the Thai film 
industry by taxation of imports, the relation between state and film is 
more profoundly reflected in the use made of film by various arms of the 
state for specifically "national" ends. There is no space here for more than 
a brief survey, but it is important to illustrate the way in which the state 
has historically perceived the role of film in order to understand the con
temporary dilemmas of film production. It is of particular interest to me 
that the Thai state has never perceived its role as having to do with the cir
culation of images to an "outside" world; its preoccupations have always 
been focused on internal issues and the fissures and splits that recur within 
the competing power factions of the national elite and the concomitant 
necessity of controlling the behavior and perceptions of the people. This 
use of film represents the creation of reality, a process that is familiar 
enough in propaganda but that is both more far-reaching and less explicit 
in Thailand. 

A few examples of this process will illustrate the point. In the events 
surrounding the overthrow of the absolute monarchy in 1932 by the mili
tary, which represented largely the interests of an emergent middle class, 
the king himself insisted that the ceremony whereby the first Thai consti
tution was presented should be filmed. In the filmic presentation, the 
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implications were ambiguous: from the viewpoint of the military, the 
leaders of the revolutionary group submitted the constitution to the king 
for signature, but from the viewpoint of the film, the king could be seen as 
having conferred the constitution to the revolutionary group and thus 
maintained ultimate authority (Songyot 1990). During the 1930S and 
1940s, the new government used film extensively to promote nationalism, 
military idealism, and a hyper-idealized view of the life of the peasantry. 
Among the many feature films appearing at this time was Leurd Taharn 
Thai (The Blood of the Thai Soldier), commissioned by the Ministry of 
Defense to demonstrate the modernity of the Thai army after the doubling 
of the military budget in 1934. In 1940 Dr. Pridi Bannomyong, one of the 
prominent political leaders of the 1932 coup, produced a film called The 
King of the White Elephant, in English, which was simultaneously shown 
in Bangkok, New York, and Singapore. Dr. Pridi's intention, it seems, was 
to ensure him nomination for the Nobel Peace Prize, but the Thai military 
government of the time led the country into World War II on the side of 
the Japanese instead. In 1942 Baan Rai Na Rao (Farm and Paddy: Our 
Beloved Home) demonstrated the modern methods now used by the Thai 
farmers, while Nam Tuam Dee Kwa Fon Laeng (Flood Is Better than 
Drought) was meant to cheer up the farmers after the disastrous floods of 
the same year. In 1943 the Royal Thai Air Force produced Nak Bin Klang 
Kuen (Night Pilot) to demonstrate the heroic performance of the air force 
in fighting against the Western allies. With the exception of Dr. Pridi's 
film, which seems to have been directed towards an external goal, all these 
films were designed to manipulate images of the state in a national con
text. 

In the postwar period, up to 1957, when the authoritarian military 
regime of Field Marshal Sarit took over government, both film production 
and venues for film showing increased. Social circumstances of the time, 
however, were still largely under military control, in a context of labor 
activism, economic difficulties, the rise of armed "bandits" and gangster 
groups in the countryside, and the question of communism. Several film
production companies were established, some under the control of aristo
crats such as Prince Sukornwannadit Dissakul and others that specialized 
in producing anticommunist feature films. American influence was felt 
with the foundation of film agencies importing films for the Bangkok 
audience in particular. New film venues proliferated: Sala Chalerm 
Krung, built under the patronage of King Rama VII in 1930, was joined by 
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Rong Pabpayont Kings, Rong Pabpayont Queens, Chalerm Khetra, and 
the Empire. Many of the films made at this time touched on themes that 
had never before been represented in Thai films: a few examples are 
Suparb Booroos Sua Thai (Sua Thai the Gentleman-Villain), Santi Weena 
(the story of a countryside love affair), and Botaan, a love story concern
ing a Chinese girl and a boy belonging to a noble family, an event nor
mally considered impossible in society. 

Social and economic conditions under the hyper-authoritarian Sarit 
regime saw rapid changes, as industrial development began, the military 
were able to control Chinese-held mercantile capital, labor migration 
increased, and u.s. influence expanded. At this time virtually all film 
showings included u.s. Information Service documentaries, news, and 
American cartoons, while Thai films were subjected to more rigid censor
ship than ever before and filmmakers were forbidden to make any form of 
comment or reflection on the king, the military, the police, or the bureau
cracy. Films of this period supported state ideology in every respect, and 
"action" films emphasizing the peril and bravery of crime fighters against 
Chinese, who were portrayed as underground gangsters and Communists, 
became very popular. These fighters were always depicted as private citi
zens or self-motivated individuals, although the police always appeared in 
the last episode when all the fighting was over. 

The dramatic end of Sarit's regime on October I4, I973, ushered in a 
new period of film-state relations which has remained significant right up 
to the present. The rise of the bourgeoisie, the increased level of education 
of the people, the struggles between mercantile capital and the dominant 
military and bureaucrats indicated that fissures in the state could no 
longer be suppressed. The quest for political freedom and democracy and 
the demand for better conditions for workers, for land justice in the coun
tryside, and for the maintenance of decent returns in the agricultural sec
tor produced an atmosphere of total polarization within the society, some
thing that even the events of I932 had failed to produce. Censorship, 
however, remained important, and those controlling the capital needed 
for filmmaking were not necessarily willing to permit this new atmosphere 
to be reflected in film. Nevertheless, from among the intellectuals and stu
dents emerged a new class of film director, some of whom remain active 
today. Prince Chatri-Chalerm Yukala, Permpol Chuay-Arun, Euthana 
Mukdasnit, Chana Kraprayoon, Manop Udomdej, and Somboonsuk 
Niyomsiri ("Piak Poster") are among this group. In films of the I97os, and 
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indeed into the I98os, these producers raised issues that never before had 
been canvassed in any form of mass media in Thailand and introduced the 
"marginal" into the mainstream of their work. Such issues included the sit
uation of women and workers (Thep Thida Rong Raem [Factory Angel]) 
and Thep Thida Bar 21 [The Angel of Bar 21], both by Euthana 
Mukdasnit), of peasants (Tong Pan, Pracha Chon Nork, Luuk Isaan), of 
intellectuals and educated people living and working in the provinces 
(Kroo Baan Nork [The Provincial Teacher], Nong Ma Wor [Nong Ma 
Wor Village]), the elderly (Wai Tok Kra), and the hill-tribe people (Khon 
Poo Khao). While these are only a few examples among a great many 
other films, and while they did not directly or overtly challenge the forbid
den arenas of state power, they came into existence significantly as ideo
logical statements in reaction against the dominant forms consequent on 
the collaboration between filmmakers and state apparatus. 

The contemporary dilemmas of Thai filmmakers spring from several 
sources, one of the most important of which is the organization of the film 
industry itself. As already mentioned, there is no direct state subsidy or 
support for Thai filmmakers and film must reach a commercially viable 
market. Film production companies are organized on a "stable" model, 
with a continuing group of producer, director, technicians, and actors. 
Each "stable" (although "family" would better describe the way Thais see 
these groups) usually concentrates on film genres and styles that are espe
cially attractive to the paying audience. These can change in relatively 
short periods of time. During the I98os, for example, the most popular 
films were of the nang chiwit, or "drama," type, which appealed particu
larly to young women and focused on family, love, and money in the con
text of issues around tradition and modernity (see Hamilton I992 for a 
detailed discussion of Thai "melodramas" of this kind). In the mid I980s a 
number of films in this genre were made by filmmakers identified with the 
I970S "new wave" and displayed novel approaches to hitherto repressed 
social issues. A good example of this kind is Ya Pror Me Chu (The Accusa
tion), directed by Manop Udomdej and released in I985. This film was 
based, as so many are, on a real-life story concerning the wife of an army 
major who was sued by her husband for divorce on the grounds of her 
adultery with five army privates. Aided by a talented woman barrister, she 
fights back against the charges and exposes the horrible realities of her 
relations with her husband and his own sordid sexual life. This film, 
widely admired by younger educated and intellectual people, nevertheless 
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caused a major scandal by its sexual frankness and by the implication that 
a senior military figure could be guilty of socially inadmissible practices. 
Another example is Panthewanop Thewakun's film, Chang man, chan 
mai care, starring the very popular Likhit Ekmongkol. This too was an 
extraordinary story, broaching the subject of male prostitution and mid
dle-class Thai women. The particular punch of this story, apart from its 
depiction of low life in Bangkok, was provided by the fact that the woman 
concerned had been a member of the young radicals in the 1970s. A third 
well-known example is Euthana Mukdasnit's film, Nampoo (1984), again 
based on the real-life story of a teenage heroin addict, neglected by his sep
arated middle-class parents. Each of these films was praised by critics, 
academics, and intellectuals and was at least moderately successful with 
the Bangkok audience. It is films such as these which have moved out into 
the international film circuit and achieved the only representation of Thai 
film outside the country. But they are certainly not in any sense represen
tative of the Thai film industry, or of the films that form the continuing 
basis of the industry as a whole. 

Far more commercially successful in the 1980s were gangster films mod
eled on the immensely popular Hong Kong genre. Although there are sig
nificant differences between the Chinese and the Thai versions of this 
genre, both are immensely popular among provincial and urban working
class males. At the center of these films is always a vast amount of gunplay 
and dramatic scenes of machine-gun massacre and general mayhem. 
While the film censorship rules ought to prevent the making and showing 
of such films, until recently at least there seemed to be no interference with 
them provided they did not depict police or other officials. 

Towards the end of the 1980s, however, and into the 1990S, the pre
dominate form of popular film has been oriented towards the teenage 
market. Again, there are numerous Hong Kong imports of a comparable 
type. Urban youth has provided a large and expanding audience, and with 
the rising affluence of the urban bourgeoisie as Thailand rushes headlong 
into its capitalist revolution this provides a lucrative source of support for 
the industry. In Thai the term nang nam nao, or "polluted water film," is 
used to describe these popular forms. 

While certain of the intellectual educated classes, particularly those 
who retain social perspectives derived from the events of the 1970s, praise 
the "social message" films of the kind mentioned above, the great majority 
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of the Thai elite actually despise Thai film altogether. For many, the idea 
of actually watching Thai film strikes them as absurd, an activity fit only 
for low-class people and rural nobodies. 

Digressing a moment, it was this aspect of the attitude of the majority 
of "educated" Thai people to Thai film which most amazed me when I 
began research in Thailand. Apart from those sharing the perspectives of 
the more radical intelligentsia, and consequently praising certain of the 
social realist films, virtually everybody decried Thai film with the familiar 
term nam nao. The notion that someone like myself would want to watch 
and study Thai film struck most of them as absurd. I can see now that my 
fascination with the subject came from my interest in the role of film in 
Australia. I was deeply impressed at the liveliness and vitality of the Thai 
film industry, considering the odds against it; but more than anything I 
was impressed that there was a Thai film industry at all. Accustomed to 
the common Western view that all "developing societies" are saturated 
with American film and television in the latest form of cultural colonial
ism, as Australia itself had been, it seemed it should be a matter of con
gratulation that Thailand had such a long and full history of self-represen
tation in film. 

In Australia the relation between cinema and nation has been deter
mined by issues of cultural nationalism. Against the onslaught of Ameri
can and British product (which, being in English, is so readily transferred 
and accepted) state interventions in the Australian film industry have been 
designed to foster Australian film for Australian audiences, to make Aus
tralians visible to themselves, to define their own cultural identity against 
the plethora of foreign images. Yet, for Australian filmmakers with a 
small home market, the overseas view is equally important. And for Aus
tralians generally, it seems to be a matter of great pride when Australian 
films are shown overseas, even more so when they are hailed as interna
tional successes. It is the kind of confirmation of identity and self-worth 
that would seem typical of colonial situations. 

But Thailand was not colonized. Hence the idea of being confirmed in 
the eyes of an Other has never loomed large,3 while the linguistic relic of 
colonialism, namely, some level of basic familiarity with a European lan
guage, has also been absent, at least until the present, when English is 
beginning to spread much more widely than ever before as a result of 
international tourism. Again, only in the context of late global modernity 
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has the possibility of Thai film being received internationally occurred to 
some "serious" filmmakers, and an internal market of fifty-four million 
people is quite sufficient to support the kind of low-scale, low-budget 
filmmaking that occupies most of the commercial ground. 

It may prove useful here to look at some of the views of people from dif
ferent social segments of Thai society about film and its role in Thailand. 
Of course, thousands of examples could be chosen, but the following suf
fice to illustrate some of the points I have been making. 

The first example comes from a brief article written by M. L. Kukrit 
Pramoj, one of the most prominent political and cultural figures in recent 
Thai history. Kukrit was a close adviser to the king at the time of the I976 
coup and became prime minister in I975. By no means an extreme rightist, 
he nonetheless represents a traditionalist conservatism in cultural policies. 
He contributed an article to a book concerning traditional Thai drama 
during the reign of King Rama II, in which he tells of going to see a movie 
called Khao Chue Karanta (A Man Called Karn). The film concerns a 
young doctor who left Bangkok in order to aid the struggling ill in the 
countryside. He finds out in the end that the core of the problem lies in the 
state itself. M. L. Kukrit had heard that this was an unconventional film 
that lifted the standard of Thai movies from nam nao. Kukrit expresses 
extreme contempt for the film, arguing that throughout history Thai mov
ies have basically used the structure of Thai traditional dramas. Such nar
ratives always involve a situation where the leading actor and actress 
come from different classes or backgrounds, or where the leading partners 
were separated by forces beyond themselves (for example, winds or 
giants), or where a female giant disguised as a beautiful woman intervenes 
in the relationship. As in traditional dramas, the lead actress always wears 
a lot of jewelry, no matter how poor she is supposed to be. A clown 
always follows the leading actor, and the leading lady has to have a maid
of-honor. (All these characteristics are indeed remarkably true even of 
movies made in the mid to late I980s.) Kukrit argues that movies should 
continue to follow these traditional formats. He says 

People of this generation think that all the old formula movies are 'unreal', 
that the leading actor and actress should dress according to reality. . . . The 
movie The Man Called Karn actually threw away all the main characters of 
the Thai drama mentioned above, so, therefore, I can agree with many peo
ple that it is an unconventional movie, and it "comes out of polluted water." 
(Kukrit Pramoj I979, 70-7I) 
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Kukrit thus rejects Thai films that deviate from the traditional narrative 
structures of the Thai drama and classifies those films that deviate as nam 
nao, thus reversing the intellectuals' classification. 

As an example of the views of a filmmaker, a long interview with 
Manop Udomdej was published in I988.4 Manop made the film The 
Accusation, mentioned above. His own history and background indicate 
the kinds of settings from which the "new" directors come and the way 
they become involved in film. Manop began his career as an art teacher in 
a small primary school in an obscure province in Isaan (one of the most 
impoverished areas of the country), where he described his role as that of 
a "national sculptor" - that is, his task was to mold ideologically and 
socially the pupils in his charge. He left this job and went to work as a 
scriptwriter and radio announcer for a Catholic church agency. He was 
sent to take special lessons in film production by the church and then 
became a film producer with the Catholic Council for Development of 
Thailand. From this position he produced the film On the Fringe of Soci
ety, as writer, director, and producer. The film cost only 1.4 million baht 
(around $70,000). It was first shown in the theater at Thammasat Univer
sity,5 where it was a great success. A representative from the London Film 
Festival selected his film for showing in London, and tickets were sold out 
two weeks before the screening. The film moved into the international fes
tival circuit and was shown in Australia in I988. He says, "In fact, it is a 
slight film, but it shows some things which people were interested in dur
ing that period but nobody dared to produce the film. This is how I joined 
the film production business." 

Following the film's success, Manop became head of the extension and 
broadcasting section of the Catholic Council for Development. Here he 
worked in rural areas and tried to teach people about politics, economics, 
and culture. He resigned after four years, was unemployed for three years, 
during which time he struggled mightily, and then made contact with 
another famous filmmaker, Piak Poster, and met Somdej Santipracha, the 
proprietor of Poonsap Production Company. He gave them an outline 
proposal for The Accusation, which was accepted more or less at once 
and produced "some reasonable financial return." He subsequently pro
duced Once Is Enough in I987 for the same production company. Clearly 
Manop is a good example of the filmmaker whose work comes from a 
concern with social justice and whose connection with rural and deprived 
sectors has molded his approach to filmmaking. 
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An example of a film review gives a clear summary of the way in which 
"serious" films are received by most critics in the popular print media. In 
mid-I987 the final touches were being put on a Thai film, made in 
Bangkok, which was the object of much enthusiasm and praise among 
foreigners in Thailand and some Thai intellectuals, who had been invited 
to various private screenings. 6 The film was called Baan, meaning 
"home." The film depicts life in the urban slums of Bangkok with all its 
suffering and hardship. What the foreigners liked about it was precisely its 
"truth" quality: it was believed to show things in Bangkok as they were for 
a large proportion of the population, accurately and tragically. 

Early in I988, after the film's commercial release, a long review of it 
appeared in the Siam Rath weekly magazine, which regularly publishes 
film reviews with starred ratings. The writer begins by observing that 
many people believe Thai stories are not suitable for film production. He 
disagrees and says the problem is to find someone who reads and can 
choose good stories. However, the reviewer does not praise Baan. He says 
it is too "heavy." Everything looks cruel, serious, full of suffering and bit
terness, from the beginning to the end. Everyone in the story suffers from 
an unkind fate. Not a smile or a laugh is permitted to the audience. He 
argues that the film errs in failing to emphasize that the problems of the 
whole family stem from its leader only. It is wrong, he says, to imply that 
everyone must suffer from one fate when the problem of merit is the prob
lem of the family's leader only. He admires the courage of the filmmaker, 
who did not want to make it softer for the audience. Yet it is hardly sur
prising, he says, that the film is making no money, considering the condi
tion of the Thai movie audience at present, especially on account of the 
life-style of the Thai people under a government that likes only singing 
(referring to the preference of the present prime minister for films with 
plenty of singing and dancing). He suggests that the condition of much of 
the Thai audience is not so different from the condition of the characters 
in Baan, and no matter who people are, they all have problems. The film 
audience is largely poorer people on farms and factories outside Bangkok. 
These people do not like to see films where people are poor. Instead, they 
like to be happy and laugh and to see people living a rich life, living in a 
way ordinary people would like to live but cannot hope for themselves 
(translation of part of this review provided by Parnee Stoddart, June 8, 
I988). 

With the democratization of the late I98os, under the first elected go v-
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ernment for many years, the issues around filmmaking emerged into 
national prominence. Filmmakers, like others in the arena of cultural pro
duction, were chafing at the limitations placed on their freedom of repre
sentation. There were signs of a new liberalization, really a new spirit, in 
the mass media, with lively current affairs programs and high-profile 
newsreaders such as Dr. Somkiat Omnivol bringing a fresh new perspec
tive to politics and society of a kind never before seen. In a sense, the post
modern media world was slipping through the barriers, with numbers of 
new foreign films, the spread of video outlets and cable television, interna
tional tourism, new liberalized rules around television viewing, and other 
factors that seemed to indicate the possibility of a new relation between 
nation-state and culture. 

In this context, a National Seminar on the Future of the Thai Film 
Industry was held in late 1988 under the auspices of the Faculty of Com
munication Arts at Chulalongkorn University. Most of the more than one 
hundred people attending were people from the film industry, academics, 
and representatives from the Public Relations Department, which controls 
various aspects of media in Thailand. The prime minister himself opened 
the seminar, indicating at least the possibility of high-level support for the 
film industry. He commented that films play an important role in the 
development of the country and can support education, arts, and culture. 
He made a clear statement of the "cultural nationalist" type: the flood of 
foreign films coming into the country was disadvantaging and spoiling 
"good Thai culture." He mentioned that the government had to try to find 
solutions to this as they had done in some of the developed countries. 

Permpol Chuey-Arun, a director, began the seminar by describing the 
frustrations of the filmmaker when the audience's perceptions are so nar
row. He asked if the government had considered cultivating an audience 
to have an analytical mind in viewing films. He suggested film should be 
included in the school curriculum. His own experience making a "serious" 
film that failed utterly at the box office (Muang Nai Mag) had shown him 
he had no option but to produce nam nao films to please the audience. 

A well-known and popular star, Sorapong Chatree, described a differ
ent relation between film and government. She pointed out that film stars 
are constantly being called upon by the government to appear free at spe
cial occasions, to sing and help raise funds at charity occasions and so on, 
and even to grace private parties for prominent people. They receive no 
remuneration, however, for this and as soon as they cease to be popular 
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they lose their living altogether. She suggested that the Thai film industry 
is like a family system in which all involved feel sympathy for each other, 
which results in very slow development of the industry. 

Chaiwat Taweewongsongtong is a booking agent for Five Star Produc
tions and secretary of the Thai Film Makers Association. He described the 
way small films have to be "packaged" through an agency such as his, and 
the problem is that "good" films are rejected by the audience and this can 
cost the agent a great deal. An example was the film Duey Klao, produced 
to commemorate the king on the occasion of the longest reign celebra
tions. Although the film received many awards, no distributors would 
take it. He suggested cash incentives should be given to producers of 
"good" films. Furthermore, the censorship system leads to a standstill in 
the movie industry. Anyone who produces "outside their frame" will be 
"ordered to re-adjust." This view was supported strongly by Santi 
Sawetwimol, a columnist, who added that television also destroys the 
quality of Thai films (because they have to be cut to fit the time available 
on the stations). 

Piak Poster, the famous director, pointed out that although the prime 
minister's office had set up a Film Promotion Board to support and advise 
the film industry, many of the board members actually detested Thai 
films. Apichart Halamchiag, an ex-film star and now parliamentary repre
sentative of the Social Action Party, added to the view that there needed to 
be government support for the industry, while a member of the Censor
ship Committee, Acharn Cha-Oom Prasertkul, put forward the view that 
if films simply reflected society there would be no need for them to be cen
sored. But if films are viewed as having great influence over people's 
behavior, then censorship is absolutely necessary. He remarked that Thai 
people are easily persuaded: for them seeing is believing, especially rural 
people. The Censorship Bill, first issued in 1930, set out the principles that 
film should build understanding and good behavior in society. The main 
problem with the Censorship Board is that the police and military are 
overrepresented, and these people tend to think rather rigidly and have lit
tle artistic spirit. (In fact, seventeen out of eighteen members come from 
these two groups.)7 

The possible liberalization and support suggested by the holding of this 
seminar, however, was overtaken by the rapid changes in the political 
scene, which culminated in the military coup that overthrew the elected 
government of Chartchai Choonhavan and ushered in yet another period 
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of confusion and uncertainty. Any moves towards further liberalization of 
cultural expression have gone on hold, if not backwards. The censorship 
provisions provide abundant mechanisms for intervention in media by the 
new government. 

The provisions are based on The Cinema Act of 1930, modified in 1932, 
1962, and 1971, which controls film production at all stages. The law per
mits the banning of a production or the confiscation of a film if it is 
believed to be harmful to the general public. Before showing, each film 
must be submitted to the censorship committee. A film said to be contrary 
to public order may be confiscated during its showing. The guidelines 
issued by the Ministry of the Interior forbid the following: 

I. Plots insulting sacred images or places, or that lead to an unfavor
able attitude towards the national religion; 

2. Unusual methods used by criminals which may promote more such 
cnmes; 

3. History of notorious criminals; 
4. Cold-blooded murder or execution; 
5. Cruel torture to animals or human beings; 
6. All that is sexually obscene; 
7. Stories harmful to good understanding among countries or nations; 
8. Films showing acts of lese majeste; 
9. Films on politics which may discredit the present government system 

or stir up violence; 
10. Films showing immoral behavior; 
II. Plots insulting or leading to an unfavorable attitude towards 

royalty. 
Additional rules are set by the army and the Ministry of Education. 

Army regulations ban films on demonstrations or protest marches, films 
portraying government officials as criminals, films in which actors dress 
up as monks or novices in the Buddhist religion, and films supporting 
communism. The Ministry of Education lays down an additional twenty
one rules relating to sexual relations, behavior detrimental to juveniles 
and students, films depicting gangsters, drug addicts, or criminals in a 
favorable light (Setaporn 1985, 52-66). 

Some of these restrictions are observed rigidly while others are more or 
less ignored. It is possible to see scenes of incredibly vivid bloodshed and 
violence any day in Thailand notwithstanding provision 4, above. On the 
other hand, the censors use the scissors on any explicitly sexual scene, 
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including nudity, in Western films, or may just black out the offending 
body parts with a pen. The effects of censorship go much further, how
ever; the sai nang, film distributors, who put up the capital for films, con
stantly make judgments in terms of what will be permitted and what may 
not be. Anyone who tries to step too far out of line may suffer not only 
financial losses but direct or indirect use of force against themselves or 
their premises: everyone knows the way in which influential, highly 
placed figures use hired guns and gangsters to enforce their views. The 
domination of the Censorship Board by the police and military ensures 
that the interpretation of "politics," forbidden in film under the common 
interpretation of provision 9, is extraordinarily wide. Anything at all 
which might be conceived of as criticizing the existing state mechanisms 
and organizations is forbidden. Bribery and corruption of some elements 
of the police, an everyday event for many people, is not permitted to 
appear on screen. Neither can it be suggested that public officials might 
connive to smuggle or exploit the rural farmers; nor is it possible to depict 
the impotence of police in fighting crime. Those few films that really do 
make such suggestions become underground films, shown only in special 
private circumstances. Tong Pan (1976) is an example; the film criticized 
the failures of the bureaucratic system in the context of rural develop
ment. Other films survive with some of their criticisms intact: Pracha
chorn N ork (On the Fringe of Society, 1981) had to be rewritten again and 
again by order of the censor, while Muen Puen (Gunmen, 1983) perhaps 
gained a little leeway by being directed by Prince Chatri-Chalerm Yukala. 

It is obvious, therefore, that the kind of issues that serious filmmakers 
feel obliged to tackle are those that touch on this forbidden dimension of 
Thai society. The contempt for the common people, evident in the state
ment by the censor quoted earlier, is replaced for the intelligentsia by a 
kind of pitying superiority that inevitably casts "the common man" as vic
tim. The Association of Thai Film Makers, many of its members being 
from among the "serious" group, select "good" films for the international 
film contests and thus determine the cinematic representations of Thai
land that circulate through the global art-movie circuit. Although many 
Westerners might enjoy and find much to praise in these films, the sense of 
pressure and danger associated with them in Thailand cannot be under
stood. After all, any number of Western movies depict crooked cops and 
evil government agents, so the frisson of the forbidden associated with 
making discreet references to the role of the state in such films is entirely 
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lost on the Western audience. The program notes that go with such films 
seldom bring these issues out, concentrating instead either on the depic
tion of personal tragedy or the artistic quality of the films themselves. 

Another recent case in point is the film, The Elephant Keeper, the most 
recent film of Prince Chatri. This film focuses on the ecological and social 
disasters in marginal rural zones, the destruction of the forests and of the 
way of life of traditional foresters, the indifference and corruption of 
police, the evil machinations of Chinese businessmen, and the helplessness 
of the simple people, as well as the animals, caught up in this nightmare 
struggle. 

The Elephant Keeper has come to prominence not just because it 
touches on these normally hidden and deeply contentious issues, but also 
because during the filming in Northeast Thailand local gangsters, presum
ably working for illegal logging interests, attacked the film crew, one 
member of which was killed. Thus art and life were intertwined as is so 
often the case in Thailand. This film, too, failed utterly at the box office, 
losing around seven million baht (around $350,000). Its release into West
ern circuits, however, highlights the difficulties involved in the crossover. 
For the Australian audience, at least, cultural incomprehension immedi
ately comes into play: merely providing sketchy subtitles does nothing to 
really resolve this. For example, in The Elephant Keeper a critical aspect 
of the story focuses on the different social and "class" positions of the 
main protagonists: the earnest, naive, tertiary-educated junior ranger, the 
evil exploitve Chinese timber merchant, the corrupt police chief, and the 
good-hearted but helpless and desperate "local people." To a Western 
audience these characters are likely to be undifferentiated: just "Thais." 
The "hidden" but constantly circulating rumors about police corruption 
and business practices at every level of Thai society are reflected in the 
film but may not be "read" by a Western audience. The "Chineseness" of 
the timber merchant is a critical aspect of the film: non-Thais, however, 
would not necessarily even recognize him to be Chinese. Nor would the 
long history of debate around the Chinese control over business in Thai
land have any resonance to Westerners, even though this is one of the 
most profound and daring assertions in the film. 

The stylistic qualities of The Elephant Keeper conform to what West
erners might expect of an "underdeveloped" film industry (which Thai
land's is not). The film work is technically basic, slow, and loosely paced. 
The editing is adequate, but plain. The quality of the film is hazy, with 
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much filming in shade and forests and indoors, with inadequate lighting. 
While the development of the plot, set as a lengthy and unmediated flash
back, is clear enough, the subtitles eliminate much of the subtlety of dia
logue concerning the interplay between individuals of different class posi
tions and backgrounds, which is essential to the film's meaning. Apart 
from the fact that it deals with a currently fashionable and ideologically 
correct issue, there is little to recommend it to an uninformed or "cold" 
Western audience, whether film-buff or otherwise. 

Nevertheless, this situation can be understood by an analysis that 
places the Thai film industry within its local context. Thai films are sel
dom if ever made with the eye of an alien Other in mind. They exist in a 
strange interstitial space, mirroring the social and cultural conditions in 
Thailand itself, and are part of a continuing power struggle over the cul
tural reproduction of imagery as powerful elements determined to retain 
control attempt to pull back from the implications of a postmodern world 
order and a global cultural field. Thus, for Thailand, the issue is not so 
much a question of difference between nations as of the possibility of 
expression of differences within. 

Annette Hamilton is professor of anthropology and comparative sociology at 
Macquarie University in Sydney, Australia. 

Notes and References 

I. I have explored some aspects of media and national identity elsewhere 
(Hamilton 1992) but have not yet published the bulk of the data on media, cul
ture, and communication obtained in recent fieldwork in Bangkok, Hua Hin, and 
in a number of rural villages in Prachuab Khiri Khan Province. Fieldwork was 
supported by Macquarie University research grants and the Australian Research 
Council and has been carried out at various times between 1985 and 1990. 

2. Much of the historical information in this section comes from an unpub
lished paper by Dr. Songyot Whaewongse of the Faculty of Social Sciences, Silpa
korn University, Nakhon Pathom. I would like to express here my deep gratitude 
for his lively interest in and support of my research and for his stimulating 
insights into Thai films which he has so generously shared. His historical account 
in turn relies on two papers by Somchart Bangchaeng (1987,1990) as well as the 
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earlier account by Dome Sukvongse (1982). Excellent though these sources are, it 
would be fair to say that there is still no full-length comprehensive study of the 
genesis and evolution of Thai film. Boonrak Boonyaketmala, however, has 
recently published an article that details many aspects of the history and recent 
organization of the Thai film industry (Boonrak 1992), while a dissertation in 
French by Gerard Fouquet examines the period 1970-1988. The difficulties of a 
thorough investigation are magnified by the huge losses of early film material, in 
part consequent on the bombing of Bangkok during World War II, in part also on 
the lack of interest in and awareness of the importance of conserving national film 
heritage. 

3. Although the delirious rapture with which the Thai people and media 
greeted the crowning of Porntip Nakhirunkanok as Miss Universe suggests some 
desire for international recognition: symbolically, perhaps, in the field of femi
nine beauty. 

4. There is no identification of the author of this article. It appeared in a pop
ular film magazine in 1988. 

5. Thammasat University is the second major University in Bangkok, the 
other being Chulalongkorn University. Thammasat is associated with "radical
ism" and Chulalongkorn is seen as more "conservative." Thammasat became the 
focus of the leftist movement in the period 1973-1976 and hence was the target for 
rightist attacks and the site of the massacre of students on October 6, 1976. This 
resulted in a military coup and the ousting of parliamentary government. The 
impact of this event on educated young Bangkokians, especially students, was 
immense. Thai soldiers, pledged to defend the nation, were firing on their own 
young people with M-16 rifles, M-79 grenade launchers, and carbines. Some stu
dents were burned alive or lynched. Official reports acknowledged forty-six dead 
but there were probably many more. Thirteen hundred students were arrested 
and taken off. Many others fled, some to other countries and others to the jungles 
and border areas where a variety of "rebel" groups were based. In many respects 
the massacre of students in Thailand in 1976 resembled the massacres in Burma in 
1988 and in China in 1989, even though the historical conditions appear quite dif
ferent and the level of popular support for the "radicals" was far greater in Burma 
than in Thailand. The long-lasting aftereffects of "October 76" are still being 
played out in a variety of contexts in Thailand, of which the struggle over cultural 
reproduction is only one. See Morell and Chai-Anan (1981) for a full account of 
the 1973-1976 period and some aspects of the aftermath. The events of May 1992 
can be seen as a continuation of the struggles, although today the protesters are 
middle-class professionals, many of whom were students in 1976. 

6. A long-time Australian resident of Bangkok, Laurie Maund (now of 
Chiangmai), who is frequently called upon to take small parts as a fa rang in Thai 
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films, attended one of these meetings and told me about the great respect and 
admiration for the film which those attending expressed. 

7. My research assistant in 1988-89, Patchara Kiatuntavimon, from the Fac
ulty of Communication Arts at Chulalongkorn University, attended the seminar 
in Bangkok and made notes on the various speakers' contributions. I would like 
to thank her for her diligence and patience, and also thank Dr. Darunee 
Hirunrak, dean of the faculty, who assisted and supported my research in a vari
etyofways. 
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Tibet: Projections and Perceptions 

AISLINN SCOFIELD 

FILM AS A cultural practice is instrumental in developing ideas of nation
hood. 1 Filmmaking industries communicate to a nation's citizens as well 
as to a global community about national concerns and identity. By exam
ining a variety of films from a nation the viewer can see some of the val
ues. Tibet has many wonderful art forms, but it does not have the kind of 
technology required for filmmaking. In the case of Tibet, cultural identity 
through film has been largely constructed by non-Tibetan cultures. 
Although Tibetans have a strong sense of nationalism, particularly in view 
of the political impasse with China since I949, they do not have control 
over the film images projected to the global community. Tibet as a nation 
is created as "the other," which generates some of the following questions: 
What kind of films have been made of Tibet? Who made those films? 
When did they make them? Why did they make them? And what does an 
audience expect to be told about Tibet? 

The appendix to this paper is an abbreviated list of the films about 
Tibet and Tibetans that I am aware of as of January I993. By discussing a 
few of the films that have been made and examining what those films 
reveal about Tibetan culture and the cultural viewpoints that created 
them, I hope to illustrate some of the cultural fantasies surrounding Tibet. 
It is my observation that films that use Tibet as subject matter often illus
trate more about the cultures that made them than about Tibetan culture. 

I organized a film series at the Asian Art Museum of San Francisco 
which evolved into two different series - a film series titled Tibet: Dreams 
and Documents and an ongoing video program in one of the galleries dur
ing the exhibition. A panel discussion held during the film series, which 

I06 
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included specialists in film, Chinese history, and Tibetan ritual history, 
focused on non-Tibetan points of view about Tibetan culture that were 
depicted in the films. Rather than a definitive analysis, this paper is a sum
mary of conclusions based upon observations from viewing more than 
thirty films about Tibet. When this project began in I990, it appeared to 
be a relatively simple task to research a Tibetan film series focusing on art 
and religion, rather than concentrating on the current political situation, 
which could become controversial for a cultural institution intent upon 
being neutral. However, as the project progressed it became apparent that 
politics could not be separated from the depictions of Tibetan art and reli
gion. Since the People's Republic of China in I95I enforced its claim that 
Tibet was an indigenous part of Chinese territory, it is difficult to view 
films such as The Horse Thief without recognizing political significance. 

For purposes of discussion, films about Tibet can be grouped into the 
following four categories: narrative, factual, motivational, and experi
mental. These categories are meant as guidelines for discussion. Often a 
film can fit comfortably into more than one category. For example, Mys
terious Tibet and Lung-Ta both have beautiful cinematography that 
emphasizes the landscape and the cultural practices of Tibetans. In Myste
rious Tibet, however, Tibet is shown by the People's Republic of China as 
an autonomous region of China with Tibetans accepting this status. Lung
Ta, in contrast, makes the opposing argument, presenting Tibet as a sepa
rate country. 

The narrative section has relatively few films, many of which were 
made in the first half of the twentieth century. Examples are Storm over 
Asia, Lost Horizon, and The Horse Thief, made for popular entertain
ment by filmmaking industries in the former Soviet Union, the United 
States (Hollywood), and the People's Republic of China, respectively. 
With films of this type, audiences expect filmmakers to take liberties in 
order to shape an interesting story. Here Tibetan culture is often seen as 
distant and remote, providing a ripe subject to be interpreted liberally 
according to the filmmaker's imagination. 

The earliest of these films is Storm over Asia by V sevolod Illarionovich 
Pudovkin, made in the U.S.S.R. in I928. While Storm over Asia was filmed 
in Mongolia, it is included in this discussion because Tibet has greatly 
influenced Mongolian culture since I578, when the third Dalai Lama con
verted Altan Khan to Buddhism. This silent film was intended for Soviet 
audiences to reinforce Marxist ideology. The communist regime is in its 
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formative years - the czar has been overthrown, they have survived 
World War I, and they now are preparing the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics to serve the common man rather than the aristocracy. Through
out the early twentieth century Britain and the U.S.S.R. competed for real 
estate in remote places like Mongolia and Tibet. In the film we see how 
brutish and unfair the British capitalists who have come to purchase pelts 
from the Mongolians can be. A ridiculously small amount of money is 
paid for an exceptional silver fox pelt. It is no wonder that the Mongolian 
son who has been sent to sell the pelt so that his parents won't starve dur
ing the difficult winter is angry and attacks the foreign traders in an 
attempt to regain his family's treasure. Earlier we witness the questionable 
behavior of a monk who, too, covets the pelt and tries to grab it for him
self. In Tibetan culture, trusting a lama with precious goods is the safest 
way for these items to reach their destination. One of the purposes of 
Storm over Asia was to show how the Mongolians were taken advantage 
of by the British colonialists. Also, by emphasizing the pageantry of the 
lamas as well as the colonialists, the film questions whether Buddhism is 
really serving the people or serving a monastic elite. 

Sixty-three years later, with all the changes in world politics and in film
making, some features of Storm over Asia seem naive. The extremes of 
good and evil refer to melodramatic types used on the stage in the nine
teenth century rather than the subtle complexities of character that are 
now expected of films. Filmed on location in 1928, Storm over Asia shows 
what Mongolians looked like, since they represented themselves, as well 
as Mongolian Buddhist rituals. According to Dr. Richard Kohn, a scholar 
of Tibetan Buddhist ritual, the portrayals of the rituals are accurate. It can 
be disconcerting for some of the contemporary audience to view the ritu
als hearing a pianist improvising the sounds for silent films, since today 
many audience members are familiar with the sounds of Tibetan Buddhist 
ritual and expect to hear them in any type of serious representation. Bud
dhism in Storm over Asia is viewed by Marxism as any other religion: reli
gions are the same and do not benefit the average citizen. Mongolians are 
portrayed as a rough sort of people who craftily take advantage of situa
tions, for example, the mother gives her son the lama's amulet that she 
discovered on the ground, rather than having her son return it to the 
monk. Later her son, who is wearing the amulet, is saved from death and 
installed as the puppet leader of Mongolia because the amulet states the 
wearer is a descendent of Ghengis Khan. 
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Lost Horizon, directed by Frank Capra, is a Hollywood adaptation of 
James Hilton's novel of the same title. It exemplifies the popular cinema of 
the time (1937). The studio industry relied more on sets and theatrical 
techniques, as compared to the location filming used in Storm over Asia. 
Lost Horizon idealistically depicts the spiritual state that can be attained 
by one who ventures into a different and nonmaterialistic culture. Frank 
Capra chose to interpret Hilton's exotic land of Shangri-la as a magically 
tropical and perfect place hidden within the snowy peaks of the Hima
layas. This was filmed on a Hollywood set with Caucasians charged with 
preserving humanity's highest consciousness. With Greek-like columns 
and light marble floors, the decor is a spacious and pillow-furnished art 
deco environment. Here people can live for hundreds of years and main
tain a youthful appearance. However, if they leave the magical valley, they 
pass through a time warp and shrivel. Processions of porters carrying 
gold, horse handlers, and other servants are the actors who at least look 
like Tibetans. While the ritual is alluded to - that inner peace and happi
ness can come from spiritual training - no Buddhist ceremonies are 
shown. Buddhism thus becomes something magical that can only be 
appreciated by those evolved enough to see there is something more than 
the abundance of gold being carried from the mountains. 

The last narrative film, The Horse Thief, was made in the People's 
Republic of China in 1986 at the Xi'an studio. This studio is noted for the 
innovative films made there during the 1980s. Among the narrative films, 
this one is the most problematic for contemporary audiences. The film 
focuses on the harsh life of Tibetan nomads, especially the horse thief, 
Norbu. While The Horse Thief received acclaim from film critics in the 
United States, it stirred anger and controversy among many groups 
involved with Tibet. Tibetan scholars and Tibetans themselves are 
angered by the film's portrayal of Tibetans. During the panel discussion in 
San Francisco, Tibetans and Tibetan supporters objected to The Horse 
Thief, claiming that the portrayal of Tibetans was inaccurate and offen
sive. In contrast, according to Chris Berry, Tibetans in Brisbane, Austra
lia, reacted in a positive manner when the film was screened there. They 
felt this portrayal was much more positive than previous films the Chinese 
had made about Tibet. This impression was substantiated by director 
Tian Zhuangzhuang's appearance and participation in discussion at the 
Brisbane screening. While the Brisbane screening seems to have had a pos
itive response, it is important to keep in mind that Tibetans are very 
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polite, and particularly in this type of situation, they would not be con
frontational. While the comparison of role models is more positive with 
The Horse Thief, the question can easily be raised as to why images of 
Tibetan life are not portrayed in the idealistic spiritual manner of Holly
wood. The lives portrayed in The Horse Thief are primitive and harsh -
without humor or hope for a better future. Buddhism does not provide 
solace or ways to compensate the nomads for the sorrows and hardships 
of life. Norbu is not concerned with questions of morality, but his family's 
survival. He steals and is consequently expelled from his society as punish
ment. Together with his wife and young son, he must survive alone 
against a harsh land. 

Government officials in the People's Republic of China did not approve 
of the film because it showed Buddhist rituals that the Chinese had banned 
in Tibet, and it lacked any depiction of how the Chinese had improved 
Tibetan lives. The year 1923 was added after the film was made to ensure 
that audiences would know that this was many years before the "peaceful 
liberation of Tibet," and that the film should not be interpreted as indica
tive of the current dispute. 

Tian uses Tibet's remote location to voice his views much as the direc
tors of Storm over Asia and Lost Horizon did. Viewers unfamiliar with 
Chinese culture may be confused as to whether Tian is criticizing Tibetan 
culture or whether he is criticizing the Chinese Cultural Revolution. One 
might be able to answer this by looking at other films made by Tian. Like 
The Horse Thief, On the Hunting Ground and Li Lianying, The Imperial 
Eunuch rely on rich, dark visual images rather than narrative dialogue. 
Like The Horse Thief, On the Hunting Ground uses the spoken word as 
punctuation. The film Li Lianying, The Imperial Eunuch uses more lan
guage, but there are still several important moments in the film without 
spoken language. On the basis of these films, it seems that the lack of spo
ken language is part of the filmmaker's personal vocabulary rather than a 
cultural observation about Tibetans' lacking a rich spoken language. 
According to Chris Berry, Tian was an exception in Chinese filmmaking 
in that he lived in Tibet, and for this film he hired Tibetans speaking their 
own language rather than Han actors speaking Mandarin. Nevertheless, 
for economic reasons, a dubbed sound track in Mandarin was made, and 
that is the only one distributed. A practical consideration when filming in 
a language different from one that will be dubbed in is the disparity that 
can occur in the visual formation of the words. Less dialogue is one way to 

reduce this tension. 2 
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In interviews Tian has represented himself as an outsider from the 
dominant Han ethnic group who identifies with the ethnic minority he is 
filming. This is very sensitive, but Tian so successfully edits out the 
Chinese influence in order to convey the purity of Tibetan nomad life that 
he also eliminates the current political tensions between the Chinese 
and Tibetans. 

The Horse Thief is one of the few films made about Tibet that shows 
the interweaving of religion, family life, and the landscape. As a side note, 
in discussing the film with Tibetans, some agreed that the film was actu
ally very accurate regarding the nomad life of the past. However, Tibetans 
object to the Chinese making any kind of representation of the people and 
culture of Tibet to the outside world. 

The worlds that are obviously and liberally created by narrative film
makers certainly stimulate discussion as to what their films reveal about 
Tibet and about the filmmakers themselves. A more subtle form of projec
tion is the category of the factual, films whose main intent is informa
tional. They emphasize facts rather than moral or political questions of 
existence and survival - at least on the surface. It seems we could trust the 
straightforward information of these films, but all is not so simple when a 
filmmaker turns his camera upon the world. The filmmaker still decides 
where to point the camera, what kind of sound is to accompany the 
images, and how the land, the people, and the culture should be 
portrayed. For discussion purposes, three types of factual films can be 
identified: historical, religious or ritual cultural practice, and landscape. 

Since Tibet was closed off to foreigners until this century, partly due to 
the natural barrier of the Himalayan mountains and partly due to the 
Tibetan government's having denied entry to foreigners, factual "histori
cal" footage is very limited. Westerners were required to have a pass 
before entering the capital city of Lhasa. The two-part film from the BBC 

series "The World About Us" - Tibet: The Lost Mystery and The Bam
boo Curtain Falls - is subtitled A Film History of Tibet from 1904 to 
1980. The historical aspect seems very straightforward. The first part of 
the series, The Lost Mystery, emphasizes the historical until the viewer 
realizes that one aspect of what appears to be factual is being recreated: 
the audio portion was overlaid on the film. Whose Tibet is being created 
and what is being said? Is it the European dream of an exotic land pre
served in time, as the narrator says, "the one mystery the nineteenth cen
tury left for the twentieth century to discover"? Lhasa in the early twenti
eth century is described as medieval and closed to foreigners. The British 
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point of view throughout the film sounds plausible when it excludes the 
possibility of outside trade and exchange. However, Chinese envoys were 
traveling to and from Tibet on a daily basis; Tibetan monks had fre
quently traveled to China to seek official ranks from the Ming and Qing 
emperors as well as tribute of silks and statues; and Tibetans and Indians 
were traveling and trading across the Himalayas. From the British per
spective, however, if trade did not involve a Western nation, then the 
exchange simply did not warrant acknowledgment. 

Thomas Manning, a British adventurer, traveled to Tibet in the early 
1800s and wrote about his travels. His writing is used as the beginning ref
erence for the British expeditions that followed. Photographs chronicle 
Younghusband's expedition to Tibet in 1904, which the British undertook 
to secure a treaty with the Tibetans to insure that Russian expansion 
remained in check. Other early twentieth-century European explorers 
took cameras with them to supplement their journals. As a result, there 
are visual documents made throughout the twentieth century of garden 
parties, entertainment, religious ceremonies, and the activities of the Dalai 
Lama. Later film footage came from British diplomatic missions from 
1929 to 1947 and the Chinese mission of Dr. Shen Tsung Lien. By 1940 
there had been expeditions by the British, Germans, and Americans. Tibet 
remained a mystery for these visitors, a country with a pristine landscape 
and a people dedicated to religion and mysterious rites. It was often said 
that Tibet was "consciously medieval," meaning that the level of Tibetan 
thought and art were highly developed while material comforts were radi
cally underdeveloped. 

The largest subcategory of factual films focuses on Tibetan ritual and 
cultural practices. Before the 1959 Chinese invasion, many of these rituals 
were secrets kept within the religious sect. The Chinese invasion of Tibet, 
the fleeing of refugees abroad, coincided with the availability of portable 
filming equipment, which enabled filmmakers to document rituals that 
many were afraid would not exist much longer. Early films of this type 
include Requiem for a Faith, filmed in India, which documented the 
chanting of the Gyuto monks. Later examples of this kind of film are Lord 
of the Dance, filmed in Nepal, which documents the secret Mani-Rimdu 
ritual. Examples include specific practices from particular monasteries, 
such as chanting by the Gyuto monks in Tantra of the Gyuto and the 
Mani-Rimdu ceremony in Lord of the Dance. The Lion's Roar explains 
reincarnation through interviews and ritual footage. A Tibetan New Year 
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shows the secret rituals of Tibet's indigenous religion, Bon-po. These 
films have been created primarily by Westerners intent upon preserving 
these rituals as well as informing current audiences about this little-known 
culture. Tibet is a country where religion and state are very much inter
twined, and spirituality is of great concern to a majority of the population 
in contrast to Western secular culture. Tibetan religious leaders encourage 
the making of these films in an effort to make the world more knowledge
able about their culture and to encourage protest about the current politi
cal situation. At the same time, filmmakers from the very secular West are 
attracted to Tibetan culture because of its very religious and exotic quali
ties, and the fact that it has been a secret or forbidden zone. The filmma
kers document Tibetan beliefs and practices that were previously hidden 
from non-Tibetans, and non-Tibetan audiences vicariously share in these 
rites. This process continues the nineteenth-century lust for the exotic and 
the mysterious East. There is an urgency in many of these films that makes 
the viewer feel that he or she is watching life slowly ebb from the culture 
before the camera. The viewer becomes a witness to the secret rituals and 
a people whose traditions may change radically in another fifty years. 

There are few films that focus on the landscape. What images one usu
ally sees of the Tibetan landscape are of the Himalayan mountains. Very 
few of the films focus on the variety of the Tibetan landscape; or how 
Tibetans used their land to produce and create the goods necessary to 
maintain the monastery system; or how the seasons and the landscape 
determine trade patterns with Tibet's neighbors. Although some films give 
a glimpse into particular aspects of Tibetan land and the culture of the 
inhabitants, none of the films truly focuses on how Tibetans live with the 
land. These films are generally made by the People's Republic of China. 

Mysterious Tibet gives an overview of Tibet and its land - that is, the 
areas that are available to tourists. Here the viewer sees lush grasslands, 
lakes and rivers, and rocky areas. One also sees Tibetan women and 
lhamo (the Tibetan folk theater), the capital city of Lhasa with its monas
teries, the Potala and Jokhang. Lung-Ta is another film that shows a 
diversity of landscape, from the Himalayas to the grasslands in the eastern 
portion of Tibet. Kimolung depicts the journey of Americans who search 
for a hidden valley by trekking in Nepal to the Tibetan border. Viewers 
share in the personal exploration of the climbers and the people they meet. 

The motivational category includes films that mean not only to inform 
the viewer but also to either reinforce or change the viewers' point of view 
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about Tibet. The political impasse between Tibet and China is empha
sized and often is coupled with the issue of human rights as the main 
theme. This category can be further divided into three subcategories - ref
ugee films, films of the Dalai Lama, and films from the People's Republic 
of China. Each of these categories has a particular tone: The refugee films 
tend to discuss the atrocities being inflicted upon the Tibetan people. The 
films about the Dalai Lama usually describe the political situation and 
how he is leading Tibetans to liberate their country through peaceful 
means. The films from the People's Republic of China emphasize China's 
long-term claim on Tibet and how happy the Tibetans are since the 
"peaceful liberation." While films in other categories often try to motivate 
the viewer to a particular viewpoint, the emphasis is not as strong as in 
this group of films. 

Refugee films emphasize human rights issues and how they affect Tibe
tans' lives. Barbara Bank's film, Tibet in Exile, is excellent in its descrip
tion of how children must cope without their parents while on the danger
ous escape routes from Tibet to Dharamsala, India, and how the children 
are received and cared for upon reaching their destination. After viewing 
Tibet in Exile, I was motivated to try to change this situation and contem
plated taking a leave of absence to help care for these children. Negative 
feelings towards the Chinese government are reinforced throughout the 
film. Made by an American who is working in Dharamsala, the film 
brings home to American viewers the problems of malnutrition and the 
lack of basic education for Tibetans within Tibet. To view the survival 
problems of these people and their children is difficult, but one feels moti
vated to act rather than remain helpless. 

There are several films about the Dalai Lama. Most of these are in 
interview format and were made for broadcast television. The films 
emphasize that he is the spiritual and political leader of the Tibetan people 
and that his duties are complex and demanding. The films focusing on the 
Dalai Lama tend to fall into one of two categories: those where he teaches 
or lectures about Buddhism and world peace and those that show him lec
turing, meeting world leaders, receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, and in rare 
moments of privacy. Both types are motivational. The first motivates the 
viewer to a gentler and more loving interaction with the world and its 
creatures; the second tries to convince the viewer that Tibet is culturally 
and spiritually a different country from China and therefore should by all 
rights be an independent nation. Films in this category focus on China's 
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claim that Tibet is part of China and has been for hundreds of years. 
While Chris Berry says that there are many Chinese documentaries on 
Tibet, particularly from the I950S,3 I have viewed only four films in this 
category: Mysterious Tibet (which also appears in the landscape cate
gory); Tibet; Life in Tibet: Past and Present; and The Tachilenbu Temple 
[sic] (the last three are circulated through the PRC government). All of 
these films look at Tibet through the eyes of the Han Chinese. Chinese
influenced music is used in the background rather than Tibetan music. 
The script gives a practical overview of Tibet as if the viewer is taking a 
tour. The camera frames the landscape, portraying smiling peasants 
working the land and the unusual temple sites with their rich, exotic cul
ture. Mysterious Tibet was intended as a travelogue film for non-Tibetans 
to encourage them (especially Westerners) to travel to Tibet. It is intended 
to give a factual overview of the land, the people, and their customs. It is 
reasonable to expect a Chinese point of view. What is that view? In both 
films, exchanges of gifts between past leaders and a tenth-century mar
riage are cited as proof that Tibet has long been connected with China. 

Tibet is more specific in describing China's "peaceful liberation" of 
Tibet by showing the Dalai Lama traveling to Beijing, meeting with Chair
man Mao, and signing documents. It then shows the new hospital and 
roads built for Tibetans and explains how this has improved the lives of 
Tibetans. It goes even further, showing how the Panchen Lama is revered 
by Tibetans and that multitudes of people attend his teachings. It casually 
mentions that the Dalai Lama is now living abroad. Traditional Tibetan 
opera looks more like Chinese opera and has a heavily influenced Chinese 
sound track. In a way similar to that in The Horse Thief, no mention is 
made of the current political problem between Tibet and China, nor the 
Dalai Lama's international recognition as evidenced by his having received 
the Nobel Peace Prize. 

The Chinese justify their policies by depicting Tibet as a backward feu
dal country where serfs were oppressed by the monastery system and as a 
country in need of being liberated and modernized. The films give the gov
ernment line, trying to motivate viewers who are not Tibetan or Chinese 
(that is, English-speaking) to agree with the Chinese or at least to question 
the accusations of Tibetans. 

The experimental category consists primarily of recent videos (most 
completed in I99I) that fall into two subcategories. The only film in the 
first category is Films are Dreams that Wander in the Light of Day, a lay-
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ered film made by Sylvia Sensiper, a graduate student in visual anthropol
ogy at the University of Southern California. In this video, Sensiper 
weaves together different dreams and realities of herself and her collabo
rator, Lobsang, as they travel to Tibet. Each has a camera to record what 
is important to them about Tibet. Later the footage is juxtaposed with 
interviews with Lobsang articulating what he had hoped to find in Tibet 
and what was the reality he encountered. Footage from Lost Horizon 
(Hollywood's impression of an ideal place) represents Sensiper's idea of 
Tibet as constructed by Western media. Sensiper enumerates the "dreams" 
that she incorporated into her video: the utopian monastic community 
(Lost Horizon); Tibet as homeland (Lobsang's footage and interviews); 
Tibetan cultural identity through documentary footage of traditional rit
ual; Tibetan autonomy represented by BBC Chinese-invasion footage; and 
Tibetan nationalism represented by footage of demonstrations in Lhasa 
and the annual demonstration in Dharamsala. Her video is an excellent 
commentary of the different visions that people, according to their experi
ence, have about Tibet. The entire video is then framed in the form of a 
newscast (the voice of authority). It is a complex video and is the only film 
I have seen that considers different viewpoints and consciously tries to 
incorporate the multiplicity of perspectives on Tibet. 

The second group consists of five thirty-second videos commissioned 
for the Tibet Film Festival in New York by its curator, Somi Roy. The vid
eos were screened hourly in October 1991 on the Sony JumboTron in 
Times Square, New York City. The scale of the JumboTron is such that it 
intrudes on the lives of New Yorkers. It is public art that is highly visible, 
quite different from the intimate space of personal context where most of 
us view video. Compared to the ten-to-fifteen-second messages that usu
ally play on the JumboTron, thirty seconds is a very long time. Therefore, 
Tibet becomes a more immediate presence in the lives of New Yorkers, 
rather than another hard-to-understand political situation over there 
somewhere. One of the questions Roy asked himself was why so many 
filmmakers and artists were interested in Tibet?4 Perhaps it is because art
ists and filmmakers like complicated processes and seemingly unrelated 
ideas. Tibetan Buddhism requires a great deal of study and mental disci
pline to memorize the texts and to learn the rituals before the mysteries of 
enlightenment become possible. 

Although India has the most prolific film industry in the world, not one 
quality film made in India about Tibet could be found for this project. 
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Wimal Dissanayake has suggested a reason. Because India shares Buddhist 
culture with Tibet (Buddhism began in India and was transmitted to Tibet 
in the eighth through twelfth centuries A.D.), Buddhism does not have the 
exotic appeal for Indians that it does for Western artists. He also thinks 
that it is more difficult for Indian filmmakers to make films around Bud
dhist themes in what is now a Hindu country. Finally, he admits that Indi
ans share with the Chinese the perception that Tibetans are a primitive 
people. s 

Related to this are films that examine how the Tibetan exile communi
ties exist within India. There are an estimated 150,000 Tibetans living out
side of Tibet, most of whom are in India. While the exile government is 
not recognized for aid from the United Nations, large donations have 
come mainly from the Indian government and the West (individuals, ser
vice organizations, and companies). In comparison to many Indians, most 
Tibetans are comfortable. In addition, donated funds have been used to 
stimulate Tibetan industry and education in order to generate needed 
income. While Tibetans privately admit there are problems due to the eco
nomic disparity with their Indian neighbors, I think they would prefer that 
this subject not be examined in film because it could have too high a pro
file and diffuse Tibetans' mission to free their country. 

Because of its remoteness and little existing factual information on it, 
Tibet has been a wonderful subject for our imagination. The "Peaceful 
Liberation" by the Chinese in 1951 and subsequent harsh quelling of upris
ings since 1959 have forced Tibet into the role of political victim. The 
immediate necessity of survival has never really allowed anyone to ques
tion what it is that enables Tibetans to work well as a society, what is 
creating problems, and what institutions might do to resolve problems. In 
discussions with Western supporters of Tibetan independence there is no 
question that it must live as it always has and that to question certain 
views is forbidden. The Dalai Lama himself has stated that Tibet must 
modernize. Monks are taught to adapt to whatever the situation requires 
of them, whether it is wearing Armani suits, Rockport shoes, or techno
logically elaborate watches. Lay Tibetans are quick to adapt to American 
jeans, cars, and televisions. Already the culture of the exile population has 
changed significantly. There are fewer children per family and of those 
children, no longer does one child automatically go into the monastery. 
Preserving Tibet through procreation and cultural tradition is a higher pri
ority. Young men now are encouraged to go into the monastery only if it is 
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very important to them. Otherwise they are encouraged to marry and 
have children. 

The majority of films about Tibet have focused on men and their 
actions. The early explorer films from the British missions did include 
women, usually at garden parties. None of the films I have seen depict the 
strength of Tibetan women. According to Dr. Lewis R. Lancaster, profes
sor of East Asian languages at the University of California, Berkeley, 
Tibetan nomad women manage the economy and the men supply the 
physical labor. In written personal accounts, women handle the finances 
and run the estates so the men are free to serve the government (without 
pay).6 The films on Tibet do not emphasize the importance of women. 
Much of this has to do with the British men exploring Tibet. At that time 
British men may not have been as aware of women's contributions to a 
culture. In addition, they may not have had the same access to meeting 
and observing roles fulfilled by women, such as managing an estate or liv
ing in a monastery. It was assumed from a British point of view that men 
would have the political and spiritual power in Tibetan culture. This 
point of view has been consistently emphasized in many of the films avail
able about Tibet. There are, however, some exceptions. In Mysteries of 
Tibet and The Horse Thief there are more women; they are shown work
ing in an agrarian economy. Films are Dreams shows Lobsang's family 
and how they are making their living from the land - milking the female 
yaks and harvesting the barley. Tibetan Medicine features Lobsang 
Dolmu, a prominent Tibetan woman doctor who healed Tibetans in refu
gee camps in India. While Lung-Ta traces the journey of French explorer 
Alexandra David-Neel when she traveled to Tibet, it really does not 
explore Tibetan women and their role in Tibetan culture. Part of this may 
be due to the Tibetan's own view of gender. Men are the public ministers 
of the house and women are the internal ministers. The role of men and 
their activities is a more public role suited to film than the role of women. 
This is not because the work women do is perceived as being unimpor
tant, but because it is not as public. The traditional gender roles have 
been to ensure survival of the family and the culture in an agrarian-based 
society. 

Tibetans in exile have concentrated their limited resources on survival 
(education, cultural, economic, and health) rather than on creating films. 
While there are hundreds of films made by non-Tibetans, there are rela
tively few credited to Tibetans. The Reincarnation of Kensur Rinpoche is 
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one recent film directed by Tenzing Sonam, a Tibetan, and his wife, Ritu 
Sarin, an Indian. The film focuses on the death and search for the reincar
nation of Lama Kensur Rinpoche by his disciple Kenzie. The film follows 
Kenzie's journey from south India to Dharamsala (north India) to Nepal 
and east India. Like other films that portray factual information about 
Tibetan religious practices, this film depicts the monks and the process of 
finding the reincarnation. Unlike other films I have seen, this film weaves 
together how the Tibetan religious leaders fulfill their religious commit
ment while living in India and the complications of traveling to Tibet. The 
monks are shown riding in cars and taxis, shopping for household items, 
and interacting with Indians and Tibetans in these circumstances. The 
film is excellent in depicting how Tibetan communities are scattered 
throughout India and the resulting complications of participating in the 
Kalachakra initiation at Varanasi (located in east India) or traveling to 
Tibet to find Lama Kensur Rinpoche's reincarnation and bringing him to 
India. 

The inaccessibility of Tibetan culture, both in location and understand
ing, has made it a nation that is created and recreated by film industries 
outside of its boundaries. The Western cultures have been inspired by the 
highly developed spiritual life that they believe can be incorporated into 
secular societies. The Soviet industry used the remote locale to demon
strate the necessity for liberating Mongolia both from Buddhism and the 
British imperialists. The Chinese have depicted Tibetans as a primitive 
culture where the serfs needed to be liberated from the archaic rule of the 
monastic system. The political differences between China and Tibet since 
1951 have added another layer of complication to understanding Tibetan 
culture. Each group emphasizes elements while choosing to ignore salient 
points that are important to our full understanding of Tibetan culture and 
history. While viewing films from diverse viewpoints can afford some 
glimpses into Tibetan life, there is much more film can divulge about 
Tibetan culture. As Tibetans learn more about the power of media, they 
are acquiring the sophistication to determine what kind of images they 
want of themselves in the world. I watched Chaksam-Pa Tibetan Dance 
and Opera Company refuse videographers permission to record before 
their performances in August 1991 because the videographers had failed to 
request permission before the performances and had not presented a plan 
of what they would do with these tapes once completed. Combined with 
acquiring more skills in filmmaking, and the confidence to depict images 
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of themselves, Tibetans will strengthen their own voice rather than be a 
subject for the voices of others. 

Aislinn Scofield is the outreach/public programs coordinator at the Asian Art 
Museum of San Francisco in San Francisco, California. The programming is con
centrated on performing arts and film with an emphasis on collaborations with 
community-based arts organizations. 
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Appendix 
Partial Listing of Films About Tibet 

Narrative = Fiction 
Narrative-SF = Science fiction 
Factual-C = Cultural documentary 
Factual-L = Landscape documentary 
Factual-R = Religious documentary 
Motivate-R = Refugee/human rights 
Motivate-HH = The Dalai Lama speaking for his people 
Motivate-PRC = People's Republic of China point of view 
Experimental 

AF = Films in Asian Art Museum film series, Tibet: Dreams and Documents 
AV = Videos in Asian Art Museum video gallery 
NY = Films and videos in New York Tibet Film Festival 
TT = Tibet Film Series that toured the United States in 1992 

Information is noted where known. Titles marked with asterisks are discussed 
above. 

Date Type Country Title 

AF 1928 Narrative USSR Storm over Asia~-
Directed by V sevolod 
Illariononch Pudovkin, 
120mm. 

AF 1937 Narrative USA Lost Horizon':-

121 

NY Directed by Frank Capra, 
TT 130mm. 
NY 1939 Factual-R India The Coronation of His 

Holiness the I4th Dalai 
Lama 
Directed by Kanwal 
Krishna, 20 min. 

NY 1939 Factual-C Germany Untitled documentary of a 
German expedition to 
Tibet in 1939, 45 min. 
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Date Type Country Title 

NY 1942 Motivate Germany The Enigma of Tibet 
Ed. by Heinrich Himmler, 
105 min. 

NY 1943 Factual USA The OSS Mission to Tibet 
TT 40 min. 
AF 1946 Narrative USA Razor's Edge 

Directed by Edmund 
Goulding, 146 min. 

1953 Narrative PRC Gold and Silver Beach (Jin 
yin tan) 
Directed by Ling Zifeng 

1955 Narrative PRC Dawn on the Meng River 
(Meng he de liming) 
Directed by Lu Ren, Zhu 
Danxi 

AF 1957 Narrative-SF UK The Abominable Snowman 
NY of the Himalayas 

Directed by Val Guest, 
83 min. Based upon play 
called "The Creature" by 
Nigel Kneale, BBC 
television play 

1957 Narrative PRC Heroic Eagle in the Storm 
(Baofengyu zhong de xiong 
ying) 
Directed by Wang Yi 

1958 Narrative PRC Explorers Crossing the 
River (Du jiang tanxian) 
Directed by Shi Wenzhi 

1959 Narrative PRC Flying Over the Natural 
Barriers (Fei yue tianxian) 
Directed by Li Enjie 

1959 Narrative PRC A Hundred Phoenixes Face 
the Sun (Bai feng chao 
yang) 
Directed by Chen Huaikai 
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Date Type Country Title 

1960 Narrative PRC The Kunlun Valary 
(Kunlun tiegi) 
Directed by Yuan Naizhen 

1960 Narrative PRC The Rainbow Road (Wucai 
lu) 
Directed by Wei Rong 

1960 Narrative PRC Red Days in the Ke 
Mountains (Ke shan hong 
ri) 
Directed by Dong Zhaoqi 

1960 Narrative PRC Storm on the Plateau 
(Caoyuan fengbao) 
Directed by Lin Feng 

1963 Narrative PRC The Banks of the Golden 
Sands River (Jinsha jiang 
pan) 
Directed by Fu Chaowu 

1963 Narrative PRC Serfs (Nongnu) 
Directed by Li Jun 

1964 Narrative PRC Beautiful Butterflies All 
Around (Cai die fen fei) 
Directed by Zhu Jinming 

NY 1964 Factual-R The Religious Investiture of 
TT His Holiness the Dalai 

Lama 
20 min. 

1965 Narrative PRC Clouds of Red Flowers Face 
the Sun (Duoduo hong hua 
xiang taiyang) 
Directed by Zhang Hui 

1965 Motivate Tibetan Story 
Produced by Christian Aid, 
25 min. 

1966 Narrative PRC A Necklace (Yi chuan 
xianglian) 
Directed by Wu Cun 

1968 Children of the World: 
Nepal 
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Date Type Country Title 

AF 1968 Factual-R USA Tibet: Requiem for a 
AV Faith"' 

AVDirected by Dr. Huston 
Smith, 25 min. 

TT 1970 Factual-R USA Sacred Art of Tibet 
Directed by Larry Jordan, 
20 min. 

1972 Narrative USA Lost Horizon (remake) 
Directed by Charles Jarrot, 

143 minutes 

1974 Factual-R Kalachakra at Bodhgaya 
Produced by Dirk Duncan, 
50 min., Meridian Trust 

AV 1974 Factual-R USA Tantra of Gyuto: Sacred 
Rituals of Tibet 
Directed by Sheldon 
Rochlin and Mark Elliott, 

52 min. 

1975 Factual-R UK The Lama King 
Written by Durk Duncan, 

50 min. 
NY 1975 Factual-C USA Raid into Tibet 
TT CIA film, 30 min. 
NY 1975 Factual-R UK Tibet: A Buddhist Trilogy, 

Part I: Prophecy 
Directed by Graham 
Coleman and David 
Lascelles 

NY 1975 Factual-R UK Tibet: A Buddhist Trilogy, 
Part II: The Fields of the 
Senses 
Directed by Graham 
Coleman and David 
Lascelles 

NY 1975 Factual-R UK Tibet: A Buddhist Trilogy, 
Part Ill: Radiating the Fruit 
of Truth 
Directed by Graham 
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Date Type Country Title 

Coleman and David 
Lascelles; whole series: 
23I min. 

I975 Factual-C USA Tibetan Folk Dance 
Performances, Part I 

45 mm. 
I975 Factual-C USA Tibetan Folk Dance 

Performances, Part II 
45 min. 

AV I975 Factual-R USA Tibetan Medicine: A 
Buddhist Approach to 
Healing"" 
Directed by Sheldon 
Rochlin and Michaeleen 
Maheer, 29 min. 

I976 Germany Bhutan: Land of the 
Peaceful Dragon 
Directed by Franz Lavi 
Filves, 29 min. 

I976 Animation PRC The Golden Eagle (Jinse de 
daying) 
Directed by Te Wei, Shen 
Zuwei, 50 min. 

I976 Factual-R USA Nepal: Land of the Gods 
Directed by Sheldon 
Rochlin, Mike Spera, and 
Loren Standlee, 62 min. 

I976 Narrative PRC The Secret of the Ahxia 
River (Ahxia he de mimi) 
Directed by Yan Bili, 
Shen Fu, Wu Zhennian, 
IOO min. (est.) 

I976 USA Tibet 
Directed by Brit Felix 
Greene, 60 min. 

I977 Narrative PRC Aojinma 
Directed by Liu Baade, 
Zhang Qiming 
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Date Type Country Title 

1978 Motivate-HH USA? I97B Dalai Lama Interview 
Produced by Lemra 
Associates 

1978 Narrative PRC Snow Lotus in the Icy 
Mountains (Bingshan 
xuelian) 
Directed by Xiang Lin 

1978 Motivate Twenty Years in Exile 

60 min. 

1979 Motivate-HH Dalai Lama UC Santa Cruz 

50mm. 
1979 Narrative PRC Yaya 

Directed by Sun Yu 

1979 Narrative PRC Tears on the Icy Mountains 
(Xue shan lei) 
Directed by Hua Chun, 
Ren Pengyuan 

1980 Motivate-HH Canada Dalai Lama 
Produced by CBC for "Man 
Alive," 30 min. 

1981 Motivate-HH USA Dalai Lama Interview 
Produced by Lesea 
Broadcasting TV, 
interviewer: Dr. Lester 
Sumrall, 50 min. 

1981 Motivate Tibet 
Produced by Peter Lehman, 
56 min. 

1982 Motivate-HH Netherlands Avalokiteshvara: The Dalai 
Lama in Europe I9Bz 
Directed by Ulay and 
Marina Abramovic, Frank 
Scheffer, 40 min. 

1982 HH UK Bringing Buddhism to the 
West: A Dialogue with 

FPMT Representatives 
Wisdom Films, 60 min. 
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Date Type Country Title 

I982 Narrative PRC The Colored Night (Caise 
deye) 
Directed by Zhang 
Yongshou 

I982 Factual-C Canada Forbidden Land 
Produced by CBC, 30 min. 

I982 Narrative PRC The Third Goddess (Disan 
nushen) 
Directed by Liu Yuhe 

I982 Factual-C Tibetan Medicine 
Produced by Russell 
Pariseau, 45 min. 

AV I982 Factual-H UK The World About Us, Part 
I: Tibet, the Lost Mystery" 
Directed by Simon 
Normanton, 50 min. 

AV I982 Factual-H UK The World About Us, Part 
II: The Bamboo Curtain 
Falls * 
Directed by Simon 
Normanton, 50 min. 

I984 Motivate-HH UK The Dalai Lama of Tibet: 
25 Years in Exile 
Tibet Foundation Films, 
directed by Phil Grabsky, 
52 min. 

I984 Factual-R UK Kyabje Zong Rinpoche: 
Tribute to a Master 
Practitioner I904-I984 
Meridian Trust, edited by 
Greta Jensen, 60 min. 

I984 Factual-R UK My Life: East and West 
Meridian Trust, 60 min. 

I984 Factual-R UK My Life in Brief 
Meridian Trust, 45 min. 

I984 Factual-R UK The Nature of Mind 
Tibet Foundation Films, 
90 min. 
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Date Type Country Title 

AV 1984 Factual-R USA Ossian: American Boy/ 
Tibetan Monk 
Directed by Tom Anderson, 
27 min. 

1984 Factual-R UK Our Lives from Tibet to 
England 
Meridian Trust, 75 min. 

1984 Motivate-HH UK Peace: A Goal of All 
Religions 
Tibet Foundation Films, 
60 min. 

1984 HH UK Peace of Mind: Peace in 
Action 
Tibet Foundation Films, 
60 min. 

1984 HH UK Peace Through 
Understanding 
Tibet Foundation Films, 
60 min. 

1984 Narrative USA The Razor's Edge (remake) 
Directed by John Byrom, 
I46min. 

1984 HH UK The Teaching of Buddha in 
Everyday Life 
Tibet Foundation Films, 
75 min. 

1984 Factual-R UK The Three Testaments of 
GarabDorje 
Meridian Trust, 75 min. 

1984 HH UK Tibetans Celebrate the 
Birthday of H. H. the Dalai 
Lama 
Tibet Foundation Films, 
60 min. 

1984 Narrative PRC The Tyre Quartet (Chelun 
sichongzu) 
Directed by Li Xiepu 
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Date Type Country Title 

1984 Motivate-HH UK World Peace 
Tibet Foundation Films, 
60 min. 

1984 Factual-R UK Yantra Yoga: Meditation 
with Movement 
Meridian Trust, directed by 
John Renshaw, 60 min. 

1984 Narrative PRC Zhuowasenmu 
Directed by Jia Mu 

1985 Factual-C UK The Celebration of the 
Great Prayer Festival: I9B5 
Tibet Foundation Films, 
directed by Greta Jensen, 
60 min. 

1985 Factual-R UK The Dalai Lama of Tibet: 
25 Years in Exile 
Meridian Trust, directed by 
Phil Grabsky, 52 min. 

1985 Factual-R UK Debate in the Tibetan 
Tradition 
Tibet Foundation Films, 
directed by Greta Jensen, 
60 min. 

1985 Factual-C UK The General Assembly of 
Tibetans in Exile 
Tibet Foundation Films, 
75 min. 

1985 Motivate-HH UK H. H. the Dalai Lama 
Addresses the General 
Assembly of Tibetans in 
Exile 
Tibet Foundation Films, 
60 min. 

1985 Factual-C UK The Inauguration of the 
Tibetan Women's 
Association 
Tibet Foundation Films, 
60 min. 
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Date Type Country Title 

1985 Factual-R/HH UK Kalachakra: Creating the 
Sacred Space 
Tibet Foundation Films, 
edited by Robyn Brentano, 
60 min. 

1985 Factual-R UK Kalachakra for World 
Peace: Switzerland I!)85 
Tibet Foundation Films, 
edited by Tenzing Sonam, 
60 min. 

AF/V 1985 Factual-R USA The Lion's Roar 
NY Directed by Mark Elliott, 

50mm. 
1985 Motivate UK Life in the Tibetan 

Community in Dharamsala 
Tibet Foundation Films, 
edited by Tenzing Sonam, 
60 min. 

AF/V 1985 Factual-R France I Lord of the Dance/ 
NY Switzerland I Destroyer of Illusion 

West Germany 
AF 1985 Factual-T PRC Mysterious Tibet 
NY Directed by Suen Wah and 

Guo Wu Jin, 87 min. 
1985 Factual-C UK The Principles of Tibetan 

Medicine 
Tibet Foundation Films, 
60 min. 

1985 Factual-R UK Reincarnation and 
Reincarnate Lamas 
Tibet Foundation Films, 
directed by Greta Jensen, 
60 min. 

1985 Motivate UK Remember Tibet 
Tibet Foundation Films, 
60 min. 
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Date Type Country Title 

1985 HH UK The Song of Ultimate 
Reality 
Wisdom Films, 90 min. 

1985 Factual-C UK Three Great Monasteries: 
Ganden, Drepung and Sera 
Tibet Foundation Films, 
directed by Greta Jensen, 
60 min. 

1985 Factual-R UK Two Tibetan Buddhist 
Nunneries 
Tibet Foundation Films, 
directed by Greta Jensen, 
30 min. 

1985 Motivate UK Tibetan Culture in 
Transition 
Tibet Foundation Films, 
edited by Tenzing Sonam, 
60 min. 

1985 Factual-C UK Tibetan Medicine: An 
Introductory Lecture 
Tibet Foundation Films, 
120 min. 

1985 Motivate UK Western Students of 
Buddhism in India: 1985 
Tibet Foundation Films, 
directed by Greta Jensen, 
60 min. 

1986 Narrative PRC The Female Living Buddha 
(Nuhuofu) 
Directed by Li Wei 

1986 Narrative USA The Golden Child 
Directed by Michael 
Ritchie, 93 min. 

AF 1986 Narrative PRC The Horse Thier 
NY Directed by Tian 
TT Zhuangzhuang, 88 min. 
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Date Type Country Title 

I986 Narrative PRC The King of Darts 
(Biaowang) 
Directed by Li Qimin 

NY I986 Factual-R Canada Ocean of Wisdom: The Life 
TT of His Holiness the XIV 

Dalai Lama 
Directed by Rajia 
Mehrotra, 30 min. 

I986 Narrative PRC Savage Lover (Wuqing de 
qingren) 
Directed by Chen Guojun 

AV I986 Factual-R UK A Tibetan New Year 
Directed by Jon Jerstad, 
60 min. 

I987 Factual-RIC USA The Sound of Wisdom 
Directed by Robyn 
Brentano, 60 min. 

NY I988/9I Experimental USA Calling the Goddess 
Directed by Barry Bryant, 
30 sec. 

I988 Factual-R USA? The Meaning of Tibetan 
Buddhist Chanting 
Directed by Steven 
Schweitzer, 27 min., part of 
series: The Eternal Quest 

I988 Motivate Tibet:A Case to Answer 
Directed by Vanya Kewley, 
42 min. 

I989 Factual-R Canada Man Alive: Wheel of 
Rebirth 
Directed by David 
Cherniak, 30 min. 

I989 Motivate Canada A Red Star Over Tibet 
Produced by Robert 
Davidson and Stephen 
McMillan, 60 min. 

I989 Factual-R UK Sacred Music, Sacred 
Dance, 75 min. 
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Date Type Country Title 

NY 1989 Factual-C Switzerland Shigatse: One Injection is 
TT Never Enough 

Directed by Jurg 
Neuenschwander 

NY 1989 Motivate Germany Tibet: Survival of the Spirit 
Directed by Clemens Kuby, 
95 min. 

AV 1989 Factual-L USA Tibet: Where Continents 
Collide 
Directed by Jonathan 
Swinchatt, 47 min. 

AV 1990 Factual-T USA Kyimolung: A Hidden 
Valley in the Himalaya 
Directed by Brian 
Hofstetter and Fred Lane, 
43 min. 

NY 1990 Animation USA Land of the Snowy 
Mountains 
Directed by Bernard 
Palacios, 10 min. 

NY 1990 Factual-L France Lung Ta: The Forgotten 
TT Motivate Tibet 

Directed by Marie Jaoul de 
Poncheville and Franz-
Christoph Giercke, 86 min. 

1990 Motivate-PRC PRC Tibet"· 
60 min. 

AV 1990 Factual-T USA White Lotus 
Directed by Denise 
Kisabeth, 30 min. 

NY 1991 Experimental USA 8 Winds 
Directed by Ed. de la Torre, 
30 sec. 

AV 1991 Experimental USA Films are Dreams that 
Wander in the Light of Day 
Directed by Sylvia Sensiper, 
30 min. 
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Date Type Country Title 

NY 1991 Factual-R USA Menri Monastery 
Directed by Roslyn Dauber, 
20 min., work-in-progress 

NY 1991 Motivate USA Life in Exile, Part I 
Directed by Ken Feingold, 
60 min. 

NY 1991 Motivate USA Life in Exile, Part II 
Directed by Ken Feingold, 
30 min. 

NY 1991 Experimental USA Om Mane Padme Hum 
Directed by Ernest Gusella, 
30 sec. 

1991 Factual-HH USA Overcoming Differences: 
His Holiness the Dalai 
Lama 
Directed by David Karp, 

95 min. 
NY 1991 Factual-R UK The Reincarnation of 

Khensur Rinpoche 
Directed by Tenzing Son am 
and Ritu Sarin, 60 min. 

NY 1991 Factual-R France Return to Kham 
Directed by Bruno Vienne, 
52 min. 

1991 Factual-L Japan Roots of Infinity 
Directed by Oguri Kenichi, 
90 min.? , Image Forum 

NY 1991 Motivate Canada A Song for Tibet 
Directed by Anne 
Henderson, 60 min. 

NY 1991 Experimental USA That Which Has A Name 
Does Not Exist Inherently 
Directed by Ken Feingold, 
30 sec. 

NY 1991 Factual USA Tibet in Exile 
Motivate Directed by Barbara Banks, 

• ;> 30mm .. 
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Date Type Country Title 

NY 1991 Experimental USA To Lhasa: 250 kms 
Directed by Tomiyo Sasaki, 
30 sec. 

Motivate PRC Life in Tibet: Past and 
Present 
30 min. 

Factual PRC The Tachilenbu Temple 
30 min. 

Factual PRC A Tibetan Monastery in 
Qinghai Province 
China Today (No. 806) 

I. Tibet Carpet 
6. Performance by 

Tibetan Song and Dance 
Ensemble 

Factual-C PRC Amazing Marriage 
Customs 

Factual-H USA Beyond the Forbidden 
Frontier 
Produced by the Newark 
Museum, 30 min. 

Factual-L Bhutan 

40mm. 
Drikung: A Faith in Exile 
55 min. 
Exile: The Dalai Lama & 
his People 
Produced by Lemra 
Associates, 50 min. 

Factual-C Gharcham 
USA His Holiness the Dalai 

Lama - On Tour in 
America 
Harvard University, 
Wisdom Films, ? min. 

Factual-C USA Journey to a Lost World 
Tibet 
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Canada 

UK 

Factual-C USA 
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Title 

Produced by Newark 
Museum, 25 min. 
Queen of Tibet 
Return to Shangri-la 
Produced by Capital Cities 
TV Productions 
Tibet: A Prophecy 
Produced by Thread Cross 
Films, 56 min. 
Traditional Music and 
Dance of Sikkim 
Directed by Frederic 
Lieberman with Michael 
Moore, 65 min. 

In addition to the films listed, there are many documentations of Tibetan rituals 
available from the Meridian Trust: The Buddhist Film and Video Archive in Eng
land. Many of these are unedited and intended as documents of rituals and teach
ings. There are also many documentary films made by the People's Republic of 
China (PRC) on Tibet that are not listed here. 



Warring Bodies: 
Most Nationalistic Selves 

PATRICIA LEE MASTERS 

MEMORY IS bound up in the creation of nationalism, just as national
ism itself is constructed from particular memories, beliefs, and images. 
The cementing of nationalism occurs most profoundly in times of war 
and, not surprisingly, can receive its most vibrant questioning and critique 
at that time as well. 

The power of nationalism is obvious in moments of war. When rulers 
and ruled bind together to fight an Other in the name of Self - national 
and otherwise - questions of loyalty, of meaning, of nation arise. In war, 
when ideology overshadows life and there emerges a hostile imagination 
that allows for the killing of those designated, for the moment, as enemy, 
nationalism becomes the focus and the reason. 

It is surprising to think how war, and particularly the Second World 
War, has shaped, displayed, and configured national politics and nation
alism in most of the world today. With the fiftieth anniversary of the 
attack on Pearl Harbor we were presented directly with how war signals 
feelings of a nationalistic kind and how memory holds on to such feelings 
as if they had occurred just yesterday. 

In this paper, the focus is the Japanese at war, specifically the Pacific 
War, exploring how nationalism was advanced and made sacred and then 
how, after the war, such nationalism was openly criticized and ques
tioned. The two filmic texts that I have chosen to look at in this regard are 
Fires on the Plain (Nobi) and The Emperor's Naked Army Marches On 
(Yuki yukite shingun). I want to show how nationalism is figured and 
criticized - obliquely and directly - in these two films and to explore the 
intertextuality of war, film, nationalism, and food. 
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Paul Virilio tells us that there are several kinds of war films and that the 
whole relationship of war and film was exploded in the Second World 
War. Films made during the warring period were primarily used to pro
mote and support the war effort and nationalism, and films made after the 
war to glorify, criticize, or comment upon the events and meanings of con
flict. In Japan, films critical of the war made during wartime were never 
shown. In fact, it became impossible for such films to be made. As the sur
veillant forces of the Ministry of Home Affairs and the Media Section of 
the Imperial Army invaded the film world, particularly after the Motion 
Picture Act was passed in 1939, not only were filmmakers censured, but 
entire film companies were forced out of business. Actors were fired and 
blacklisted, and every film underwent screening by authorities before 
release and was subject to preproduction script censorship. Such censor
ship nearly silenced all but the most creative filmmakers, who subtly used 
angling of camera shots and analogous symbols to get their meanings 
across without being censored. Most retreated into making period films or 
not making films at all. Many were silenced for the duration of the war, 
and some never returned to making films afterward. Some succumbed to 
making kokusaku, or "national policy" propaganda films. 

Tadao Sato, one of Japan's leading film critics, suggests that Japanese 
war films can be characterized in the following way: they contain a mini
mum of rhetoric about why Japan was at war, a vagueness of the image of 
the enemy, little reference to the emperor, and heroes who were innocent. 
The enemy was either not shown at all or at a great distance. There was 
rarely a close encounter of any kind with the enemy Other as there was in 
American wartime films. The concentration was, rather, on the human 
side of Japanese soldiers, as in the classic The Story of Tank Commander 
Nishizumi (Nishizumi senshacho den, Kozaburo Yoshimura, 1940). In 
this film, the commander is shown speaking of his children, taking care of 
his men, and finally being ambushed and killed. Such films were over
whelming successes in that they represented the nature of the hero in Japa
nese war. An additional characteristic of Japanese war films was the treat
ing of war as a kind of spiritual training. This kind of cinematic 
propaganda elicited feelings of sacrifice but greater returns in terms of 
spiritual strengthening. Many wartime films utilized this theme to incite 
young men and to induce them to join in the war effort. 

Postwar films in Japan about the war, however, offer quite different 
images. Immediately after the war, there was what Sato calls a period of 
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"conversion" among filmmakers. Those who had cooperated with the war 
effort complied once more with the wishes of the Occupation forces. They 
not only focused on democracy as their themes, but they denied the 
nationalistic thoughts that they had rallied to during the war. Questioning 
of the meanings of war, of the nation, and of nationalism came much 
later, and then only obliquely. Direct critiques did not do well at the box 
office and so were lost. 

The two films that I would like to look at use an interesting device in 
order to criticize the war and the nationalistic tendency in Japan. They 
employ the metaphor of food in order to say something about the mind
lessness of battle and about the sacrifices in the name of nation. I began 
thinking about this theme while still living in Japan last year and I will 
turn to that thinking now. 

In the middle of May, the double cherry blossoms begin their flowering 
in Kyoto. My friend and I had gone to the place considered most perfect 
for viewing them and had packed the appropriate supplies for hanami 
(flower viewing): onigiri, tsukemono, sake. 

As we walked along the path under the flowering trees, Nagai-san 
pointed to a large root that she said was edible. I walked over to retrieve it 
for our picnic, and she implored me not to take it as she could not stom
ach its sight. It had been, she said, one of the main things she had to eat 
during the war and she could not bear to look at it now. 

"What else," I inquired, "did you eat at that time?" And being a close 
friend, she did not seem to mind the impertinence of my question. She 
began: "Rice gruel, very little rice and a lot of gruel, potatoes, and pump
kins." She began to detail the lack of food and how families would cook 
their small amount of rice together, making a milky-white porridge, 
thinned almost into water. She said that her family was lucky and that 
many went without even that. I began to think about these remembrances 
and how unpalatable the war must have literally been and how indelible 
the memories of that culinary past must be. 

Many people are reminded of war through their memories of food. 
What deprivations, what extremes people went to and were forced into, 
and what people ate during times of war are easily recollected and have 
profound impact on their memories. Wartime memories of privation are 
among the most vivid, and yet, the improbable analogy of eating and 
memory is not usually accorded serious treatment or thought. How we 
remember and are brought back to the events of war is often in terms of 
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the carnal and the culinary. In Studs Terkel's The Good War, one Japanese 
woman recalls how scarce food was during the war: 

My younger brother began to look like one of those starving Indian chil
dren: skinny, toothpick legs, and large, distended stomach .... The only 
people who had food were farmers .... Nothing was available in the 
stores .... Food meant potatoes and rice, nothing else. The farmers would 
not accept money because it was regarded as worthless. So my mother 
started exchanging her beautiful silk kimonos for third-grade rice and a few 
potatoes. 

In the fall of 1945, American soldiers showed up .... It took some time 
for the food to arrive. Until then, we were always hungry. When the white 
rice came, it was bartered like gold. When the Americans gave us dark 
bread, we couldn't swallow it; most of us had only known white bread. We 
had no sugar, no sweets, for a long time. One day Cuban sugar arrived -
that's what we called the brown crystals. We made puffed caramels. Oh, it 
was like heaven. (Terkel 1984, 228-23°) 

How vividly, forty-five years later, these things are remembered. The 
memory of food eaten or not eaten, as well as its symbolic worth is 
astounding. This is not particular to the Japanese nor is it particular to 
moments of war. Food has import everywhere not only as sustenance for 
the body but as an important signifier of the religious, the familial, the 
social. Levi-Strauss found that some tribes of people designate food as 
"good to think" or "bad to think." We talk of some foods as "brain food" 
and some as sensuous or aphrodisiac. Food has an intimate relationship 
with creation, fertility, sex. Food is created by the sex of plants or ani
mals, and we find it in the realm of the senses. It is used in ritual, as 
reward, for seduction. In times of little food, its importance mushrooms. 
It is those hungry moments nearest our death that glisten in our memories. 
Recalling hunger is almost a physical sensation, so close is it to the source 
of our being. Food and its meanings have great impact upon us and con
sume much of our waking thoughts. Its place in war is even more acute. 

In the film Fires on the Plain, Kon Ichikawa's 1959 adaptation of Shohei 
Ooka's novel, such emphasis on the culinary is evident. The first scene 
opens with an interaction between a Private Tamura and his commanding 
officer in Leyte Island of Luzon, Philippines, during the Pacific War. In 
this grueling scene, Tamura, who, ironically, has "consumption," has 
returned to his company after being rejected for care at the field hospital 
nearby. He is reprimanded by his squad leader for not having fought to 
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stay in the hospital and is told that the squad has no food to spare for him 
because he is no longer able to "pull his weight" and help the squad. Food 
is the overwhelming issue in this scene and, in fact, throughout the entire 
film. The squad leader orders him to go, and Tamura responds: 

"Yes, sir," 1 said, my eyes still fixed on the squad-leader's humid lips, "I 
understand perfectly. 1 am to report back to the hospital. And if 1 am not 
admitted, 1 am to kill myself." 

Normally the squad-leader would have objected to the suggestion of indi
vidual judgement implied in the words "I understand perfectly," a terse repe
tition of orders being considered adequate; this time he chose to overlook 
the peccadillo. 

"That's right. And look here, Private Tamura. Try to cheer up! Remem
ber - it's all for the Fatherland. To the very end 1 expect you to act like a 
true soldier of the Emperor." 

"Yes, sir." (Ooka 1957, 9) 

Private Tamura's interaction with the squad leader dramatizes the main 
theme of the film - eating - the lack of, the need to, the search for, the 
desperate ends one will go to for. It also indicates the analogic dimension 
of food - as critique of war and nation. This film is a story of struggle not 
just for personal survival but for a survival of Japanese spirit and human 
feeling. It is also a work of memory, for it is written from a mental ward 
six years after the war, after a long period of amnesia about escape, sur
render, and survival. It is a story that exemplifies the struggle of many in 
Japan to remember and forget the Pacific War and its miseries. 

As the film progresses, we find Private Tamura spending time among 
the other hospital "rejects" - Japanese imperial soldiers barred from 
entrance to the hospital because they have no more currency, as killers or 
patients, due to a lack of rations - and Tamura experiences an over
whelming display of feelings among these comrades. As they huddle some 
distance from the hospital, marking time by the meals served within and 
exchanging critiques of war, of Japan, of the emperor, some relationships 
of care are also established. These too surround food more often than not. 
The more disabled or ill are aided by those less sick; some who are hoard
ing food are goaded for not sharing and are cast out; some make deals 
with their portions, while others plan how to scavenge or steal more food. 

After an attack by American fighter planes, the "group" scatters, and 
the story follows Tamura pillaging, foraging, and scrounging his way to a 
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seaport where he might escape to japan. Throughout Tamura's journey, 
we are constantly brought back to food and its overwhelming presence 
and absence. However, there is more to the food than just its consumption 
in this story. Ooka uses food to display many other things - critique of 
the war through the mouths of the "starving" soldiers (not to be taken too 
seriously because of their delirium); critique of the military and its unfair 
treatment (only the officers have food in the story); critique of the coun
try, as when Tamura is finally cast out by his company with six potatoes 
and he ponders: 

[A]s I put the potatoes into my haversack, my hands were trembling. Six 
small potatoes - to this extent and no further was my country prepared to 
guarantee my survival: the country to which I belonged and to which I was 
offering my life. There was a terrifying mathematical exactness about this 
number six. (Ooka 1957, 10) 

Food becomes a signifier for struggle. It represents possibility, not only 
of physical sustenance but of Tamura's struggle for humanity as well. 
Food becomes an overriding concern when the enemy is sighted and when 
fellow soldiers approach. Tamura kills two Filipino farmers for their food 
and is plagued by this savagery throughout the rest of the film. Later, 
when he contemplates hiding his cache of salt, taken from those dead Fili
pinos, as he is being rescued by a unit of japanese soldiers, he determines 
that he needs the companionship almost as much as he desires the salt. He 
decides to share the salt in exchange for safer passage to the coast and for 
being allowed to join the wayward unit on its own quest for escape and 
survival. Food becomes Tamura's bargaining tool, his weapon, with 
which his life is measured. When his supply begins to dwindle, he panics, 
not only because of the possibility of starving but because it is his cur
rency, his worth to the company he keeps. As he struggles to live, his 
vision becomes acute. Not only is he able literally to see possibilities of 
food in the landscape he has come to know but in addition he is able to see 
the ravagings of war in a new light. Criticism of the deeds done and 
legitimized as sacred through the emperor's name arises as the story moves 
closer to the end and to Tamura's "escape." His allegiance to a japan that 
asks him to die willingly "for the Empire" becomes questionable, and 
Tamura interrogates himself about meaning and duty. He wonders about 
the reasons for dying in a foreign land and for a little-understood cause. 
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He calls on the emperor to explain what it is that Japanese soldiers are 
dying for. In his delirium, more and more clarity comes to him. He sur
veys the landscape and upon seeing the remains of enemy soldiers and Jap
anese alike, he cries: 

Here are the feet and hands of Japanese soldiers, dead on a foreign battle
field. For what did they die? For what did they lose those limbs on these 
plains? Wars may be advantageous to the small group of gentlemen who 
direct them, and I therefore leave them aside; what baffles me is all the other 
men and women who now once again seem so anxious to be deluded by 
these gentlemen. Perhaps they will not understand until they have gone 
through experiences like these I had in the Philippine mountains .... 

Chance becomes his explanation for everything from escape to his not 
having been eaten by his fellows or by the enemy Other. He comforts him
self by remembering that he did not engage directly in the cannibalism that 
he sawall around him and eschews those who did. He recalls a dream in 
which he sees dead people approaching him through the grasses in a field: 

The dead people are laughing. If this is indeed Celestial laughter, how awe
some a thing it is! 

At this moment a painful joy enters my body from above. Like a long 
nail, it slowly pierces my skull and reaches to the base of my brain. 

Suddenly I understand. I know now why they are laughing. It is because I 
have not eaten them. I have killed them, to be sure, but I have not eaten 
them. I killed them because of war, God, chance - forces outside myself; 
but it was assuredly because of my own will that I did not eat them. This is 
why in their company I can now gaze at that dark sun in this country of the 
dead. (Ooka 1957, 211) 

His saving grace in the end is the fact that he did not literally consume his 
comrades or the enemy either. Since much of the film concerns itself with 
graphic detailing of cutting up bodies for food, surviving by consuming 
that which is usually inedible, and distorting the already perverse nature 
of war, Tamura's revelation relieves and saves him. Undoubtedly, he is 
driven mad by his remembrances of bodies with buttocks cut out for their 
sumptuousness as a meal, but he is also redeemed, in his own mind, for 
not having partaken in the feast. The ravagings of war are displayed 
through these bodies and what men will do out of "hunger," and for 
nation, and although Tamura understands that he has in fact been a canni-
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bal of sorts just by his participating in the war, he finds his comfort in the 
fact that, in the end, his humanity was saved by his not having eaten his 
fellowmen. 

The ending of the story is a stunning indictment of Japan's ruling elite 
and men of the military who led the Japanese people into a defeating 
disaster. "How little we know," Tamura cries, condemning both the Japa
nese military for their silence about how Japan was faring in the war and 
the more general lack of wisdom we all exhibit in war. His recollections 
and reflections of memories too unpalatable to recall until he is institu
tionalized and drugged exaggerate the hideous appetite for killing and for 
war and for the idea of nation. How memories of traumatic moments, 
especially in war, come to be forgotten or hidden, are continuously 
returned to in Tamura's diary, and he searches hopelessly for some place 
to let those memories rest. They rest in his body, he tells us, and no era
sure is possible until that body no longer lives. His "madness" allows him 
to voice his condemnation of war, of nationalism, and of the emperor. He 
speaks to the lack of humanity that emerges in the time of war and of what 
it says of the appetites and lack in man. 

In another film, a similar deficiency and appetite are exhibited. In per
haps the most extreme example of the dietary lack of World War II for the 
Japanese appears in the film The Emperor's Naked Army Marches On 
(Kazuo Hara, 1987). This semi documentary, five years in the making, 
took the life of the protagonist's wife and left two others badly injured. It 
portrays the almost-obsessive hunger for truth by an aging soldier named 
Kenzo Okazaki. The story is an astounding one, not only for its outcome 
but for the energy and vitality this sixty-eight-year-old man exhibits in his 
undying quest for meaning. He seeks to tear away the years, trample the 
taboos of speaking out about the war, and to hold up the skeletons of 
Imperial Japan for all to see. 

Okazaki is one of about thirty survivors from the 36th Engineering 
Corps, a regiment of more than a thousand that was all but annihilated in 
the vicious fighting and treacherous conditions of New Guinea at the end 
of the war. When the war ended, Okazaki, who saw out its ending in a 
prisoner-of-war camp, returned to Japan to discover how the people there 
had been systematically brainwashed; how the nobility of the Emperor's 
War had been a shabby pretense; how millions had died in the name of 
quasi-religious mumbo-jumbo. The shock of the truth turned him into an 
anarchist, dedicated to exposing Hirohito and eradicating corruption of 
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all sorts. In January of 1969, he attempted to attack Hirohito while the 
emperor was greeting New Years well-wishers by firing on him with four 
pachinko balls in a slingshot. As he fired off each ball, he screamed the 
names of comrades killed in the war. He did a year in prison for the 
attack. He did ten years after that for murdering a notorious yakuza who 
was engaging in crooked real estate schemes that victimized many elderly 
people. 

When we meet Okazaki in the film he is obsessed by his major life cru
sade: to find out how and why two privates in his unit in New Guinea 
were executed three weeks after the war ended in 1945. We travel with him 
across Japan, tracking down nine officers from that unit, whom he inter
rogates for their involvement in the executions of these young men. The 
soldiers are old men, some frail, some invalid, living in their countryside 
homes, who are visibly disturbed on camera by Okazaki's unexpected and 
unwelcome visits. 

Okazaki grills these men about their roles in the executions and asks: 
Were you in the firing squad? What were the charges and the crimes? Who 
gave the orders to kill the privates? The old soldiers lie. Some claim they 
cannot remember whether they shot the two young men or not - such a 
long time ago, you know - or some say that they weren't there at the time 
of the killing at all. Okazaki pieces the stories of the nine officers together 
and quickly spots the lies and discrepancies. In one scene, he cannot con
tain his rage and jumps on one of the officers, punching him and yelling at 
him to tell the truth. We witness him wrestling with the old man and 
watch as the police are called in. Director Kazuo Hara, who doubles as 
cameraman, catches all of this on film until forced to stop by the police 
officers. 

Okazaki, the protagonist, establishes by the end of the film that the 
36th Independent Engineering Corps had been reduced to cannibalism, 
eating their own comrades because of dire conditions suffered at the time. 
It gets pointed out, however, that the New Guinean natives were consid
ered "black meat" and therefore inferior and not palatable to the Japanese 
soldiers. Okazaki discovers that "white pig" was consumed by the officers 
and later we learn that "white pig" was American and allied soldiers. Oka
zaki finally determines that the two Japanese privates, lowest in the mili
tary "pecking order," had been sacrificed because of a lack of supplies to 
the troops, and that, in the confessions of one of the officers he interro
gates, "there was nothing else that could be done." Okazaki goes to the 
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house of the commanding officer, Captain Koshimizu, and after detailing 
the execution as he has heard it, asks him whether he gave the orders for 
the killings. Koshimizu tells him that he had merely passed the orders on 
from a superior and that he wasn't even present at the execution. 

Unconvinced, Okazaki continues his investigations and finds a man 
who confesses to having been in the firing squad. Sitting at a kotatsu with 
this man, a former corporal, Okazaki reconstructs the execution, using 
tangerines to represent the five men in the squad, all of whom he can now 
name, and the two victims, Privates Yoshizawa and Nomura. He then 
picks up a tangerine to represent Captain Koshimizu. "Was he standing 
here at the back?" he queries. "No," says the man and places the tangerine 
just next to the firing squad. "He was here. When the squad fired, the men 
didn't die right away, so Captain Koshimizu finished them off with his 
own gun. One shot each." 

This is the pivotal moment in the film. The big lie is exposed. 
Koshimizu is revealed as the villain but, in Okazaki's words, is merely a 
"messenger" for the evil Empire. The real villain is the emperor himself, 
and Okazaki shouts, "It is not the soldiers who committed those sins who 
should be punished, but Emperor Hirohito, who was, after all, the 
Supreme Commander of the japanese Army." 

The film ends with a long gaze into the face of Captain Koshimizu and 
a quick shot of the emperor. Then, flashed up on the screen are newspa
pers whose headlines tell the rest of the story: that Okazaki went to Cap
tain Koshimizu's house with a gun, looking to kill him; that Koshimizu 
was not at home, and Okazaki, in his rage, decides to shoot Koshimizu's 
son, who is protecting his father and his whereabouts; that the son is seri
ously wounded and Okazaki is arrested and sentenced to twelve years for 
attempted murder; and that Okazaki's wife has died of cancer while her 
husband is serving out his prison sentence. As unsympathetic a character 
as Okazaki is in this film, we feel the anxiety and dismay that he feels 
throughout his search and for the entirety of the film. And in a way, we 
can be somewhat more objective about the film because of our ambiva
lence about him. 

What the film reveals is more than cannibalism and the unpalatable 
nature of war. It speaks of a society gone mad. While The Emperor's 
Naked Army has been highly praised and widely acclaimed by several crit
ics outside of japan, many within japan recreate that madness and still 
express their outrage at Okazaki's actions. They question his methods and 
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also the ethics of the film's director, Kazuo Hara, who filmed the real 
un staged acts of violence without intervening. They suspend the horror of 
what the film is saying and ask for protection of the imperial name. In 
postwar Japan, where the outrages of war have been assiduously covered 
up and the implications have been carefully avoided, such a demonstra
tion as Okazaki's is rare. Instead, things go on as usual or as before. In 
1957, Nobusuke Kishi, who had been a leading member in the Tojo cabi
net and in charge of the subjugation of Manchuria, became prime minister 
of Japan. Even more recently, the election of Koiichi Miyazaki, who was 
involved in the famed Recruit Scandal, as prime minister, further amplifies 
this ability to assuage and forget the past. One Western journalist has 
compared this kind of activity to Goebbels or Himmler becoming chancel
lor of Germany (Gill 1989,28). 

The fact is that even today in Japanese political circles and in the busi
ness world there are many who cultivated emperor-worship and imperial
ism in the prewar years and who cheered as the army set off for New 
Guinea and the Philippines and other Asian fronts. There are those who 
participated directly and returned to Japan as future leaders and decision
makers. Their cravings for silence and for digesting the war past in partic
ular ways have been roasted by Okazaki and his expose. The Emperor's 
Naked Army is shown in barest forms: soldiers eating their own bodies or, 
rather, the bodies they commanded to do the emperor's bidding. The offi
cialline, that Hirohito had no control over the military or the militarists in 
the cabinet, is offered and Okazaki rails against this. In fact, the conten
tion that Hirohito finally overruled the cabinet to bring about the surren
der is still widely believed in Japan and rarely discussed. 

One of the major critiques of Okazaki, and of Kazuo Hara's agreement 
to do this film, surrounds the exposure of the emperor as villain. The eat
ing of Japanese soldiers becomes foregrounded only momentarily in these 
critiques and fades quickly into the dark as the critics focus on the need to 
protect the imperial name. The fact is that Japan needs its Okazakis. It 
needs outrageous extremists who obsessively seek for meaning. The calm 
repose so carefully staged in Japan needs to be unsettled to allow the space 
for dialogue to begin on the horrors of the war and the madness of nation
alism. The unwillingness to expose such wartime stories leaves a past that 
is as yet undigested. It also makes the Japanese unpalatable to many in the 
West and in Asia who suffered at the wartime hands of the Japanese mili
tarists. There is a hunger for some reflection to come out of Japan, not 
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just in the apology for things past but for some willing attempt to look at 
their participation in the devastations of war and to increase public 
knowledge of it. 

Patricia Lee Masters is the director of a federal program dealing with immigrant 
and refugee youth in Hawaii. She received her Ph.D. degree in political theory 
from the University of Hawaii, where she occasionally teaches courses. She is the 
author of The Politics of Memory: Constructions & Creations in Post-war Japan, 
which is under review at Cornell University Press. 
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Nagisa Oshima. Cinema, Censor
ship, and the State: The Writings 
of Nagisa Oshima. Translated by 
Dawn Lawson. Edited and with an 
introduction by Annette Michel
son. Cambridge, Massachusetts: 
The MIT Press, 1992. 308 pages. 
Cloth $35.00. 

Nagisa Oshima, the leading exponent 
of the New Wave Cinema that emerged 
in postwar Japan around 1960, is justly 
celebrated for a taboo-defying body 
of cultural work which includes such 
films as In the Realm of the Senses 
(1976), Merry Christmas, Mr. Law
rence (I982), Death By Hanging (I968), 
Pleasure of the Flesh (I965), Cruel 
Story of Youth (I960), Max, Mon 
Amour (I986), The Empire of Passion 
(I978), and The Catch (196I), based 
upon a wartime short story by Oe. 
Like Godard, to whom he is often 
compared as challenging the politics 
of cinematic form, Oshima deforms 
the seamlessness of a filmic gaze that 
would satisfy and titillate bourgeois 
sensibilities and cinematic conventions. 
In a striking move against the natural
ization of nature in film, for example, 
Oshima restricted the color green, es
pecially the beloved green of Japanese 
pines, from films like Cruel Story of 
Youth (I960), as a romantic imagery 

providing false solace and domestic 
banality. He strove as well to avoid 
scenes of "characters sitting and talking 
on tatami" ("Banishing Green" [I974]). 
In later films like The Empire of Pas
sion, which oscillates between resigna
tion and rage, nature has returned in a 
suppressive village setting and all but 
replaces the female body as a signifier 
of mute passion. 

Such a destructive poetics directed 
against the very Japaneseness of Japa
nese taste-forms and the cultural regu
lation of identity merits attention: in 
webs of aesthetic theory and social 
activism, Oshima links the discourse of 
cinema to censorship codes and subli
mations of the liberal democratic state 
and its self-censored subjects for whom 
body and soul are over-coded by the 
state. Contentiously aware of the impe
rial dynamics of bureaucratic moder
nity as implemented in Japan since the 
Meiji era, Oshima refuses the Japanese 
the very pathos of a national sensibility 
"permeated with a victim's mentality 
toward war, the feudal system, and 
poverty" - a pathos Kurosawa suc
cumbs to in his later films. Oshima's 
code remains existential at core, 
grounding techniques in political strug
gle, politics in the claims of the expres
sive subject. "I decided to become 
someone who would always be in
volved in law-related conflicts for the 
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freedom and liberation of mankind," 
Oshima admitted in turning from a 
legal career to film at Kyoto University, 
and this defense of private opposition 
served him well in his obscenity trial 
over In the Realm of the Senses in the 
late 1970s. 

This collection of Oshima's writings 
in Cinema, Censorship and the State 
comprises an intellectual/polemical 
autobiography of the period from the 
mid-1950S to the late 1970s, during the 
time when film was an ascendant cul
tural genre in Japan and critical theory 
still mattered. Like Kenzaburo Oe, to 
whom he bears comparison in imagina
tive range and relentless critical self
scrutiny, Oshima came of age in the 
postwar climate of student militarism 
when politics and cultural poetics were 
of a piece and constituted a dystopic 
challenge to the reign of commodified 
common sense and the expressive re
straints upon eros and selfhood. Both 
Oe and Oshima, practicing in their 
diverse media of high modernist cul
ture, "gave rise to a second modern lit
erature, postwar literature" as Oshima 
theorizes in a step towards embracing 
the postmodern. Oshima once called a 
Japanese collection of his film polemics 
Kotaeru! (l Answer! [1983]), although 
he conceded that, despite his urge to 
public debate and self-interpretation, 
"film directors only develop their ideas 
when shooting films" ("The Wounds of 
Those with Shame" [meaning, castra
tion-anxiety]). The angle of theoretical 
vision in these disparate essays (based 
upon a selection of texts established by 
their author for publication by Edi
tions Gallimard in 198o) does remain 
self-probing and organic to the shape 
and claims of Oshima's autobiography, 
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hence grounded somewhat nostalgical
ly in the claims of the rebellious sub
ject. Throughout, mining psychic 
ground ("films are desires visualized"), 
the director defends and practices a 
cinema of subjectivity. 

During the 1980s, as film turned 
increasingly global in production and 
circulation, Oshima no longer aimed 
his films at the Japanese (who had all 
but ceased to invest money in such 
risky ventures, as he ruefully traces in 
"Perspectives on the Japanese Film"), 
but at what he theorized as an "inter
national audience" of heteroglossic 
impiety and disparate cultural mores. 
Such a postnational community of 
postmodernity could better appreciate 
the complicated, quasi-campy cross
cultural politics of juxtaposing the rock 
stars David Bowie (and his cyborgian 
gaze) and Sakamoto R yuichi (and his 
pseudo-Indonesian music) as other-in
fatuated soldiers to act out the ten
sions of racial, sexual, and interna
tional power in the Pacific War. In his 
own independent way, Oshima now 
sought to make "global films," though 
outside the Hollywood apparatus and 
fundamentally third-worldist in politi
cal orientation as his striking essays on 
Korea and Vietnam make clear and 
documentary films for Japanese televi
sion like A Forgotten Army and The 
Tomb of Youth had demonstrated with 
their relentless sympathy for the Ko
rean other subjugated within imperial 
Japan. (Another transnational case in 
point: an underground blockbuster of 
sorts, In the Realm of the Senses was 
made from film imported into Japan 
from France, shot in Japan, and sent 
back to France to be developed, edited, 
completed, and circulated.) 
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Challenging the discourse of Japa
nese exceptionality and social homo
geneity, Oshima opened himself to 
the counter-charge, brilliantly devel
oped by Masao Miyoshi in a reading of 
cultural otherness in Merry Christmas, 
Mr. Lawrence, that Oshima paradoxi
cally "displays an unconcealed aspira
tion and admiration for Europe and 
the Europeans" to such an extent that, 
in this internationally financed film 
from 1982, Oshima views the Japanese 
as the European other would and, 
thus, helps to inferiorize and exoticize 
the Orient. This level of self-exoti
cization and internal Westernization 
reaches a new level of the postmodern 
simulacrum when, in Miyoshi's uncan
ny reading of Max, Mon Amour in Off 
Center: Power and Culture Relations 
between Japan and the United States 
(Harvard University Press, 1991), Oshi
ma can produce "a completely French 
film without a trace of Japanese life." 
In Oshima's rationale for such a 
transnational practice, "the desire on 
the part of film directors for interna
tionalization is a global trend" and 
now serves (in a global economy of 
production/ distribution) as a means of 
survival. Max, Mon Amour seems to 
have created a sublime blockage of self
disgust in Oshima, who has turned 
from pastiche and parody to exile, and 
cunning. 

Starting with Shochiku Of una Stu
dio in 1954, Oshima saw himself "mak
ing dreamlike products like films" from 
the outset as working within the indus
trial cinematic apparatus but, soon 
afterwards, as an independent film
maker. During the 1980s, the era 
of transnationalization, Oshima argues 
that, in the postmodern Japan of 

brand-name commodity consumption, 
"production was thought of as a high
risk, low-profit department." Hence, 
during an era when "American film 
now rules the cinema globally," Japa
nese films are falling into decline as 
a space of local production. Oshima 
scorns (but at other times aspires to) 
this very transnationalization of the 
internal film economy when national 
films lose their local difference and 
sensibility of otherness. He quips 
that "Japanese film companies think of 
nothing but competing in sumo wear
ing other people's loincloths," meaning 
the generic formulae of Rocky, Star 
Wars, and Back to the Future. "Limits, 
limits, limits" remained Oshima's exis
tentiallament against the film industry 
and censorship codes in Japan. The 
selection of essays and legal briefs gath
ered in section four, "On Trial for 
Obscenity {1970-1978)," constitutes a 
strong rebuke against the suppression 
of difference and freedom in postmod
ern Japan as the culture-ideology of 
consumerism swamps genuine dissent. 
The voice of the auteur gets increas
ingly cautionary, jeremaic, self-pitying: 
"In every country, the cinema appears 
to be breathing its last and film people 
are in [transnational] fetters, groaning. 
If this is not a ghetto, what is it?" 

As Annette Michelson observes, in 
her pungent introduction to this col
lection of essays well fortified with 
the historically detailed scholarship 
of Hideo Suzuki (which deserves 
more than the cursory acknowledg
ment she gives it) and cleanly trans
lated by Dawn Lawson, "[Oshima's] 
cinema of 'subjectivity' is now one of 
heterology which, in the era of Japan's 
economic hegemony, finds its re-



sources, its material base, its audience, 
abroad." Now available in English and 
supplemented by a filmography, Oshi
ma's essays on filmic practice are strik
ing, confrontational, probing, honest, 
relentlessly critical of himself and 
Japan in the move towards global mod
ernization. This handsome collection 
of essays in Cinema, Censorship, and 
the State will serve scholars of Japanese 
film and more general readers who are 
trying to understand what the enigma 
Japan - as subjectivity, as culture, as 
film apparatus, as state - represents to 
the postmodern market and to itself. 

ROB WILSON 

University of Hawaii at Manoa 

Robert Starn. Reflexivity in Film 
and Literature: From Don Quixote 
To Jean-Luc Godard. New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1992. 
320 pages. Paperbound $14.50. 

This book was first published in 1985. 
The new edition has a new ten-page 
preface. As befits a book on reflexivity, 
the author looks back on his work 
and makes a number of useful critical 
observations. Because, according to 
Stam, the original version focused less 
on "reflexivity" and more on "demysti
fication," he has chosen to explain in 
greater detail his notion of reflexivity. 
"Reflexivity in Film and Literature" 
seeks to examine the tradition of re
flexivity manifested in fiction, drama, 
and cinema and how it serves to chal
lenge and subvert literary and cine
matic conventions. 
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The book consists of a long intro
duction and five chapters. In the intro
duction Stam usefully points out that 
reflexivity and realism are not neces
sarily antithetical terms, as most seem 
to believe, and that realism is not ipso 
facto conservative any more than re
flexivity is ipso facto progressive. The 
first chapter is devoted to a discussion 
of the allegories of spectatorship. Here 
the author foregrounds the complex 
relation between the reader and fic
tion, spectator and player, filmgoer 
and film. In this chapter, the texts ana
lyzed by the author serve to promote 
critical self-awareness in the spectator. 

The third chapter discusses the pro
cess of production in relation to Bal
zac's novel Lost Illusions and such 
films as Sunset Boulevard, Day for 
Night, Man of Marble, and Beware of 
a Holy Whore. In this chapter Stam has 
focused on films about the process of 
filmmaking which have the effect of 
demystifying cinema by generating a 
critical awareness of the nature and 
power of cinematic signifiers. The next 
chapter thematizes the genre of self
consciousness by focusing on a number 
of texts ranging from Cervantes to 
Woody Allen. Stam has in his exposi
tion sought to compare and contrast 
the textual processes of the self-con
scious novel with those of self-con
scious films. Here he also usefully 
points out certain important dimen
sions of ludic reflexivity. 

The fourth chapter is concerned 
with what the author chooses to desig
nate as the carnival of modernism. As 
he says, "If our focus in the previous 
chapter was on metalinguistic self-con
sciousness in the novel and film, our 
emphasis in this chapter will be on 
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aggressive anti-illusionism, as seen in 
modernist texts which adopt strategies 
of carnivalesque fantasy" (p. 167). Nat
urally, the shadow of Bakhtin spreads 
across this chapter. The final chapter is 
devoted to a discussion of the pleasures 
of subversion. 

Reflexivity in Film and Literature 
is a thought-provoking and engaging 
book. The author has cast his net as 
wide as possible. The filmmaker who 
attracts most attention is Godard. The 
book does not contain an evolving 
argument. Instead, as Stam himself al
ludes, the trope that best captures his 
expository endeavor is "cubist contem
plation." The author's knowledge of 
and enthusiasm for the films he has 
chosen to discuss come through power
fully in his writing. 

WIMAL DISSANAYAKE 

East-West Center 

P. Adams Sitney. Modernist Mon
tage: The Obscurity of Vision in 
Cinema and Literature. New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1990. 
288 pages. Hardcover $37.00. 

The title of this book announces in a 
very interesting way the theme that 
informs it - the interplay between vi
sion and obscurity of image that char
acterizes modernist cinema. This is a 
work full of valuable insights and pro
ductive lines of inquiry. The book con
sists of ten chapters, and in each of 
them the author has sought to examine 
in depth and detail films that have 
engaged his interest in terms of visual-
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ity and complexity of meaning. He 
says, "In uncovering the network of 
allusions in the works that seized my 
attention, I began to see a pattern of 
poetic archeology: apparently random 
echoes and vestiges, even when they 
were deliberately rendered absurd, 
turned out to be important indications 
of the artist's conception of his or her 
relation to tradition" (p. 2). This natu
rally demands penetratingly analytical 
readings of his chosen films, and this is 
precisely where the author excels. Like 
the New Critics in literature, the au
thor delights in uncovering ambiva
lences, paradoxes, and intertextuali
ties. 

Modernist Montage deals with the 
relationship between literary modern
ism and film style. Sitney has chosen a 
number of difficult films made between 
1925 and 1980. And his list of film 
directors includes Dreyer, Bresson, 
Bergman, and Eisenstein. On the other 
hand, the literary geniuses that he 
has chosen to examine include Mal
larme, Blanchot, and Gertrude Stein. 
Through his careful and sensitive read
ings of films against the backdrop of 
literary modernism, what the author 
has charted is an important pathway in 
the history of modernism in films. 

This book contains much that 
would seriously engage the interest of 
film scholars. While avoiding the 
showy jargon associated with some 
forms of contemporary film scholar
ship, the author brings out cogently the 
interaction between verbal and visual 
signs within a psychological herme
neutic. Many of the essays illuminate 
the complex dynamic among narrative 
style, form, idioms of cinema, and 
questions of modernity. 
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This is a demanding book in the 
sense that the reader has to exercise full 
concentration to keep apace with the 
unfolding arguments. It is those read
ers who are deeply familiar with the 
writers and filmmakers that he is dis-
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of the films brought together under 
some kind of overarching theory. This 
would have invested this work with a 
greater unity. Modernist Montage can 
be recommended as an insightful and 
challenging book that repays close at-

cussing who would derive the most tention. 
benefit from this book. Although this is WIMAL DISSANAYAKE 

East-West Center not the intention of the author, I would 
have liked to see the different readings 
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